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Procedure for Minimizing the Cost Per Watt of 
Photovoltaic Systems * 

David Redfield 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 08540 

Abstract-A general analytic procedure is developed that provides the first quantitative 
method for optimizing any element or process in the fabrication of a photovoltaic 
energy conversion system by minimizing Its impact on the cost per Watt of the 
complete system. By determining the effective value of any power loss associated 
with each element of the system, this procedure furnishes the design specifications 
that optimize the cost -performance tradeoffs for each element. A general equation 
is derived that optimizes the properties of any part of the system in terms of ap- 
propriate cost and performance functions, although the power -handling compo- 
nents are found to have a different character from the cell and array steps. Another 
principal result of this analysis is that a fractional performance loss occurring at 
any cell- or array -fabrication step produces that same fractional increase in the 
cost per Watt of the complete array (although not in the power -handling compo- 
nents), thus quantifying an intuitively sensed effect. It also follows that no element 
or process step can be optimized correctly by considering only its own cost and 
performance. Some other solar -energy conversion systems that contain analogous 
classes of components appear to also be amenable to this type of analysis. 

Introduction 

Optimization of solar -cell design characteristics for satellite systems has 
utilized as its criterion the maximum power output' and, occasionally, 
the weight of the devices. In space applications cost considerations had 

This work was performed for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under 
Contract No. 954352. 
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to be suppressed. Photovoltaic systems for terrestrial uses, however, have 
as their central goal cost reduction. Since this must be achieved without 
excessive loss in performance, there is a need for some quantitative 
means of optimizing the cost versus performance tradeoffs. That need 
is met by the procedure described in this paper whose optimization 
criterion is the minimum cost/Watt of the complete system. Further, 
such optimization should be capable of being performed for every step 
in the fabrication process of the active converter as well as for every other 
system element. Although there are formal optimization methods for 
dealing with such problems, the present analysis is carried out in a way 
that emphasizes physical insight rather than abstract theory. 

This procedure is based on the (generally valid) hypothesis that the 
entire fabrication process-from raw materials to system comple- 
tion-can be represented by a sequence of basically independent "steps". 
This independence must apply to both the cost and performance aspects 
of the various steps. For cases in which some steps interact strongly with 
others, they must be grouped together to form a composite "step" for 
the purposes of analysis. (This statement is true, of course, for other 
analytical methods as well.) The meaning of this independence re- 
quirement will be shown in the subsequent discussion. 

To permit analysis of the fabrication costs, we consider cost elements 
of the system in several classes: (1) steps associated with the fabrication 
of the active solar cells; (2) steps associated with the collector array-of 
which the "module" is the representative unit-including its structure; 
(3) system elements that process the generated power; and (4) fixed costs 
not directly allocable to any of these steps (factory -level overhead, 
manufacturers' profit, etc.). It is vital to successful optimization of the 
system that these classes be properly distinguished in the evaluation of 
their cost contributions, since they enter as groups in different ways. 

The optimization analysis could be carried out by either of two ap- 
proaches: (1) specify some fixed output power level for the system and 
determine necessary changes in size of the array and of the power -pro- 
cessing elements as some variable of a fabrication step is changed; or (2) 
fix the array size and determine how the output power level varies under 
such a change. In either case, the quantity of ultimate concern is the 
cost/Watt, U, of the output power and the procedure must be able to 
minimize U. For this purpose we shall not be concerned with the question 
of whether peak power or average power is to he used; either one can be 
used, provided the relation between them is known. 

This procedure follows the second approach because it simplifies the 
evaluation of the costs of the numerous cell and array steps, so the col- 
lector array area is fixed at Aa. The cell and module fabrication processes 
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must supply the number of modules needed to cover this area, with 
provision made for all process yield losses up to and including the com- 
pletion of array assembly. Past the array completion step (which includes 
the structure and its foundation), physical yield losses do not occur, but 
the power level may be attenuated. 

The essential feature of this procedure is that it develops a way of al- 
locating all system costs to a proportional part of the collector array area 
A0. The method for accomplishing this allocation will be shown; the 
result is that we can write the total cost per Watt U as 

U = 
Co 

, [1] 

where K is the total system cost per unit of collector area and Go is the 
system output power per unit of collector area. 

Evaluation of Performance Factors 

The establishment of the output power density Go in terms of the effects 
due to individual steps is straightforward. We assign to each step a di- 
mensionless "performance factor" /j that is defined as the fraction of 
the potentially available power before step j that is actually obtained 
after it. In most cases fi < 1, but for certain steps the potentially available 
power must be chosen arbitrarily so that /j > 1 is then possible. (For 
example, íf the "available power" expectation is based on the use of 
moderate quality silicon, the use of very good Si can result in better 
performance.) This does not alter the analysis. 

The performance property of central importance in analysis of a 
photovoltaic power system is that the performance factors of the separate 
items are multiplicative in the full system. That is, the output power 
density of the system can be expressed as 

Go = FG, 121 

where G is the electrical power density potentially available (chosen 
arbitrarily) and F is the system performance factor. F is given by 

n 
F= II /;. 

1=1 
[3] 

where there are n "steps" in the system fabrication. 
By the hypothesized independence of the steps, we may single out any 

step, say step m, and separate it from the rest of the f¡ by a relation 
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F 
Fm=r 

where F does not contain the variables of step m. 

Evaluation of Cost Terms 

14) 

The quantitative evaluation of K in Eq. [1[ requires a detailed analysis 
of all four classes of costs in the system fabrication. We first state the 
major result of this analysis, i.e., that we can express K as a simple 
sum 

K = Cj 151 
j=0 

where the use of a term labeled Co is to accommodate all of the fixed costs 
that are not directly associated with any of the individual steps; the Cj 

are effective step costs per unit area that include all material costs but 
are not simply the direct step expenditures. This sum displays one of 
the properties required for the steps to be independent. 

The key to the establishment of Eq. 151 is the correct evaluation of the 
various types of C1 terms for the different classes of steps described 
previously. We begin the analysis by identifying the last step involving 
physical construction of the collector array which we denote as step a. 
This step will presumably be the mounting of the assembled array onto 
the support structure, including the making of the required electrical 
connections. At the completion of step a there are Aa square meters of 

operational collector ready to deliver power. Assuming the modules cover 

10096 of this area, then there are Aa m2 of tested, operating modules. Step 
a is thus the last one whose costs are proportional to Aa; there is an entire 
class of such steps beginning with the first module fabrication step after 
the individual cells have been completed. 

The active cells cover a fraction of the module area (and thus of Aa) 

that we denote as 0. If the last step of the cell processing is step c, then 
all steps up to and including c have costs that can be expressed as being 

proportional to OA°. Thus two of the four classes of steps are propor- 
tional to the area of the collector. The fourth class, fixed costs whose total 
for the system we call FC, is not directly related to the area so those costs 
must be added to the total of other system costs. We make the usual 
assumption that FC is constant for the range of variables permitted. 

The third class of steps contains those system elements whose costs 
are related to their operating power level. This class follows step a and 
it includes power conditioning equipment, switchgear, and energy storage 
facilities. In evaluating their costs we must provide for the possible de - 
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crease in power levels in later system elements due to losses within this 
class. For this purpose we denote the power density delivered by the 
array (i.e., after step a) as Ga; this is related to the array conversion ef- 
ficiency no by Go = 1na where 1 is the solar irradiance. Then the first 
power -related element, which we call step p, must operate at the power 
level A.G.. The next element (step p + 1) operates at power level fpAaGa 
and so on; at later step j, it is fpf p+1 fi_tA aGa. Now each of these 
power -proportional steps will have a cost that can be written as u j f pf p+ 
... fj_iAaG0 where uj = cost per Watt for element j. Now it is seen that 
these steps too are expressible in terms that are all proportional to 
Aa. 

The total cost of the system T can now be written as 

T = FC 

Ao 
[ka 

k0-1 

for all 

kc+1 1 

the fixed costs 

for array - + + ... 
YaYa_i 

+ 
YaYa_1 ... Yc+i J Ya related costs 

+ OA° 
k i for cell- [kc YoYa_1 .. Y YaYa_i ... Yl related costs 

for power- + AaGa [Unfpfp+l . . . fn -1 + . . . + Up] 
related steps 

[6] 

where k j E total cost per unit area for performing step j and Yj = yield 
of step j. This shows the well-known impact that each yield factor has 
on all preceding steps. Since the cost per unit area of the system is just 
K = T/Aa, we obtain from Eq. [6] the various types of terms Cj to be used 
in Eq. [51: 

Ca = FC/Aa for fixed costs 

k; 

YaYa-1 ... Yj 

Cj E hi for array -related steps 
Ya Yo -1 ... Y1 

\GaUjfpfp+l . . fj-1 for power -related steps. 

for cell steps 

[7] 

With this definition of Co, the fixed costs associated with the fabrication 
of the system having collector area Aa can be regarded as simply being 
allocated over that area. 

The Ci's of the power -related steps can be rewritten in another useful 
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way by substituting for G° the quantity G° = G°/(fnfn-1 fp+ifp) 
Then we find each power -related step cost has the alternative form 

C1 =G Ul [8] 
°fnfn-1 fj+lfj 

Thus, when expressed in terms of the final power density, these terms 

take on the same form as the cell and array terms but with the perfor- 

mance factors playing the roles of the yields. Indeed, here the fi's may 

properly be regarded as "power yields". 
This establishes the quantitative values of the terms C1. By virtue of 

the independence of these terms, the cost of any step m may he separated 

from the rest by subtraction, in contrast to the performance factors, so 

we may define the quantity K,°, independent of step m, by 

Km=K -Cm. 191 

Optimization Procedure 

The minimization of U for the system, given a change in the properties 

of any step, can be performed by using Eqs. [2] and [5] in Eq. [1]. We shall 

now see, however, that the power -related steps have a basically different 

character that requires separate treatment. We write the expression for 

K = T/A° adopting an abbreviated notation and using Eq. [8] to express 

the power -related terms in K 

=AC K +c6Ec+E°+GoEp, [10] 
o 

where Er denotes the sum of the cell terms in square brackets of Eq. [6], 

rn is the sum of array terms in brackets there, and 

E Go 
Un Un -1 

. . . + 
In fnfn-1 

Up 

fnfn-1fp i. 

Now using Eq. [10] for K in forming U = K/Go we obtain for the cost/ 

Watt 

U = 1 F -C + Ec + E° + Ep l A° 

Ka 

p' 

where K° is defined as the quantity in brackets and represents the sum 

of all fixed, cell and array costs per unit area. Eq. [11] shows that the 

cost/Watt contributions of all the power -related terms are independent 
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of the output power level. This is ín contrast to the contributions from 
all other terms and results from the proportionality of the size of each 
power -handling element to the power level. 

Now optimization of any single step m with respect to some variable 
of that step requires that the derivative of U with respect to that variable 
be zero. Because of the independence of the steps, only fm and Cm are 
affected by such a variable. Therefore, when Eq. [11] is differentiated 
with respect to any variable of a cell step or an array step, >p remains 
fixed and does not contribute to the derivative. It is thus necessary to 
separate the optimization of all steps within Ka (all cell and array steps) 
from the rest. 

Cell and Array Step Analysis 

Separating out of Eq. [11] the properties of one step m from either the 
cell or array classes, we obtain 

Kam + Cm Kam [ 1 + Cm/Kaml 
U = CFmfm + p CF. L fm J + 

EP 

Kam r 1 + Km 
L 

J 
+ Ep [11a] 

CFm fm 

where Kam = Ka - Cm and Km = Cm/Kam can be regarded as a special type 
of cost fraction of step m relative to all the rest of the costs up to array 
completion (including fixed costs). Eq. [11a] displays a result of para- 
mount importance: every step -efficiency factor until array completion 
has its same fractional impact on the cost/Watt of the entire array (al- 
though not on the subsequent power -handling elements). This is a direct 
consequence of the multiplicative roles of the fj's in contrast to the ad- 
ditive contributions of the C1's. In physical terms, this result says that 
any loss of power, regardless of its origin, decreases the value of the 
complete array in direct proportion; or alternatively, a proportionately 
larger (and proportionately more expensive) complete array would be 
needed to compensate the loss. Furthermore, Eq. [11a] shows that no 
step can be optimized by considering only its own cost and performance, 
since every expression for U to be minimized has in its no, the Kam con- 
taining all the other costs. 

To facilitate the optimization procedure we define for each step .a 

fractional power loss Ai = 1 - fj. Then the quantity to be minimized 
becomes 

Kam 1 + Km 
U-CFm [1-ñm] + p, [12] 
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and, since the variables of step m are now exclusively in Km and Am, the 
quantity in brackets is all that need be minimized. Differentiating that 
quantity with respect to an appropriate variable of step m, which we 
denote by x, and setting the result equal to zero, we obtain the general 
optimization condition 

)L 1 + Km dx [ 1 - j dx 

In many cases we find that Km « 1 (i.e., Cm « Kám) and Am « 1, so 
the optimization condition simplifies to the approximate relation 

dKm dAm 

dx dx 

For these cases it is often convenient to rewrite the cost per Watt as 

U^--K,,G[1+Km+Xm]+EpFG [1+Km+ñm]+Ep, 

[13] 

[14] 

[15] 

since Km « 1 is equivalent to Kam Ka and Am « 1 is equivalent to F' 
F. Thus, Km and Am are small perturbations on the approximate total 

array cost per output Watt, and optimization requires the minimization 
of the sum (Km + Am) which we call the "penalty" for step m. 

These relations have neglected cases for which Yj may vary with a 
variable x. It has been shown by Smith Freeman of these Laboratories 
that in such cases, the effect is to add another similar term to [1 + Km + 
Am] in Eq. [15]. 

Power -Handling Step Analysis 

To deal with the power -related system elements most clearly, we revise 
Eq. [10] for K to express the power -related cost terms as they were given 
in Eqs. [6] and [7] 

n n 
K = Ka + Ga ujfpfp+1fj_1=Ka+Ga [16] 

l=P 1=P 

where u; can be seen to be the cost/Watt of step j reduced by the product 
of the performance factors of the preceding power -related elements. This 
arises because the factor Ga, which is the full array power density, 
multiplies each term. It is significant that when step m being analysed 
is one of this class, only the terms of step m itself and those following it 
contain either um or fm. The consequences of this are apparent when we 
express the cost/Watt as 
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K Ka Ga 1 n 
[17] U=-= + - E uj. 

Go GF"mfm GFm fm j=p 

The factor (1/fm) multiplying the sum causes every term following the 
m term to lose its dependence on fm and therefore drop out of the de- 
rivative of U (see Appendix). Thus only the array total and the preceding 
power -related terms influence the optimization of element m for the 
same reason that the power -related terms did not affect the optimization 
of an array step. Recalling the yield analogy for power in these elements, 
we can understand this result from the analogous general statement that 
yields affect all preceding steps only. 

Defining now 

Ka m-1 
Um -1=-+ E uj [181 

Lira Í=p 

as the total cost/Watt of everything preceding step m, it is shown in the 
Appendix that the condition for minimum U for any of these steps is 

precisely the same Eq. [131 found for the cell and array steps, provided 
that one changes the meaning of Km to 

Km - u m 
. [19] 

Um -1 

This then becomes the "cost fraction" to balance the power loss fraction 
Am for this class of system elements. 

Discussion 

Certain features of the results of this analysis are specific to the choice 
of formulation of the cost terms for the power -handling elements. Al- 
though the present choice seems most appropriate, an alternative might 
be justified in small systems. That would be to require that the power 
rating of all these elements be fixed at the same value, GQAa so that u j 
= u f even though the evaluation of Go would permit values of f1 less than 
unity. This would simplify the analysis and modify some of the conclu- 
sions, although the optimization Eqs. [131 and [141 would not change. 
The evaluation of Km would be the same for all steps of the system, given 
by Km = Cm/Km where Km = K - Cm. Moreover, every fj would have its 
fractional impact on the cost/Watt of the full system. 

In general, however, this analysis demonstrates that the cost -perfor- 
mance tradeoff for any step is accomplished quantitatively by placing 
on an equal footing the step's power -loss fraction and its "cost fraction", 
which must be evaluated as shown. The actual process of performing an 
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optimization requires, of course, sufficient information about a step so 
that the derivatives of Eqs. [13] or [14] can be evaluated. In the following 
paper2 this procedure is used to obtain new optimum specifications for 
solar cell metallizations. We may note here that the cell efficiency ne 
plays no role in the optimization, even for cell steps; it may be evaluated 
as a convenient milestone in reaching Ga using the relation 

nu = nc 0' I I 1» 

f=c+1 

The quantity o' equals i for flat -plate arrays, but for concentrator arrays 
gyp' is the fraction of the array area that is made useful by the collector 
optics. 

Of considerable importance in the optimization process is the impo- 
sition of any constraints that may be applicable to the variables of a step. 
We cite two prominent examples of such constraints: 
(1) In the metallization on the front of a solar cell there are technological 
limits to the width and thickness of the metal lines that are applied. 
These must he invoked in formulating the expressions for Km(x) and 
Xm(x) that are differentiated in Eqs. [13] or [14]. 
(2) The size of the energy storage facility in any system of this type is 
influenced by external factors such as the type of application of the 
system and the reliability desired of the energy supply. Not only does 
the coefficient um scale with the size of the storage facility (for fixed array 
size), but also the optimizations of the other steps may involve the storage 
costs. 

It should he noted that, in the long run, the best criterion for optimi- 
zation may he the minimum cost per Watt averaged over the life of the 
system rather than either the cost per peak Watt or cost per annual - 
average Watt. Such life -cycle cost determination will influence the cost 
terms in this procedure by the introduction of factors such as component 
lifetime and operating costs. As photovoltaic system development pro- 
gresses and quantitative evaluation of those factors becomes possible, 
this type of optimization analysis should also evolve in this direction. 

Finally, we note that this procedure need not be restricted in appli- 
cability to simple, flat -plate photovoltaic systems. Concentrator pho- 
tovoltaic systems can be treated directly by the use in Eq. [7] of an ap- 
propriately small value of 4 and the inclusion of array terms representing 
the optics, heat control, and tracking equipment. Tracking systems also 
increase the average value of G to be used in Eq. [2]. Furthermore, some 
other solar -electric generating systems are sufficiently similar in their 
classes of system elements that this analytic procedure should be quite 
directly adaptable to them also. This would seem to be the case for wind 
conversion systems and perhaps solar thermal electric generation sys- 
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tems. There appear to be analogous system components in solar building 
and hot water heaters, so that their cost and performance breakdowns 
should also be similar, provided one chooses a suitable analog to the 
power output of a photovoltaic system. 

Appendix 

For any power -related system element we show that the optimization 
condition is given by Eq. [13] derived for cell and array steps, provided 
that Km has the value given by Eq. [19]. The starting point here is Eq. 
[17] for U which we repeat 

Ka Ga 1 u . 

n U= + GF,fm GFm fm l=p 
Ka Ga 1 um 

_ + uj + - 
GF,,,fm GF, fm j=p fm 

+ E ujfpfp+l fm-lfm+1 fri] 
j=m+1 

which follows by simply grouping the steps from p to n. We show ex- 
plicitly the cancellation of fm from all terms following the mth step. We 
next form the derivative of U with respect to x, a variable of step m, and 
note that since only um and fm are functions of x, the last group of terms 
do not contribute to the derivative. Setting the derivative equal to zero, 
we obtain 

dU 
0 

dx - - 
GFam dx \fm/ GF,a [dx \fm/ 

dx \fm/ 

m-1 
E uj 
j=p 

dun, , dim 
fm - 

Ka 
um 

dfm _Gadfm dx dx m-1 

fm dx fm dx j= 
ul 

+ 
Ga 

fm 

Removing the common factor (14) and rearranging, 

m-1 \11 
Gafmdum=dÍm [Ka+Ga (u'n, + r ujJJ. 

dx dx j=p 

Dividing by Ga and using the definition for Um_1 in Eq. [18] 
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dum dim Ko m-1 
+ uj+U 

dx dx Go j p mJ 

dx 
[Um -1 + um] = Um -1 [1 + um/Um-1] 

dfx 

Now we label the fraction um/Um_1 by Km for these elements as in Eq. 
[19] and obtain 

m 
/m 

dx 
= 11+ 

eihm 

fm dx Li - d Amidxm-L1+Km] dx 

which is Eq. 113]. 

References: 
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Optimization of Solar Cell Contacts by System 
Cost -Per -Watt Minimization * 

David Redfield 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-New, and considerably altered, optimum dimensions for solar -cell metallization 
patterns are found using the recently developed procedure whose optimization 
criterion is the minimum cost -per -Watt effect on the entire photovoltaic system. 
It is also found that the optimum shadow fraction by the fine grid is independent 
of metal cost and resistivity as well as cell size. The optimum thickness of the 
fine grid metal depends on all these factors, and in familiar cases it should be 

appreciably greater than that found by less complete analyses. The optimum bus 

bar thickness is much greater than those generally used. The cost -per -Watt penalty 

due to the need for increased amounts of metal per unit area on larger cells is 

determined quantitatively and thereby provides a criterion for the minimum benefits 
that must be obtained in other process steps to make larger cells cost effec- 
tive. 

Introduction 

Current efforts to apply photovoltaic energy conversion to terrestrial 
needs demand major reductions in the specific cost of the power gener- 
ated. Such reductions require that an optimum be achieved in the 
tradeoffs between cost and performance at each step of the fabrication 
of a complete system. There is now available a general analytic procedure 
for achieving those optimal and this paper makes the first application 

' This work was performed for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under 
Contract No. 954352. 
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of that procedure to the analysis of the metal contacts of a solar cell. 
Although a variety of contact arrangements are in use, we apply this 
analysis here only to the most widely used contact arrangement on a 
circular silicon cell. 

The difference between this and previous analyses is that this opti- 
mization is not restricted to minimizing the power loss, but rather, it 
minimizes the cost per watt U of the entire system as U is affected in 
both cost and performance by the metal contacts. 

The analysis of the front contact is particularly useful for two reasons: 
(1) this has been one of the major expenses in previous cell fabrication 
processes and (2) there are four types of performance loss associated with 
the front contact and, although usually no one is very large, their sum 
is an appreciable fraction of the available power so that optimization of 
the patterns is very important. 

Because, as will be seen, each of the terms expressing the fractional 
costs and fractional power losses is small compared to one, the optimi- 
zation procedure of Ref. [1] is used in the simplified, approximate form 
appropriate for such cases. This requires minimization of the quantity 
called the penalty 

P = (K + ñ). [1] 

Here X is the fractional power loss associated with the metallization and 
K is the cost fraction of a metallization step relative to the complete array 

cost. In the terminology of Ref. [1], K = CIKa where C is the cost of the 
metallization process per unit area of the array and Ka is the sum of the 
cost of the complete array plus the fixed costs of the system, all divided 
by the array area. Generally, it is necessary to include in C the yield 
factors of all subsequent steps and the fraction of the array covered by 

the cells. Independent estimates on real systems, however, show that by 

coincidence those two factors approximately cancel in the case of the 
metallization, so that C may be taken simply as the cost per unit cell area 
of the actual metallization step which in Ref. [1] was labeled k. 

Eq. [1] for P neglects the possible effects of variations in the metalli- 
zation process on the yield of that process; a third similar term would 

he required in the parentheses of Eq. [1] to account for yield varia- 

tions. 
As shown in Ref. [1], a minimum of P implies the optimization con- 

dition 

dK da 
dx dx 

[2] 

where x represents an appropriate variable of the step being analyzed; 
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in this case one such variable will be the metal thickness and another may 
be the metal line width or spacing of the fine lines. 

Cell Model 

To have a concrete example to optimize, we choose the most widely used 
cell and metal geometries-a circular wafer cell having radius R with 
metallizations consisting of a simple fine grid and a central bus bar from 
which the current is drawn at one end. This is shown in the upper part 
of Fig. 1, which also gives the other geometrical labels used for the fine 

I IF W 

FRACTIONAL POWER LOSSES 

FINE GRID BUS BAR 

SHADOW Xs b/a 2W 
rrR 

RESISTIVE LOSS 
IN METAL 

J PmR2 Pm R3 
V 4)\St l 

2.241 

CONTACT LOSS X 
J 
y XPC 

S 

SHEET RESISTANCE 
LOSS XSI 

J PS b2 
V XS 3 

Fig. 1-Diagram of the cell and metallization geometr es illustrating the symbols used here. 
The three specific resistances used are ps (WO) for the Si, pc (52 cm2) for the 
Si -metal contact, and pm (2 cm) for the metal. Note t2 tt. 

grid and bus bar. The metal strips are equally spaced and all have parallel 
sides and uniform thicknesses, although the bus bar thickness t2 may 
be different from that of the fine grid t1. This would be appropriate for 
screen -printed metal contacts that appear to be most promising for these 
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applications; the fine grid and bus bar patterns would be applied sepa- 
rately to obtain different thicknesses. 

It should he remarked that the parallel -sided bus bar is not the best 
possible choice. Having the new optimization criterion given by Eq. 12], 

it can be shown variationally that there exists an "ideal" shape (at fixed 
thickness) that gives a lower value for P than any other shape. This ideal 
shape has been determined by A. Moore for both circular and rectangular 
cells using constraints like those used here.2 However, since the values 
of P for the bus bar are only a few percent lower using the ideal shape, 
we have retained the parallel -sided strip for simplicity. 

The inclusion of appropriate physical constraints in the analysis is 

essential. For the fine grid pattern, the constraints used here are (a) the 
narrowest line that can he satisfactorily applied will be used and (h) the 
lengths of the lines are determined by cell borders as shown in the top 
left of Fig. 1. That the narrowest possible line should he used is well 
known and will be seen from the following analysis. The bus bar con- 
straint is quite different. It can be shown formally and seen intuitively 
that the optimum bus bar geometry should be very narrow and thick, 
for any given amount of metal, to reduce the shadowed area of the cell. 
Therefore, we adopt the practical constraint that the width W must be 
four times the thickness t2. 

The remaining variables whose optimum values must be determined 
are the thickness t1, the spacing 2a of the fine lines, and the thickness 
t2 of the bus bar. Since b has been fixed, varying a is equivalent to varying 
the fine grid shadow fraction, X Is ^ b/a. These variables will be used 
in place of the symbolic x in Eq. 12]. 

Evaluation of Cost and Performance Terms 

Before Eq. 121 can he solved, the necessary dependences of K and X on 
the metal geometries must be determined. In keeping with the rest of 
the present treatment, we include only first order terms, leaving re- 
finements for later calculation. For example, we write the cost per unit 
area of a metallization step as C h + pu where u is the volume of metal 
used per unit area of the cell,p is the metal price per unit volume, and 
h represents the costs of machinery, labor and overhead that are allo- 
cated to a unit area of the cell. It is now assumed that h is independent 
of both the amount and pattern of the metal, so variations in the pattern 
geometries will appear only in u. Then in differentiating K = C/Ka for 
Eq. ]2], the contribution h will always drop out. We thus redefine C = 
pu, retaining only the variable costs that will influence the optimiza- 
tion. 
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Now u = uc/A, = tam/Ac where AQ is the cell area, u, the volume of 
metal used on a cell, t ís the metal thickness, and am the area of a cell 
covered by metal. In terms of the fraction of cell area shadowed by metal, 
As = am/Ac, we have u = Ast so 

C = pAst and K = pAst/Ka. ]3] 

Note that u = ñst is not explicitly dependent on either the cell size or 
the specific metal pattern. 

Next we evaluate the fractional power loss terms to the same first - 
order level of accuracy. It is assumed that all the power loss terms of 
various types are simply additive and sufficiently small that the frac- 
tional power loss of each type is given by the quotient of the actual power 
loss and the cell generating capacity in the absence of any of the metal- 
lization losses. This approximation neglects the small decrease in 
available power as the current flows through successive stages of the 
device. 

Another useful simplification stems from the constraints that are used. 
Since the lengths of the fine grid lines are fixed by the cell geometry and 
there is just a single central bus bar, there is no interaction between the 
properties of the fine grid and those of the bus bar. They are thus opti- 
mized independently. 

The power loss terms are tabulated and evaluated in the lower part 
of Fig. 1. For the front bus bar there are two terms: the shadow loss 

A2s = 2W/irR 14] 

and the resistive line loss given by 

J pmR3 
[5] X2P = 2.24 

V Wt 2 

where pm is the bulk resistivity of the metal (after heat treatment) and 
J and V are, respectively, the cell current density and voltage at the 
operating point. This last result is obtained by integrating the product 
of the square of the distributed current flowing into the bus bar and the 
resistance in a differential length, and then dividing by JA,V, the cell's 
generating capacity. 

A brief digression seems warranted at this point on the subject of 
equivalent series resistance associated with cell elements such as the bus 
bar (or other sources of dissipation). Such an effective resistance may 
be deduced from Eq. 15] by equating the actual power dissipation to 
19Re1 where ! = JA, is the total cell current. It has been common prac- 
tice, however, to compute an Ref¡ from a resistive voltage drop3 or even 
just the geometrical resistance of a line pm 2/A.4 In the present case of 
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a distributed source of current, however, these three methods of evalu- 
ating an Re// give 3 different results and caution must be used in choosing 
the correct form for each application. We avoid the problem here by 
always calculating the power loss directly; no Re11 is used. 

This optimization is now performed for a simple case that could not 
be optimized on the basis of performance alone, and one that provides 
a result of considerable further significance. We optimize the properties 
of a metal strip whose only loss is the resistive loss in the line Ae; since 
shadowing is excluded, this would apply to a bus bar of length 2R on the 
back of a cell. It is instructive here to replace W in Eq. 151 with the related 
quantity As given by Eq. [4[ so that 

A=Xe=1.43`I PmR2 
V Ast 

[6] 

The cost term has been shown to be given by Eq. [3] so K = pXSt/Ka. 
Thus, the only two terms to be used in the optimization Eq. [2] contain 
the product Ast = u, but not either AS or t separately. This illustrates 
the point that neither As nor t can be separately optimized in this case; 
only the product can. The proper variable to take the role of x in Eq. [2] 
is now u = ñst, and the optimization condition of Eq. 12] leads to 

Ast = R N/1.43 JPmKo 
Vp [71 

This optimum volume of metal per unit cell area may be arranged in any 
combination of thickness and width consistent with whatever constraints 
are applicable. Upon substituting this value for Ast into Eqs. [31 and [6], 
we find that the cost fraction and loss fraction are equal 

= = R N/1.43 
VKp 
PmP [8] 

The optimization procedure is applied next to the front bus bar and 
then the fine grid by finding the geometry for each that satisfies Eq. [2]. 

For the front bus bar, there are two sources of power loss as shown in Fig. 
I: the line dissipation given by Eq. [5] and the shadowed area given by 
Eq. [41. The cost term is still given by Eq. [3]. As noted earlier, it is nec- 

essary to introduce a physical constraining relating the metal width to 
thickness and we have chosen W = 4t2 to give the thickest line that seems 

practical to apply. (Since the thickness of screen -printed metals shrinks 
to about half during heat treatment, the line is printed at a width/ 
thickness ratio of 2.) Then A2S = 2 W/aR = 8t2/irR and the only inde- 
pendent variable is t2, in terms of which we now have 
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8pt2 
K2 

TKaR 

and 

[91 

3 

A2=8ít22+ 0.56pR . 1101 
2 

Taking derivatives with respect to t2 and making use of the optimization 
condition, Eq. 12], we obtain the equation for the optimum value of t2 

KP t + t2op1 - 0.44 
V pmR 4 = 0, 1111 

which must be solved numerically. 
For an illustrative example we assume Ka = $0.0125/cm2, which cor- 

responds to a (projected) array cost of 1$/W, a 12.5% array efficiency, 
and 100 mW/cm2 solar irradiance. We also assume cells made from 3 -inch 
diameter wafers (so R = 3.8 cm), J/V = 0.05 12-1 cm -2 (which corre- 
sponds to a fairly good cell whose performance is to be optimized over 
a full day, not just at solar noon), and for screen -printed silver contact 
metal pm = 3.2 X 10 -612 -cm and p = 1.30$/cm3. These assumptions lead 
to t2opt 150µm so W = 0.6 mm and A25 = 0.01. With these values, we 
find that K2 = 0.016 and A2 = 0.031, thus confirming the initial assump- 
tion that these fractions are much less than one. Nevertheless, the total 
penalty (K + A) = 0.047 shows that 4.7% of the array cost per Watt is at- 
tributable to this bus bar, although the actual cost of the metal is only 
1.6% of the array cost. Thus the major part of the penalty is due to per- 
formance loss, not metal cost. 

The fine grid pattern will be optimized next using the same procedure 
but with the constraints described earlier for this case. This case is more 
complicated than that of the bus bar because, as shown in the table of 
Fig. 1, there are four types of losses. In addition to the shadow and line 
loss that are present in the bus bar, we must include the resistive loss in 
the very thin front layer of the cell 

J pa b2 b2 
Xsi V32 ' s [ 12] 

where ps (12/17) is the sheet resistivity of the front layer, and the contact 
resistance loss at the metal -semiconductor interface 

o 

J Pc 

V Á1s 
[13] 
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Here pc (12-cm2) is the specific contact resistance. Thus the full expres- 
sion for the fractional power losses associated with the fine grid be- 

comes 

2 2 lXi = Xis +J LPs6 Pc PmR 

V 3Xis Xis 4Xlsti J 
[14] 

The numerical factor in the last term differs from that of Eq. [6] because 
it is computed by integrating the power loss over all the lines of different 
lengths. 

In this case the minimization of the penalty requires the simultaneous 
optimization of both is and t (in contrast to the bus bar case for which 

that is not possible). This is best accomplished by partial differentiation 
of (K1 + X1), first with respect to ti which, when set equal to zero, gives 
the first condition 

viopt = Xisti = R 
/JPmK° 

V 4 V p 
[15] 

just as in Eq. [7] (except for the numerical factor). We thus understand 
this to be the optimization of the amount of metal per unit cell area. It 
also follows that 

K1 (cost fraction) = line loss fraction = R 
4VK 

[16] 
0 

These two terms of (K1 + X1) are thus independent of Xis and ti, so that 
partial differentiation of (Al + Xi) with respect to Xis leads to the sur- 
prisingly simple equation for Xis 

(Pc) Xs- Xis 3 Vpsb2=0. [17] 

This is a noteworthy result in that the optimum shadow fraction is in- 
dependent of cell size, metal cost and resistivity, and array cost. Those 
factors are significant only for determination of u1; Xis then simply 
distributes the metal in the manner that optimizes the performance. 

Moreover, in the familiar cases when pc is small (1O-312-cm2) enough 
to neglect the middle term 

(2Jps621/3 Xls '="' 
3V 
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When this is substituted into the term for the sheet resistive loss in 
the front layer (i.e., that containing ps), the value of that term becomes 
Xis/2. The only remaining term in (k, + ñ1) depending on Xis is the ex- 
plicit shadow fraction itself. Thus we confirm that the smallest possible 
value of b should be used, as is the case when only performance is opti- 
mized. 

Returning to the more general case in which Xis' is found from Eq. 117] 
and inapt from Eq. [15], we evaluate the case used for the bus bar, i.e., 
the case of 3 -inch diameter Si wafers, as a numerical illustration. We 
assume the Si front layer to have ps = 50 4/0, the specific contact re- 
sistance pc = 10-3 fI-cm2 and the minimum metal line width as 2b = 125 
µm. These lead to a value of kis = 0.040 (i.e., 4% of the area is covered 
by the fine grid metal). With the other values for the various parameters 
in Eq. [15], we obtain t10,í = 18µm. Then kl = 0.008 and X1 = 0.069. Thus 
the fine grid accounts for less than 1% of the actual expenditure but loses 
nearly 7% of the power (4% shadow and 2% Si resistance loss). 

Combining now the optimized contributions of the fine grid and the 
bus bar 

XTot = Xi + A2 = 0.069 + 0.031 = 0.10 

kTot = +k2=0.008+0.016=0.024 [18] 

so the performance penalties far outweigh the cost contributions. 
An illustration of the use of these results appears in Fig. 2 for 3 -inch 

wafers with total array cost per Watt as the independent variable. It is 
important to note how the total cost influences the choice of metal pa- 
rameter values. From the lowest curve, for example, it can be seen that 
for more expensive arrays it is worthwhile to increase greatly the amount 
of Ag to obtain a gain in performance. 

Another use of these calculations is in connection with the question 
of how large the individual cells should be; this will become an important 
question as large -area sheets become available. Apart from any other 
considerations, it is clear qualitatively that as cell size increases, resistive 
losses in the metals will increase and the amount of Ag needed per cm2 
will increase. It is necessary therefore to determine quantitatively what 
impact those increases will have on U because they will have to be offset 
by potential benefits in handling fewer cells (e.g., fewer interconnections 
in the module). We have calculated the variation in optimum U as a 
function of cell size, using as reference a 1$/W array for 3 -inch cells. The 
results shown in Fig. 3 indicate, for example, that an increase from 3 - 
inches to 5 -inches (12.7 cm) wafers requires that -4% of U must be 
gained elsewhere in the fabrication to just compensate for the penalty 
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arising from the front metals alone. A significant consequence of this 
analysis was the conclusion from an extensive calculations that all the 
anticipated processing benefits from handling fewer 5 -inch cells would 
he cancelled by the penalty caused by the need for more metal, even at 

m 

m 

15 

13 

FRACTIONAL $ / W 

PENALTY ( X+K 

OPTIMUM FINE GRID 
20,- THICKNESS 

IS 

10- 

170 

ISO 

130 

CENTS 

OPTIMUM BUS BAR 
THICKNESS 

3 METAL COST/WATT 

2 

I I I 

0.5 1.0 2.0 

ARRAY COST ($/W) 

Fig. 2-Effect of total array cost in $/W (plotted logarithmically) on several front metallization 

parameters of 3 -inch diameter cells with screen -printed Ag lines having straight, 

parallel sides. The curve (X + K) is obtained from totals like those In Eq. [ 18]. 

optimum conditions. That calculation, however, did not consider possible 
changes in the cost per unit area of the silicon sheet that might be asso- 
ciated with changes in wafer size. 
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Optimum Shape of the Bus Bar on Solar Cells of 
Arbitrary Shape 

A, R. Moore 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-A complete procedure is given for determining the optimum shape of a central 
bus bar collecting current from a solar cell of circular or rectangular shape. It Is 

applicable to cells of arbitrary shape. The method is a variational calculation that 

finds the form and adjusts the shape and thickness of the bus bar such that the 
cost, U ($/W), of the photovoltaic conversion system is a minimum. The bus -bar 
shape found for a given cell contour is the best possible shape for the given set 

of parameters. Assuming screen printed silver electrodes and array costs of $1/W, 
the cost reduction over a rectangular bus bar that has also been optimized for 
minimum system cost is small. However, the thickness is reduced by 

Compared to a currently manufactured 3 -inch diameter cell with an evaporated 
bus bar, the cost reduction is -$0.072/W, a substantial amount. Also calculated 
is an optimum symmetrical bus bar that extracts the current through two leads, 

one at either end of the bus bar. For a 3 -inch diameter cell, a cost saving over the 

optimum single -ended bus bar of $0.028/W and thickness reduction of -33% 
is indicated, at the expense of interconnection complexity. 

Introduction 

Even though sunlight is free, if electric power generation by photovoltaic 
conversion is to become a viable alternative to conventional electric 
power sources, it is essential that the cost of the photovoltaic array be 
reduced to the absolute minimum possible within the capability of 
known or even projected technology, This is true regardless of the 
methods used to make the individual cells, whether single -crystal silicon, 
thin-film crystalline or amorphous material, or thick -film crystallites. 
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Every step in a projected process must be evaluated for its contribution 
to the net power output and the costs associated with that contribution. 
A general theoretical framework has already been constructed,1 in which 
it is shown that the quantity to be minimized is total cost per watt of the 
system, U ($/W), and that every step efficiency factor has its fractional 
impact on total cost per watt. It has also been shown2 that while, gen- 
erally, steps are interrelated and cost and performance must be con- 
sidered for all steps simultaneously, the bus bar optimization becomes 
independent of the fine grid design for the front metallization step when 
the fine grid line length is determined. Many examples are given in Ref. 
[21 in which the dimensions of the screen -printed silver bus bars are 
optimized. The functional form of the bus bar, however, is assumed in 
that paper to be a single, central, uniform bar collecting current from 
the cell area. 

In this paper, a very specific question ís considered: given a cell of 
arbitrary but known shape, what ís the optimum shape and thickness 
of a central bus bar such that its contribution to the total cost per watt 
shall be a minimum? By optimum shape we mean here the optimum 
width profile at optimum uniform thickness; thickness profiling is not 
considered, because it is thought to be technologically impractical. At- 
tempts at an answer to the question can be seen in some commercial cells 
in which the bus bar is evaporated in the form of a wedge, narrow at one 
end and widening toward the lead contact where the total current in the 
bus bar is larger. We give here a systematic design method that yields 
the best possible shape for the given set of parameters. To make the 
method applicable to an arbitrary cell shape, the problem must be solved 
in its most general form. Important special cases are treated as appro- 
priate. 

Calculation 

The calculation begins with the general economic equation given ín Ref. 
[1], which is applicable to processes that have small cost increments or 
losses: 

Ua=Uao(1+ Ka, +X,). [11 

Uaa is the cost per watt of the collector array not counting the effect of 
the bus bar metallization step, Km is the fractional increase in cost arising 
directly from the metallization operation and ñm is the fractional increase 
in cost indirectly attributable to the bus bar because of the loss of power 
output. Km is chosen to include only that portion of the cost of the process 
that scales directly with the amount of metal used, i.e., the cost of the 
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metal itself. This is because, seeking the minimum Uo, we will differ- 
entiate Eq. 111 with respect to a functional variable that would cause a 
constant term to disappear. Am is composed of two parts that contribute 
to power loss and hence to increased system cost per watt: 

)1m = FsH + FLD. [2] 

FsH is the shadowing fraction and FLD is the fractional power loss in the 
resistive drop along the bus line.* 

To calculate the three contributions to the cost increase we set up the 
geometry according to Fig. 1. Symmetry around the x-axis is assumed. 
f (x) is the arbitrary but known shape of the periphery of the cell, y = 

CELL 
f(X) 

BUSBAR 
W(X) 
t = THICKNESS 

x ^o 

Fig. 1-Coordinate axes and geometry of the problem. The y-axis scale for W(x) has been 
expanded for clarity. 

W(a 1,x) is the unknown shape of the bus bar where the half width at the 
narrow end, a I, and the thicknesses t are to be determined. 

FsH can be written immediately: 

= 
xo 

W(x)dx /JX01(x)dx 131 

FLD is computed as follows. The total current in the full width bus bar 
at any point x is 

/(x) = 2JmP So f(x')dx', 

where Jmp is the photovoltaic current density at the operating point. 
From Ohm's law in the bar, the field E(x) is related to the current density 

This notation Is different from that used in the previous paper, where Fs is denoted Xs and FLD Is 
Al,. 
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by the bus bar resistivity pm: 

E(x) = J(x)pm = 1(x)pm/2W(x)t. 

Since the field is also given by dV/dx, we have for the power dissipated 
in an increment dx of the bus bar 

dP = 1(x)dV = 12(x)pmdx/2W(x)t 

2Jmp2 [ J x 
f(x')dx' I2pmdx 

o J 

W(x)t 

Then 
x 2 

0f(x')dx' 
dx 

2J xo 
P - mp2pm 

t Jo W(x) 

The fractional power loss is P/power output = P/ImpVmp which leads 
to 

x 2 

(b xu 
f(x')dx' dx 

xo 
FLD = \t/ Jo W(x) l Jo f(x)dx' [4] 

in which b = Jmppm/Vmp, a constant assumed known. 
Km, the cost fraction of the silver, is given by the same formula as in 

Ref. 121, 

Km = PtFSH/Ka [51 

where p is the metal cost/cm3 of metal in its final condition (i.e., after 
firing) and Ka is the cost/cm2 of the array. When efficiency is specified, 
Ka can be related to Ua. The cost fraction Km and both loss fractions FSH 
and FLD are assumed small compared to one. 

The problem now is to minimize Eq. [1] with respect to the function 
y = W(x) or, what is the same thing, to find that function W(x) that 
makes Km + Am as small as possible and find that smallest value. In Ref. 
[21, in which the form of W(x) was already assumed known (rectangular 
bus bar W(x) = W/2), it was shown that it is not possible to minimize 
Ua with respect to both metal thickness and shadow fraction because 
that leads to infinitely large t and zero W. An additional constraint was 
therefore imposed on the problem, namely that the thickness t always 
be 1/4 of the full line width W, a requirement compatible with screening 
technology. A similar constraint is required here. Since now W(x) is not 
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a constant but increases with x, the constraint takes the form W(x) >_ 

2t, which keeps the bus bar printable at its narrowest point, a 1. We now 
let 

¡(x')dx' = Z(x) 

X0 

ti ¡(x)dx = C1 

[6al 

[6b] 

[1 1 +Pt 
J 
/ f XO ¡(x )dx = C2) 16c1 

Ka o 
In these terms, the mathematical problem is to minimize, with respect 

to the function W(x), the sum 

Km + >km = fxo 1 [W(x)2 dx + 5XoC2 W(x)dx, 

subject to the constraint 

W(x) >_ 2t. 

independent of x 

[71 

[7a] 

Problems of this sort are normally solved by the calculus of variations.3 
The special case of constraint with inequality conditions has been treated 
by Kuhn and Tucker.4 The Lagrangian L is written in terms of the un- 
determined multiplier function X(x). 

L = Km + Am - 
¡x0 

X(x)[W(x) - 2t]dx. 
Jo 

Then the variational derivative SL/by = c L/3W(x) gives the Euler- 
Lagrange equation 

-C1 [Z(x)12 + C2 X(x) = O. [8] 
[W(x)12 

Now either W(x) > 2t and M(x) = 0 or W(x) = 2t and M(x) > O. 

Suppose W(x) > 2t in a certain range of x. Then Eq. [8] gives 

-CI [Z(x)12 
+ C 

[ W(x)I2 
2 

or 

W(x) = (C,/C2)1'2Z(x). 191 

Suppose W(x) = 2t in another range of x. Then Eq. [8] no longer applies 
and the solution is simply 
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W(x) = 2t = al. [10] 

Since W(x) will be constant or monotonically increasing over all x from 
0 to xo, there will be a single dividing line or crossover point of x, below 
which Eq. [10] applies and above which Eq. [9] applies. Thus, Eq. 110] 
applies over the range 0 S x _< a2 and Eq. 191 applies over the range a2 

x 5 xo. To find the crossover point a2 (assuming the continuity of 
W(x)), set Eq. [9] equal to Eq. (10), 

f1(x) = Z(x) - (C2/C1)1"2a1 = 0. [11] 

The root of Eq. [11] gives a2, and W(x) is now completely defined. 
Substitution of W(x) back into Eqs. 131,141, and [5] using the definitions 
of Eq. 161, and minimizing the sum with respect to t or a, completes the 
problem. 

It is not very helpful, however, to proceed beyond the present point 
before particularizing the problem to cell shapes of interest. 
For a rectangular cell, 

f(x)=ab, 0_<x <x0. 

From Eq. [Gal 

SXabdxF=abx Z(x) = 

W(x) is then of the form W(x) = (CI/C2)1"2abx for a2 5 x _< xo (linear 
wedge) and W(x) = a1 for 0 5 x _< a2. 

For the circular disc, 

f(x)= 
\/(xo)2 

-[x-\2/J2. 

From Eq. 16a1 

Z(x)=5xf(x')dx'=1[Ix 2/ \2/l-(x-2)2+ 

\ 2 / 2 (sin 
-1 \x0 - 11 + 21. 

Z(x) is the cumulative \area in the// upper half plane of the disc swept out 
with increasing x. Eqs. [9] and [10) then define W(x) as before. W(x) is 
sketched for both cases in Fig. 2. 

While it is, of course, possible to prove that W(x) is the ideal form for 
the bus bar with the given set of parameters and constraint, it is not really 
necessary because of the nature of the variational solution. The Euler- 
Lagrange equation itself is derived by proving that it is a consequence 
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of the correct choice of the function whose integral is to be minimized.3 
On the other hand, there is nothing in the present solution that guar- 
antees that a single central bus bar, even if optimized, will yield a lower 
loss fraction than some other geometrical configuration. At the present 
time, the only solution to that question is to guess a configuration, take 

RECTANGULAR CELL f(x)0b 

\I1 0: 
y1 c1 

1 ,tlf 
VI( x)al i 

0 02 

o 

x 

CIRCULAR CELL «30'1(111)2 -(X -11r 
Z(x)f 0 f(X)d2 

`I1 -ty*\ 
1" 1 

+º\c 1 
kl 

W(x)=a1 I 

aº 
X 

Fig. 2-Sketch of the variational solution for Mx) for the two cases: rectangular and circular 
cells. 

advantage of whatever symmetry is available, calculate the optimum 
loss fraction and bus bar shape by a scheme similar to the one presented 
here, and compare results. While not esthetically satisfying, such a trial 
and error approach will probably lead fairly quickly to a satisfactory 
design. 

A complete solution useful in design of practical devices on cells of any 
shape must be obtained numerically. Because minimizing the cost of 
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Table 1 -Optimum Bus Bar Using Optimum Function W(x) for a Circular Cell: diameter 
xo, area C, JmpPm/Vmp = 1.6 x 10-7; cost of silver p = $1.30/cm3 and bus bar 
resistivity Pm = 2PAK(bulk) (screen printed); cost of array Ko = $0.0125/cm2 
($1/W). 

Dia. (inches) 3 5 

xo (cm) 7.620 12.70 
C (cm2) 45.604 126.68 
A1 (cm) 0.0237 0.0378 
A2 (cm) 3.346 4.873 
Cz (cm -2) 0.104 0.0447 
FsH 0.0114 0.0124 
FLD 0.0197 0.0305 
Am 0.0311 0.0429 
K,,, 0.0140 0.0244 
Am + Am 0.0452 0.0674 
t (pm) 119 189 

Optimum function W(x) = A1 for0 <_ x <_ A2 
= AICzZ(x) for A2 S x <_ xo 

where Z(x) = Jo f (x)dx and /(x) is the cell periphery 

solar cells is so important, the analysis has been carried out completely 
for the two cell shapes discussed above. The full procedure is given in 

the Appendix. The most important circular cell is given first, with typical 
results tabulated in Table 1 and a plot of the computed bus bar shape 
for a 3 -inch cell in Fig. 3. Although for a circular cell the integrals can 
be evaluated analytically with some difficulty, numerical integration 
is used so that the same procedure is directly applicable to any cell shape 
merely by a suitable choice of Z(x). The rectangular cell solution is given 
next with typical results in Table 2. This solution uses analytic evaluation 
of the integrals, which in this case is relatively simple. 

Table 2 -Optimum Bus Bar Using Optimum Function W(x) for a Rectangular Cell: di- 
ameter xo, area C, J,,,pp,,,/Vmp = 1.6 X 10-7; cost of silver p = $1 30/cm3 and 
bus bar resistivity pm = 2PAR(burk) (screen printed); cost of array Ko 

$0.0125/cm2 ($1/W). 

Length (inches) 
xo (cm) 
C (cm2) 
al (cm) 
a2 (cm) 
Cz (cm -2) 
FSH 
FLo 
>km 

K. 
Kry, + Am 

t (gm) 

3 5 

7.620 12.70 
45.604 126.68 
0.0244 0.0391 
3.391 4.771 
0.986 0.420 
0.0110 0.0119 
0.0194 0.0302 
0.0304 0.0421 
0.0139 0.0242 
0.0443 0.0663 

122 195 

Optimum Function W(x) = a 1 for x <_ xo 

ai2C: 
\xo / for a2 <_ x _< xo 

0 
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Table 3-Optimum Bus Bar Using Optimum Function W(x) for a Circular Cell and 
Double -Ended Bus Bar (Two Leads): Diameter xo, area C, Jmppm/Vmp = 1.6 
X 10-7; cost of silver, bus -bar resistivity, and cost of array same as Tables 1 and 
2. 

Dia. (Inches) 3 
r = xo/2 (cm) 3.810 
C/2 (cm2) 22.8185 
A1 (cm) 0.01595 
A2 (cm) 1.583 
Cz (cm'2) 0.208 
FsK 0.00530 
Fco 0.00705 
Xm 0.01235 
K,,, 0.00440 
Km+ñm 0.0167 

(pm) 80 

A third numerical example is also calculated in which the current is 
extracted from two leads, one at either end of the bus bar. The geometry 
is shown in Fig. 4. The cell is circular, the bus bar central, but symmetry 
about the y-axis is added. This case is easily derived from the single - 

.03 

c .02 

x 
3 

> 

.01 

COMPUTED OPTIMUM BUSBAR SHAPE 
3` DIA CIRCULAR WAFER 

NOTE 

Y AXIS SCALE IS 100 TIMES EXPANDED 

O I 2 3 

X (in) 
Fig. 3-Computed optimum bus bar shape for a 3 -inch diameter circular wafer. Area = 45.60 

cm2, price of silver = $1.30/cm3, array cost = $0.0125/cm2 ($ 1/W). Note that 
the y-axis scale has been expanded 100 times. 
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ended case by shifting the origin. Table 3 gives results for a 3 -inch di- 
ameter cell. All three examples assume screen -printed silver bus bars 
on single crystal silicon cells. 

CELL 

f(x) ,rº-Xx 

BUSBAR W(x) 
t THICKNESS 

x 

Fig. 4-Coordinate axis and geometry for a double ended bus bar, current extracted at both 
ends. The y-axis scale for W(x) has been expanded for clarity. 

Conclusions 

A complete procedure has been given for determining the optimum shape 
of a central bus bar collecting current from a solar cell of circular or 
rectangular shape. The procedure is applicable to cells of arbitrary shape. 
The criterion is that the quantity U($/W )be a minimum. The savings to 
be realized by its use depend on toawhat the result is compared. For 
typical 3 -inch and 5 -inch diameter circular cells selling at a system cost 
of $1/W, the total loss fraction Km + Am = 0.045 and 0.067 and the opti- 
mum bus bar thickness is 119 pm and 189 µm, respectively. The same 
cells with rectangular bus bars, also optimized for minimum $/W, have 
loss fractions of 0.048 and 0.073 and optimum thickness of 153µm and 
261 gm, respectively. The saving due to the use of the ideal bus -bar shape 
is therefore small, $0.003 and $0.006/W, respectively. The 25% reduction 
in thickness would provide some slight technological advantage in shorter 
firing time and less danger of cracking and peeling. On the other hand, 
a 3 -inch diameter circular cell of current manufacture using an evapo- 
rated silver rectangular bus bar shows a total loss fraction of 0.117. If this 
cell were in an array selling at $1/W, the penalty for improper bus bar 
design would be $0.072/W, a rather substantial amount inasmuch as we 
consider here only the bus bar and not the entire metallization.. Since 
at present the cost far exceeds $1/W, the penalty is actually that much 
larger. While, as noted above, the saving of optimum shape function over 
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optimum rectangular bar is small, it would appear that if one goes to the 
trouble of optimizing, one might as well go all the way and use the best 
possible procedure. 

The double -ended bus bar shown in Fig. 4 achieves considerable saving 
over the corresponding single ended one. The total loss fraction for a 
double -ended optimized bus is 0.0167, yielding a saving of $0.028/W at 
a system cost of $1/W. The thickness is only two-thirds of the single - 
ended bus while the shadow fraction is only approximately one-half as 
much, meaning only one-third as much silver is required. The saving, 
of course, is purchased at the expense of increased complexity of the 
interconnections. 

It should be noted that if minimum power loss is desired rather than 
minimum U, all formulas apply with the price of silver p set equal to O. 
If technological or other limitations prevent the use of the optimum 
thickness and t must be considered fixed, the same formulas will yield 
the optimum shape under that limit. In that case, t being given, A1 is 
immediately determined by Al = 2t. The solution proceeds from 
there. 
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Appendix-Numerical Solutions 

Circular Cell, Diameter x0, Area C 

Let 

f.. 
:o 

f(x)dx = C/2 (1/2 cell area, assumed known) 

Main Program: 

Evaluate FSH = 
2a1 

[a2 + Cz121 

FLD = 
Cal2113 

+ 12/CZ] 
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Jo 
Evaluate CZ, function 4: 

[(1 + Pal a13 
2Ka 

Evaluate Z(x), function 5: 

e = 2cos-1 (1- 2x 

xo1 
\ 

\ 

2b 

Km = Ka FSH 

ñm=FSH+FLD,t=A1/2 

Evaluate: Km + Am for a range of at finding that value, A1, that makes 
Km + Am a minimum. Record Km, FSH, FLD, Am, Km + Am, A1, A2, t for a1 
= Al 

W(x)=A1 
W(x) = AjC,Z(x) 

Subroutines: 
rootfinder, function 1: 

0_<xSAz 
A25x 5 X 

f1(x)=Z(x)-1/C,=0 
root of f i (x) = 0 gives a2; az = A2 when al = Ai. 

numerical integration, function 2: 

xp 
Z(x)dx = /2 

502 

numerical integration, function 3: 

02 
[Z(x)]zdx = 13 

1/2 

-xo2 
16 

(B - sinO) = Z(x) 

= CZ 

trigonometric form of Z(x) 

Rectangular Cell, Length x0, Area C 

Main Program: 

Evaluate FSH =2a1 [F1] 
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46 
FLD 2 IF21 

pal 
Kn` - 2KQ FSH 

Am = FSH + FLD, t = a1/2 

Record Km, FsH, FLD, Xm, Km + Am, al, a2, t for the computed a 

W(x)=al, OSx_<a2 

a 

12C2 x 

\x 
W(x) _ az _< x <_ xo 

0 

Subroutines: 
rootfinder, function 5: 

p - bC IF21 
15(a1) =Kaa14 

+ lFli 
= 0 

root of /5(a 1) = 0 gives a 

Evaluate function 1: 

11 

L a2 + 4z 2 (xo2 
- a22) = F1 

0 

Evaluate function 2: 

Ca23 (x02 - 022) 
[ F 

3x0 CZ 
] - z 

Evaluate CZ, function 4: 

1/2 

2b 

LI 3 (1+2/{11 
\ a 

Evaluate a2, function 3: 

2x0 

CCz 
= a2 

= C2 

Circular Cell, Diameter xo, Area C with Symmetrical Bus Bar (Two 
Leads) 

The only changes from the single -ended bus bar, circular cell, above are 
that we let 
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a 

4 
(1r + sin() - B) = Z(x) 
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for f (x )dx = C/4. 

Wherever C appears in single ended case, write C/2. Wherever xo ap- 
pears, write x0/2 or r. 

Z(x) is now given by 

O = 2cos-1(x/r) 
trigonometric form of Z(x) 
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Silicon Epitaxial Growth via Dichlorosilane in a 
Barrel Reactor 

Y. S. Chiang 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-This report presents the results of the study of silicon epitaxial growth using di- 
chlorosilane in a large vertical barrel reactor. Thickness uniformity, surface quality, 
and resistivity control and uniformity of the epitaxial layers were studied and op- 
timized in terms of the operating parameters of the system. Under the experi- 
mentally defined optimal conditions, thickness uniformity in the neighborhood 
of ±5% is achieved for growth rates in the range of 2 to 6µm/min. The resistivity 
of undoped layers on heavily doped n+ substrates is equal to or exceeds 100 
ohm -cm. The doping control and resistivity uniformity are more than sufficient 
for growth of high -voltage device structures. Surface quality comparable to that 
obtained via silicon tetrachloride has been achieved. 

I. Introduction 

The epitaxial growth of silicon on silicon in a horizontal reactor1-4 or 
vertical "pancake" reactor2,3,5 7 and on sapphires via dichlorosilane in 
hydrogen have been investigated and reported in recent years. Consid- 
erable interest in the subject was generated by the several attractive 
attributes of dichlorosilane as a source for silicon deposition. Another 
more important consideration is that the purity of commercially -avail- 
able dichlorosilane already exceeds the most stringent requirement for 
an epitaxial silicon source material. Among the various desirable features, 
dichlorosilane is a liquid at room temperature but with a vapor pressure 
about 2 atm;9 thus its introduction to the carrier -gas stream can be ac- 
curately controlled by gas flowmeters. It has also been reported that the 
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overall deposition rate is very nearly independent of temperature, 
thereby achieving improved control of both thickness and resistivity of 
the grown layers.4 In addition, increased growth rate is obtained at ap- 
preciably lower growth temperature (1050 to 1100°C)1.4,5 in comparison 
with silicon tetrachloride as a source. 

This paper presents the results of a study of silicon epitaxial growth 
using dichlorosilane in a vertical barrel reactor. Thickness uniformity, 
surface quality, and resistivity control and uniformity of the epitaxial 
layers were studied and optimized in terms of the operating parameters 
of the system. Growth temperature, growth rate (concentration), flow 

velocity of carrier gas, substrate cleaning and in -situ etching or surface 
treatment procedures, choice of susceptor, substrate orientation, and 
air-cooling arrangement were among the various controllable operating 
parameters examined. Optimum conditions defined via these parameters 
are described and discussed in some detail. 

2. Experimental 

The epitaxial reactor used is a large industrial barrel reactor with a 

quartz bell jar measuring 7 inches in diameter, and 27 inches in height. 
It holds a silicon carbide coated graphite susceptor that has four tiers 
accommodating seven 21/4 inch silicon wafers, thus with a total capacity 
of 28 of these wafers. Another silicon carbide coated graphite preheater 
is placed on top of the seven -faced barrel susceptor. The susceptor is 

heated by rf induction at 450 KHz. The wall of the quartz reactor is 

cooled by air blown through two annular dispensers situated at the top 
and bottom of the bell jar. The flow control panel used was one with mass 
flowmeter controls for all the doping gases. The hydrogen carrier gas was 
carried via the common laboratory supply line and was derived from 
liquid hydrogen. Dichlorosilane (DCS, SiH2C12) was obtained from Linde 
Division of Union Carbide Corporation in 50 lb cylinder (#1 size) and 
was metered as a gas directly into the epitaxial reactor. Arsine and di- 
borane in hydrogen at the 25 to 100 ppm level were used as the doping 
gases; they were further diluted with hydrogen ín the manifold of the 
flow panel, and then injected into the reactant gas stream through the 
control of the mass flowmeter. Temperatures were measured using an 
optical pyrometer of the disappearing filament type and were not cor- 
rected for the emissivity of silicon or the absorption losses through the 
quartz wall of the bell jar and the quartz window of the reactor enclo- 
sure. 

The silicon substrates used were for the most part antimony doped 
n+ wafers at a resistivity of 0.01 to 0.015 ohm -cm and boron doped p4 - 
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wafers at a resistivity near 0.01 ohm -cm. They were either 2 or 21/4 inch 
in diameter, oriented 1.5 to 3.0° off the (111) plane toward the nearest 
(110) or ±2° off the (100) plane. The wafers were all polished using col- 
loidal silica and cleaned just prior to loading into the reactor. The silicon 
substrates usually were further cleaned by in situ HCI etching just prior 
to growth. ") 

The thickness of the epitaxial layers was determined using a Digilab 
Film Thickness Gauge FTG-12, and the resistivity by means of two point 
spreading resistance probe measurements. Thickness measurements 
of the epitaxial layers by reflective interference infrared spectroscopy 
using Beckman IR -5A and a cross-sectional spreading resistance probe 
were also made for comparison. Agreement of measured values on 
identical samples from the three different methods is excellent. 

3. Growth Rates 

3.1 Effect of Dichlorosilane Concentration, Growth Temperature, and 
Carrier Gas Flow 

As reported earlier by Robinson and Goldsmith,4 the growth rate is es- 
sentially the same over a temperature range of 30°C, which represents 
the maximum spread of the growth temperature among all the wafers 
ín each run, as long as the temperature falls between 1030 to 1100°C 
(uncorrected). On the other hand, growth rate is approximately pro- 
portional to the concentration of dichlorosilane in the hydrogen gas 
stream and increases with increasing carrier gas flow for constant con- 
centration of dichlorosilane. Fig. 1 shows the dependence of growth rate 
as a function of dichlorosilane concentration at several flow rates of 
hydrogen for a growth temperature of 1060°C (uncorrected). 

3.2 Effect of Substrate Orientation 

The (111) and (100) oriented single crystal wafers have been placed side 
by side in many runs, and no appreciable systematic differences in 
growth rate are observed between these two orientations. 

4. Reactor Wall Deposit 

4.1 Effect of Growth Parameters 

The deposit on the wall of the quartz bell jar during the epitaxial growth 
cycle is found to be growth -rate insensitive and dependent only on the 
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total thickness of growth under controlled operating conditions. The 
deposit usually starts at the bottom of the bell jar at the position just 
below the susceptor and moves up, as growth proceeds, toward the top 
of the susceptor to a level determined by the thickness of the epitaxial 
layer grown. It is noted that the deposit pattern does not change with 
prolonged annealing of the substrate at the growth temperature just prior 
to growth. Given a certain growth rate, the carrier -gas flow and growth 
temperature do not seem to change the wall deposit appreciably, at least 
over the range studied. 

1.2 

6.4 
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4.8 

4.0 

3.2 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 

MOLAR CONCENTRATION OF DICHLOROSILANE PERCENTAGE 
IN HYDROGEN 

2.4 

Fig. 1-Growth rate versus dichiorosilane concentration at various flow rates of hydrogen 

at 1050°C. 

4.2 Influence of the Physical Set -Up for Gas Exhaust in the Reactor 

An additional quartz heat shield placed above the existent heat shields, 
which are situated just below the susceptor, greatly increases the amount 
of deposit on the wall of the bell jar under otherwise identical operating 
conditions. Furthermore, if even one of the existing heat shields is re- 
placed with one giving rise to a higher back pressure, the wall deposit 
increases too rapidly to allow the completion of thick epitaxial layer 
growth. 
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4.3 Minimization of Deposit on Reactor Wall 

The amount of the deposit on the reactor wall is controlled to a very large 
extent by the cooling arrangement of the quartz bell jar during the 
growth. Insufficient cooling would inevitably lead to sparking between 
the rf coil and the wall deposit, thus necessitating the termination of the 
growth run. With the experimental arrangement described earlier and 
using only needed heat shields below the susceptor, the wall deposit can 
he reduced to the extent that no difficulty whatsoever was encountered 
for growth with thicknesses in excess of 150µm. The rate of build-up of 
the wall deposit was approximately linear with time for the particular 
experimental arrangement. Furthermore, the wall deposit could be 
stripped away easily by means of in -situ HC1 etching. The deposit on 
the reactor wall does not constitute a real handicap for the growth pro- 
cess. 

5. Thickness Uniformity 

5.1 Effect of Growth Rate and Growth Temperature 

At a given flow velocity of the carrirer gas, the thickness uniformity of 
the epitaxial layers from tier to tier remains unchanged with growth rate 
in the range of 2 to 5.5 µm/min and growth temperature in the range of 
1030 to 1100°C (uncorrected). The thickness variation is usually within 
±5% of the mean among the wafers from the four tiers, with the ones 
from the first tier the thickest, the second tier the thinnest, and that from 
the third and fourth tier very close to the mean, provided the hydrogen 
flow is equal to or greater than a certain critical velocity, say 131 liters/ 
min. 

5.2 Influence of the Flow Rate of Carrier Gas 

The influence of the flow rate of carrier gas on growth rate in the four 
tiers is given in Table 1. At a hydrogen flow rate of 110 liters/min, the 
growth rate decreases monotonically from the first to the fourth tier. For 
a hydrogen flow 131 liters/min or higher, the growth rate assumes the 
shape of a shallow dish from the first moving down to the fourth tier, i.e., 
higher at first and fourth tier and lower at second and third tier as 
compared to the mean. Furthermore, the thicknesses of epitaxial layers 
grown on wafers in the same tier have a much larger variation in the case 
of the 110 liters/min as compared to the 131 liters/min hydrogen flow, 
as shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the thickness uniformity of the epi- 
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Table 1-Effect of Carrier -Gas Flow Rate on Growth Rate 

Growth Rate, pm/min 
Hydrogen Percentage 

Flow Rate, of Center, Center, Center, Center, 
liters/min Dichlorosilane 1St Tier 2nd Tier 3rd Tier 4th Tier 

110 0.62 1.82 1.76 1.64 1.56 
131 0.67 2.13 2.06 2.19 2.26 
152 0.60 2.12 1.90 1.90 1.95 
200 0.64 2.49 2.14 2.20 2.40 

Table 2-Effect of Carrier Gas Flow on Thickness Uniformity 

Hydrogen 
Flow Thickness of Epitaxial Layer, Center of 3rd Tier in pm 
Rate, Percent 
liters/ Dichloro- Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer 
min silane 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

110 0.62 74 76 80 82 82 81 78 
131 0.67 99 99 99 100 100 100 100 

taxial layer on individual wafers with regard to several locations on each 
of these wafers from each of the four tiers and for various flow rates of 
hydrogen (carrier gas). The variation in the thickness of the layers on 
each wafer and from tier to tier provides a very good measure of the 
thickness uniformity possible with the dichlorosilane process. 

Table 3-Thickness of Epitaxial Layer as a Function of Location on Wafer 

Growth 
Conditions Tier 

Thickness of Epitaxial Layer, pm 

Center Top Bottom 
Left 
Side Right Side 

Hydrogen 1st 82 85 80 84 84 
1101/min 2nd 79 80 78 81 79 

Dichlorosilane 3rd 74 76 72 73 74 
0.62% 4th 70 72 68 69 68 

Hydrogen 1St 96 104 93 99 97 
1311/min 2nd 93 96 93 97 96 

Dichlorosilane 3rd 99 100 98 103 100 
0.67% 4th 102 104 97 102 99 

Hydrogen 1st 105 110 99 104 106 
1521/min 2nd 93 96 93 96 97 

Dichlorosilane 3rd 97 98 97 100 100 
0.60% 4th 100 102 99 97 102 

Hydrogen 1st 116 123 109 118 119 
200 1/min 2nd 102 106 100 103 104 

Dichlorosilane 3rd 106 106 107 109 110 
0.69% 4th 118 118 118 120 117 
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6. Surface Quality 

6.1 Substrate Cleaning 

The surface quality of the epitaxial layers is primarily controlled by the 
effectiveness of the substrate cleaning. An inappropriate cleaning pro- 
cedure brings about unacceptable results, but proper cleaning alone does 
not assure a desirable outcome if other procedures that follow are not 
done correctly. The critical importance of the cleaning step is consid- 
erably moderated, however, for the (100) oriented wafers as compared 
to the usually used (111) oriented ones in this study. 

Two substrate cleaning schedules have been found to be satisfac- 
tory-one is the megasonic cleaning procedure and the other the stan- 
dard scrubbing -acid cleaning schedule. The former involves ultrasonic 
cleaning in the megahertz range and the latter consists of vigorous 
scrubbing in a wafer scrubber followed by acid cleaning. Both procedures 
are effective only when the wafers are loaded into the epitaxial reactor 
immediately after they are cleaned. 

6.2. In -situ HCI Etching Prior to Growth 

In -situ HCI etching just prior to growth is also vital in obtaining a good 
surface quality of thick epitaxial layers. HCI concentrations of from 0.6 
to 2% in hydrogen and etching times of from 5 to 10 minutes have been 
studied. The best combination (at an etch rate of approximately 1 

µm/min) was found to be 1% HCI concentration and 10 minutes etching 
time. 

6.3 Conditions of the Susceptor 

It has been observed that a susception with a 25 to 30µm silicon coating, 
deposited just prior to loading of the substrate wafers, consistently yields 
a better surface quality of the epitaxial layers than does a bare susceptor. 
Furthermore, the condition of the "preheater" part of the susceptor is 
of crucial importance to the surface quality. A physically integral pre - 
heater must be used in order to assure a desired surface quality of the 
finished wafers. 

6.4 Wafer Orientation and Wafer Source 

The (100) orienated wafer without a doubt has a better surface quality 
than the (111) oriented wafer grown under identical conditions and 
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cleaned via identical schedules. Identically oriented wafers from different 
vendors, i.e., from our in-house facility, Monsanto, SILTEC, Semi -ele- 
ments, Wacker, and Semiconductor Specialities (Fairlawn, N.J.) all give 
comparable results when grown under similar conditions as far as surface 
quality is concerned, even though edge chipping is more serious in some 
than others. 

6.5 Optimized Results 

Under the optimal conditions described above, surface quality compa- 
rable to that obtained via silicon tetrachloride ín all four tiers have been 
achieved. 

7. Resistivity Control and Uniformity 

7.1 Effect of Growth Rate 

In the case of substrate wafers placed directly on the bare susceptor, the 
resistivity of the undoped epitaxial layer on a low resistivity substrate 
is dependent on growth rate via change in dichlorosilane concentration. 
For undoped layers grown on n+ (111) wafers with a resistivity of 0.015 
ohm -cm, the resistivity is 100 ohm -cm at a growth rate of 2.4 pm/min 
and 40 ohm -cm at a growth rate of 4.6 pm/min. This is consistent with 
what has been observed for growth in a horizontal reactor.' The general 
trend is that the higher the growth rate, the lower the resistivity of the 
undoped epitaxial layer on a heavily doped substrate. 

7.2 Back -Sealing of the Substrate Wafer 

As reported earlier, a 25 to 30 pm silicon.;ueting on the susceptor is very 
desirable in improving the surface quality of thick epitaxial layers; 
moreover, it serves the purpose of back -sealing the substrate wafers. 
Most of the growth runs were made under this condition. The resistivity 
of the undoped epitaxial layers thus grown on heavily doped n+ sub- 
strates shows a very weak (if any) dependence on the concentration of 
dichlorosilane in hydrogen, as the resistivity is invariably higher than 
100 ohm -cm. Similarly, the variation in resistivity of layers from the first 
through the fourth tier is also minimized. Furthermore, use of a coated 
susceptor permits the growth of high resistivity opposite -type layers on 
heavily doped low resistivity substrate wafers with ease. For example, 
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Table 4-Distribution of Resistivity of Varous Epitaxial Layers for a pn-np+ 
Structure 

Substrate 

p+ n n_ p 

Resis- Resis- Thick- Resis- Thick- Resis- Thick- 
tivity tivity ness tivity ness tivity ness 

Tier ohm -cm ohm -cm Urn ohm -cm pm ohm -cm pm 

1 0.01 0.4 28 34 71 0.65 42 
2 0.01 0.5 25 54 67 0.62 41 
3 0.01 0.46 26 65 69 0.64 40 
4 0.01 0.46 26 65 75 0.68 41 

0.5 ohm -cm n -type epitaxial layers can he routinely grown on 0.010 
ohm -cm p+ substrate wafers. 

7.3 Dopant Control, Resistivity Uniformity as Applied to Growth of 
Device Structures 

The resistivity of the various layers for the pn-np+ structure from first 
to fourth tier in a typical run is given in Table 4. The value of the resis- 
tivity is measured via spreading resistance probe and an actual tracing 
for one of the samples is shown as Fig. 2. Similarly, Table 5 gives data 
on the resistivity control of the epitaxial Iry/nn+ structure. A spreading 
resistance probe measurement for such a structure is shown in Fig. 3. 
The uniformity of resistivity for the epitaxial layers can be seen from 
the data presented in Table 6, where the resistivity value is measured 
as a function of location on the wafer for the four tiers of a growth run 
for a pn-np+ structure. 

Table 5-Distribution of Resistivity of Various Epitaxial Layers for a 7rvnn+ 
Structure 

Substrate 

n+ n n n- 13- 

Resis- Resis- Thick- Resis- Thick- Resis- Thick- Resis- Thick- 
tivity tivity ness tivity ness tivity ness tivity ness 

Tier ohm -cm ohm -cm µm ohm -cm µm ohm -cm pm ohm -cm µm 

1 0.015 2 9 9 31 30 30 31 37 
2 0.015 2 10 9 29 39 29 34 32 
3 0.015 2 9 12 30 52 29 33 34 
4 0.015 2 9 13 28 50 28 38 34 
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Table 6 -Resistivity Uniformity of Epitaxial Layers for a pn-np+ Structure 
as a Function of Location on the Wafer 

Tier 

p+ 
(Substrate) 

ohm -cm 

n 
Resistivity 
ohm -cm 

n- 
Resistivity 
ohm -cm 

p 
Resistivity 
ohm -cm 

Center 0.01 0.5 44 0.6 
Left 0.01 0.4 34 0.5 

1 Right 0.01 0.3 28 0.5 
Top 0.01 0.4 27 0.5 
Bottom 0.01 0.4 29 0.5 
Center 0.01 0.5 50 0.6 
Left 0.01 0.3 25 0.5 

2 Right 0.01 0.3 34 0.5 
Top 0.01 0.4 32 0.5 
Bottom 0.01 0.5 44 0.65 
Center 0.01 0.5 65 0.5 
Left 0.01 0.4 44 0.5 

3 Right 0.01 0.5 80 0.6 
Top 0.01 0.4 70 0.45 
Bottom 0.01 0.4 80 0.6 
Center 0.01 0.44 60 0.6 
Left 0.01 0.42 30 0.7 

4 Right 0.01 0.4 60 0.6 
Top 0.01 0.4 >100 0.54 
Bottom 0.01 0.4 40 0.7 

107 

106- 

105.- 

10° 

103 

102 - 

10 - 

P 
0.65S1cm 

N 

34 A cm 

N 
0.4 f2 cm 

0 50 IOO 150 

THICKNESS (µm) 

Fig. 2 -Resistivity of epitaxial layers versus distance from substrate interface from spreading 
resistance measurements of a high voltage pn-np+ structure. 
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8. Discussion 

Based on the data presented in Fig. 1, the growth rate per unit input of 
dichlorosilane at constant molar concentration, but different flow rates 
of carrier gas, can he calculated. It remains essentially the same for flow 
rates of 110 to 152 liters/min hydrogen, then declines appreciably per 
unit input of dichlorosilane for 200 liters/min. This relatively constant 

io7 

106 - 

105- 

104- 

103 - 

102 - 

10 - 

P 

34 flcm 

50 
THICKNESS 

100 150 
(µm) 

Fig. 3-Resistivity of epitaxial layers versus distance from substrate interface from spreading 
resistance measurements of a r vnn+ structure. 

chemical conversion efficiency coupled with the linear dependence of 
growth rate on mole fraction of dichlorosilane in hydrogen establishes 
the desired operating range of carrier gas flow. Furthermore, it accounts 
for the experimental observation that the deposit on the reactor wall is 
insensitive to growth rate and dependent only on the total thickness of 
growth as reported earlier. 

The observed thickness uniformity of the epitaxial layers from the 
four tiers (as influenced by growth temperature, mole concentration of 
dichlorosilane, and flow rate of carrier gas) is consistent with the model 
proposed by Eversteynn,12 for growth rate versus position along the 
susceptor at different gas velocities of a tilted susceptor in horizontal 
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reactors. Surface quality of the thick epitaxial layers is maintained only 
with total absence of dust particles as well as carbon or oxide contami- 
nants on the wafer surface prior to growth. As a result, the substrate 
wafers must be loaded immediately after cleaning, a nondefective pre - 
heater and susceptor must be used, and in -situ HC1 etching at elevated 
temperature just prior to growth is required. 

The dependence of the resistivity of undoped layers for nonbacksealed 
n+ substrate wafers on the rate of growth is probably caused by the power 
dependence on the HC1 concentration of the autodoping process and the 
linear dependence of epitaxial silicon growth rate with molar concen- 
tration of dichlorosilane in hydrogen. A power dependence of the order 
of 3 for the vapor transport of antimony via HCI (the accompanying 
pyrolysis product of dichlorosilane) is quite likely from the chemical - 
reaction point of view. A silicon layer 25µm or thicker used to backseal 
the n+ substrate wafer served as a sufficient diffusion barrier to prevent 
any significant autodoping effect. 
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A 25 -kV Bias -Isolation Unit for 1 -MHz Capacitance 
and Conductance Measurements* 

Alvin M. Goodman 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-The measurement of small signal (differential) capacitance (C) and conductance 
(G) at 1 MHz as a function of applied -bias voltage can be carried out with a com- 
mercially available capacitance/conductance (C/G) meter at moderate applied - 
bias voltage (ti 100 V). However, C and G measurements of metal -sapphire -silicon 
capacitors for characterizing silicon -on -sapphire require the use of much larger 
applied -bias voltage. 

This paper describes a technique for using a commercially available C/G- 
meter with a Bias -Isolation Unit (BIU) for C and G measurements at bias -voltage 
magnitudes up to 25 kV without damage to the measurement equipment. The 
basic principles of operation and the details of the electrical design of a BIU are 
presented. 

The use of the BIU imposes certain limitations on the range of sample capac- 
itance and conductance that may be measured without introducing excessive 
error. The theory of these limitations is presented and compared with experi- 
mental results obtained from the use of the BIU. The measurement capability 
demonstrated by these results is adequate for the intended silicon -on -sapphire 
measurement application and may be described in terms of a measurement 
range for a maximum added error due to the use of the BIU. For less than f 1% 
added error in the indicated (measured) capacitance, the measurable range of 
sample capacitance is found to be from 0 to about 100 pF. In this application, it 
1s also important to be able to accurately measure small changes in the sample 
capacitance; for less than ±1% added error in the indicated (measured) value 
of a small change in the sample capacitance, the measurable range of the sam- 

The research described in this paper was partially funded by Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Order 2397 through the National Bureau of Standards' Semiconductor Technology Program Contract 
5-35912 and is not subject to copyright. A version of this paper, containing mechanical details not in- 
cluded here, is available as NBS Special Publication 400-40. 
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BIAS -ISOLATION UNIT 

ple capacitance is found to be from 0 to about 38 pF. Conductance measure- 
ments may be made with less than about 2% added error for samples whose 
capacitance is in the range 0 to 50 pF. 

1. Introduction 

A technique for using a commercial 1 -MHz capacitance meter (C -meter) 
for measurements at bias -voltage magnitudes up to 10 kV without risk 
of damage to the measurement equipment has been described in a recent 
report.' The technique involves the use of a Bias -Isolation Unit (BIU) 
that allows the bias voltage to be applied to the sample, but not to the 
C -meter. In addition, the BIU isolates the bias -voltage supply from the 
high -frequency test signal and permits the capacitance measurement 
to be made without excessive error. A BIU of this type has been used to 
carry out "modified" or extended -range MIS C(V) measurements2 of 
Al -sapphire -Si capacitors fabricated from silicon -on -sapphire (SOS).3 
It was shown that such measurements can be used to characterize SOS 
and the Si-sapphire interface3 as well as to determine the effects of ox- 
idation and hydrogen annealing4 and exposure to soft X-rays5 on the 
Si -sapphire interface. 

In all of this work the sapphire substrates for the SOS were lapped and 
polished to final thickness in the range 125 to 190µm. Although the ±10 
kV bias capability was sufficient for characterization of Si on these 
sapphire substrates, it was clear that a larger bias capability would be 
required if thicker substrates were to be used. Since 2 inch -diameter 
substrates used for production of integrated circuits on SOS are typically 
250 and 325µm in thickness and since it was anticipated that larger di- 
ameter substrates ranging up to -400 µm in thickness would eventually 
be used, it was decided that a new BIU with a larger bias -voltage capa- 
bility should be developed. It is desirable to be able to use these thicker 
sapphire wafers to characterize the Si -sapphire interface, since this would 
allow the characterization of the same wafer on which the devices are 
being fabricated or, alternatively, identical starting wafers as monitors 
during device processing. Thus, a primary objective of the present work 
was the extension of the previously developed capacitance measurement 
capability to bias -voltage levels up to ±25 kV for characterization of 
SOS. 

The extended -range capacitance measurements can be used to de- 
termine the Si-sapphire interface -state density3 using point -by -point 
differentiation of an experimentally derived quantity.6 It has been shown 
that G(V) measurements (ac conductance measurements as a function 
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of voltage) are capable of providing information about the Si-SiO2 in- 
terface -state density,7'8 but this type of measurement had never been 
carried out on SOS, nor was it clearly feasible. Certainly, no instrumental 
capability for it existed. Accordingly, a secondary goal of the present 
work was to provide an instrumental capability for implementing and 
evaluating MIS G(V) measurements on SOS. 

It is important to point out that while the accuracy requirements for 
the MIS C(V) measurements are quite stringent, since the data (or a 
quantity derived from the data) must be differentiated to obtain the 
desired density of states information, the G(V) data is used directly. 
Thus, although an error limit of about ±1% on C(V) measurement is 
sought, an error of ±5 to 10% on G(V) is reasonable for the measurement 
purpose intended. 

There is at the present time only one commercially available 1 -MHz 
C -meter that can also function as a conductance meter (G-meter)-the 
PAR Model 410.* A modified version of the instrument was obtained 
for the work described here. These modifications were: 
(1) a 10X increase in the test signal level to produce a similar increase 

in the signal-to-noise ratio of the analog output signal, AC(V) 
and 

(2) extra filtering to eliminate the effect of harmonics in the test signal. 
This point is discussed in some detail in Ref. [11. 

In Sec. 2, the BIU circuit is considered from the point of view of both 
a functional description and the effect of the circuit on measurement 
accuracy. Some experimental results obtained using the BIU are pre- 
sented in Sec. 3. An example of a typical measurement application is 
presented in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 contains some further discussion and 
conclusions. 

2. Circuit 

2.1 Functional Description 

A schematic circuit diagram of the C/G-meter BIU is shown in Fig. 1, 
and the individual circuit elements are described in Table 1. 

Fig. 2a is a front view of the BIU and the connections to it are shown 
schematically in Fig. 2b. The HI side of the TEST and DIFF terminals 
of the BIU are connected together and to the C -meter terminal marked 
INPUT. The LO side of the TEST and DIFF terminals of the BIU are 

PAR (Princeton Applied Research Corp.) Model 410 CV Plotter. In the present work, only the C(G-meter 
portion of the instrument is used. 
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Table 1-Electrical Parts List for C/G-Meter Bias -Isolation Unit (See Fig. 1) 

Description (Commercial designation* if 
Schematic Reference appropriate shown in parentheses) 

R1,R2,R3,R4,R5 5 x 10" SZ, 1%, 12.5 W (Victoreen MOX 5) 
R6,R7 5 x 105 12, 10%, 2W 
R8, R9 Use two resistors in series or parallel to obtain 

1000:1 attenuation with 10' 12 load between 
J10 and J11 

R10,R11 Series string of 50 1.52 @ 3 W, noninductive 
resistors 

R12,R13 820 52, 10%, 2 W 
R14 100 12, 1% 2 W 
R15,R16 20 x 1035Z, 5%, 2 W, noninductive 
R17, R18, R19, R20 5.1 x 10' 12, 5%, 2 W, noninductive 
R21 10'52,570,2 W 
R22 20 x 1035Z, 5%, 2 W, noninductive 
R23 500 12, 5%, 2 W, noninductive 
R24,R25 10 turn, vernier adjustable carbon potentiometer 

10' 52, linear taper 
R26 -R45 510 52, 5%, 1/2 W 
Cl,C2,C3,C4 0.001 pF @ 50 kVDCW (Plastic Capacitors 

OFN500-102, Extended Foil) 
C5,C6,C7,C8 51 pF Silvered Mica @ 500 V 
C9 33-0-33 pF differential type variable capacitor 

with speed -reducing planetary drive (E.F. 
Johnson Type "L" No. 167-0033-001) (Jack- 
son Brothers Type 4511/DAF planetary ball 
drive with 6:1 ratio) 

C10 2.2-10 pF variable capacitor with speed -reducing 
planetary drive (E. F. Johnson Type "L" No. 
167-0001-001) Jackson Brothers Type 4511/ 
DRF dual ratio (36:1 and 6:1) planetary ball 
drive) 

D1,D2,D3,D4 Type 1N482A diode 
L1,L2 Special choke, 58 turns wound on C3 and C4 
L3 Special choke, 90 turns wound on C2 
L4,L5 3-5.5 pH adjustable (North Hills type 120B) 
J1,J2,J3,J4,J5 High -voltage coaxial chassis connector (Amphen- 

ol type 97-3102A-18-4205) 
J6,J7,J8,J9 Insulated BNC coaxial chassis connector (Am - 

phenol type 31-010) 
J10,J11,J12 Insulated banana jack 
S1 SPST toggle switch 
S2 Ceramic insulated continuous shorting -type 

switch (Centralab type PA -300 shaft and index 
assembly with type PA -13 ceramic switch sec- 
tion) 

VR1 Type IN3305B Zener diode 
VR2 Type IN3305RB Zener diode 
Fuse Type 3AG-1A 
Power Supply Regulated with + and -15 V outputs (Semicon- 

ductor Circuits Type 2.15.100) 
S3 Ceramic insulated 21 -position shorting -type 

switch (Centralab Type PA4002) 

*Designation of commercial components in this table and elsewhere in this 
paper does not imply recommendation or endorsement of these components, 
nor does it imply that they are necessarily the best available for the purpose. 
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Fig. 2-(a) Front view of C/G-meter BIU and (b) schematic drawing of connection to C/G- 
meter BIU. 
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connected, respectively, to the C -meter terminals marked DRIVE and 
NULL. 

The capacitor to be measured is connected to the terminals marked 
SAMPLE, and the bias -voltage power supply is connected to the ter- 
minals marked BIAS INPUT. If a guard -ring -electrode system is to be 
used on the sample, the guard ring is connected to the terminal marked 
GUARD and the guarded electrode must be connected to the HIGH side; 
the unguarded electrode is connected to the LOW side. If the sample does 
not have a guard ring, the terminal marked GUARD should be termi- 
nated ("blanked off") with an insulated, unwired mating connector to 
prevent surface breakdown or "arcing" during high -voltage operation 
of the BIU. 

The terminals marked 1000:1 ATTN BIAS should be connected to 
the X -Axis of an X -Y recorder with an input resistance of 106 ohms for 
a directly calibrated measure of the bias applied to the sample. 

The BIU performs three major functions: (a) bias protection; (b) ca- 
pacitance -zero adjustment; and (c) conductance -zero adjustment. The 
portions of the circuit which perform these functions are indicated in 
Fig. 1, and described below. 

(a) Bias -Protection Circuit' 

The high and low terminals of the output of the C -meter are individually 
clamped by diodes (DI and D2 on the high side, D3 and D4 on the low 
side) to remain within some allowable range with respect to ground. Each 
of the diodes D1 through D4 has low -forward resistance, high -reverse 
resistance, and fast turn -on. To reduce their loading effect on the C - 
meter, they are normally maintained at a reverse bias of 6.8 V. The bias 
voltages (+6.8 and -6.8 V) are provided with a very low source imped- 
ance by the Zener diodes, VR1 and VR2. 

The high -voltage blocking capacitors C3 and C4 are at (or nearly at) 
series resonance at 1 MHz with L1 + L4 and L2 + L5, respectively. Ad- 
justment of L4 and L5 can be used to compensate for series inductance 
of the connecting leads both inside and outside the BIU. 

High -frequency noise from the bias supply is attenuated by the low- 
pass filter formed by R6, R7, and Cl. The resistors R3 and R4 and the 
capacitor Cl form a filter isolating the bias supply from the 1 -MHz 
measurement signal. 

A bias voltage equal to that at the high side of the sample is available 
at J5 for application to a guard -ring electrode. The 1 -MHz series reso- 

A more detailed description of the bias -protection function is given in ref In j. 
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nant circuit formed by L3 and C2 assures that the guard ring is effectively 
grounded at the measurement signal frequency. 

This portion of the circuit also contains a voltage divider, formed by 
R1 and R8 on the HIGH side and R2 and R9 on the LOW side, that 
serves to attenuate the bias input so that it may be fed directly to the 
X-axis of an X -Y recorder. The voltage divider is arranged so that if the 
input resistance of the recorder is 106 ohms, the bias attenuation factor 
will be 1000:1. If a recorder with a different input resistance were used, 
an appropriate correction factor could be calculated from the values of 
R1, R2, R8, R9, and the input resistance. 

(b) C/G-Meter Operation 

'The operation of the C/G-meter in combination with the BIU is most 
easily understood by referring to the simplified equivalent circuit shown 
in Fig. 3. 

NULL 

G- 

ZERO 

C- 
ZERO 

INPUT 

90 
PHASE SHIFT 

MODE 

SWITCH 

DRIVE 

IMHZ 

OSCILLATOR 

CAl SAMPLE (INCLUDING BIAS 

J PROTECTION CIRCUIT) 

9(>G,» WC) 

AC 

AMPLIFIER 

REFERENCE 
SIGNAL 

PHASE- 

SENS TIVE 

DETECTOR 

DC 

AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 3-Simplified equivalent circuit of C/G meter and BIU. 

ANALOG C OR C 

TPUT TO METER 

ND T- AXIS OF 

O -T RECORDER 

Consider first the operation when C -Zero and G -Zero are "zero," i.e., 
they are effectively removed from the circuit. A 1 -MHz oscillator pro- 
vides a modulation or drive signal to the sample under test as well as a 

reference signal to the phase sensitive detector (PSD). The sample as 
shown in Fig. 3 includes the bias protection circuit, the effect of which 
will be considered in Sec. 2.2. The current that flows through the sample 
in response to the drive voltage is converted to a voltage by the con- 
ductance, g, which is very large in comparison with both the sample 
susceptance and conductance. The voltage developed across g is am- 
plified by Al and synchronously demodulated with respect to the ref- 
erence signal by the PSD, thereby producing a quasi -dc level (propor- 
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tional to C or G) that is further amplified by A2 to produce the signal 
labeled OUTPUT. If the mode switch is in position G, the PSD will 
"recognize" only that component of the input signal that is in phase with 
the reference signal. For a fixed magnitude of drive voltage, the output 
will be proportional to the conductance GA of the sample. Similarly, if 
the mode switch is in position C, the PSD will recognize only that com- 
ponent of the input signal which is in quadrature with the reference 
signal. In this case, for a fixed magnitude of drive voltage, the output will 
be proportional to the sample capacitance CA. The output is used to feed 
both a panel meter and an X -Y recorder, each of which ís calibrated to 
read directly in the appropriate units of C or G. 

The discussion thus far has assumed that C -ZERO and G -ZERO are 
removed from the circuit. We now consider the effect of including those 
circuit elements in Fig. 3. The voltage at the terminal marked NULL is 
equal in magnitude to that at the DRIVE terminal but is 180 deg out of 
phase with it. The currents through C -ZERO and G -ZERO can be used 
to null or cancel those through C and G of the sample, thereby allowing 
zero correction or zero adjustment of both C and G. This is useful not 
only for the usual nulling of stray capacitance due to the sample holder 
and connecting leads, but also for operation in a suppressed -zero mode, 
as is required for modified or extended -range MIS C(V) measure- 
ments2-6 and for the MIS G(V) measurements discussed in Sec. 1. The 
actual capacitance -zero and conductance -zero circuits shown in Fig. 1 
are somewhat more complicated than their simplified equivalents in Fig. 
3; they are discussed in more detail below. 

(c) Capacitance -Zero Circuit 

Both large range and excellent precision of the CAPACITANCE -ZERO 
function are obtained by using three stages of adjustment, appropriately 
labeled COARSE, MEDIUM, and FINE. The COARSE and FINE 
stages (C5-8 and C10 in Fig. 1) provide a variable capacitance between 
the NULL and INPUT terminals. The medium stage of CAPACI- 
TANCE -ZERO adjustment (C9) is a capacitive divider between the 
DRIVE and NULL voltages (see Fig. 2b), capable of canceling out the 
minimum value of C10 plus the stray capacitance of the wiring, thereby 
allowing the total capacitance -zero correction or adjustment range to 
include "zero," i.e., no correction. 

The total range of capacitance -zero correction is approximately 250 
pF. To facilitate more precise adjustment, the shafts of C9 and C10 are 
controlled through speed -reducing planetary drives. 
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(d) Conductance -Zero Circuit 

Three stages of adjustment appropriately labeled COARSE, MEDIUM, 
and FINE are used to obtain both large range and excellent precision. 
All three stages are resistive dividers between the DRIVE and NULL 
voltages. 

The total range of the CONDUCTANCE -ZERO adjustment LS greater 
than 300 µmho (µsiemens). The shafts of R24 and R25 are controlled 
through speed -reducing planetary drives; this allows a more precise 
adjustment of the conductance zero. 

2.2 Measurement Accuracy 

The use of the BIU places certain constraints upon the range of sample 
capacitance and conductance values that can be measured and the ac- 
curacy with which these measurements can be made. In what follows we 
shall first consider a simple equivalent circuit for the combination of the 
sample and the BIU and, second, derive expressions describing the de- 
viation of the apparent or "measured" capacitance and conductance 
values from the actual values as a function of the equivalent circuit pa- 
rameters. 

(a) Equivalent Circuit 

The C/G-meter measures the capacitive and conductive components 
of a sample admittance Y connected between its terminals, and displays 
these values on a suitably calibrated linear scale reading directly in units 
of capacitance (usually pF) or conductance (usually µmho). 

Let us define this value of admittance as: 

G+tB=G+twC, [1] 

where B is the susceptance of C. 
When the C/G-meter is used with the BIU to measure the same 

sample, the equivalent circuit is one in which the sample appears to be 
in series with a resistance R and (possibly) a reactance X. This is illus- 
trated in Fig. 4. The resistance is due principally to the sum of R10 + R11 
in Fig. 1. There may also be a small contribution due to the resistance 
in the windings of L1, L2, L4, and L5, and in the blocking capacitors C3 
and C4. The reactance X is equal to the difference between the inductive 
reactance of the sum of the circuit inductances (L1 + L2 + IA + L5 + 
lead inductance) and the capacitive reactance of the series combination 
of C3 and C4. It was shown in Ref. [1] that there is no advantage to X 
being capacitive (negative); in practice, we would like it to be either zero 
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or slightly inductive. We shall, therefore, treat it as if it were due to an 
"excess" inductance, L. 

The admittance YA "seen" by the C/G-meter; i.e., the apparent ad- 
mittance of the sample, may be written in the form 

Í'q = Gq +IBA = GA + tWCA, [2a1 

where 

and 

GA = 

G(1 + RG) + w2RC2 
1 + w2R2C2 - 2w2LC + w4L2C2 + 2RG + (R2 + w2L2)G2 

CA 
BA 

w 

C(1 - w2LC) - LG2 

[2b] 

1 + 2RG + R2G2 + w2L2G2 - 2w2LC + (w2R2 + w4L2)C2 

[2c1 

Note that Eqs. [2a], [2b], and [2c] consider the effect of sample con- 
ductance, G, which in a previous analysis' was assumed to be zero. 

BIU 

B X WL 

} SAMPLE 

B-wCJ 

Fig. 4-Simp ified equivalent circuit of sample and BIU. 

(b) Capacitance Sensitivity Factors 

We may define a relative sensitivity factor for capacitance measurements 
S(C): 

S(C) = BA/13 

S(C) - (1 - w2LC) - LG2/C 
(1 - w2LC + RG)2 + (wLG + wRC)2 . 

[3a] 

[3b] 
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This gives the ratio of the apparent value of the capacitance CA that 
would be measured by the C -meter when used with the BIU to the actual 
value C that would be indicated by the C -meter alone. In "extended - 
range" or "modified" MIS C(V) measurements,2 it is necessary to de- 
termine small changes in the capacitance of a sample under test. It is, 

therefore, of interest to derive an expression for the relative incremental 
sensitivity factor which we shall call S'(C): 

dB 
S'(C) = d 

dCC)l dC 
[4a] 

S'(C) - (1 
- w2LC + RG)2 - (wLG + wRC)2 

[4b] 
[(1 - w2LC + RG)2 + (wLG + wRC)2]2 

This gives the ratio of the apparent value of a small change in C that 
would be indicated by the C -meter when used with the BIU to the actual 
value of the small change in C that would be indicated by the C -meter 
alone. Ideally, of course, both S(C) and S'(C) should be equal to 1.00 for 
all values of C, but this could be true only for L and R equal to zero; i.e., 

without the protection circuit to which R is essential. The extent to which 
each of the sensitivity factors differs from 1.00 may be thought of as an 
added error due to the use of the BIU. 

It is helpful to consider two separate regimes, L = 0 and L 0. 

(1) L = 0 
In this regime Eqs. [3b] and [4b] reduce to 

S(C) = 1 
(1 + RG)2 + (wRC)2 

S'(C) - (1 + RG)2 - w2R2C2 

[(1 + RG)2 + (wRC)212 

[5] 

[6] 

Clearly, to avoid significant variation of S(C) and S'(C) from 1.00, it is 

necessary that RG « 1 and wRC « 1. In previous work involving ca- 
pacitors fabricated from SOS, the electrode diameter was 0.800 cm, 
giving an area of 0.5027 cm2. The anticipated range of sapphire thickness 
to be used in future measurement was, as discussed in Sec. 1, from 125 

to 400µm. The maximum capacitance to be expected was, therefore, 
about 38 pF, using e = 10.6 to for the dielectric constant of sapphire. 
Further, for an MIS sample, it is expected that the maximum value of 
G will always be less than wC/2.7 It follows then that for the values C 

= 38 pF and R = 100 ohms (see Fig. 1 and Table 1), the upper bounds 
on the maximum expected values of RG and wRC would be (wRC)Max 

0.024 and (RG)MAx _ 0.012. 
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This could result in a significant error in S(C) and S'(C) if the value 
of G were to approach wC/2. Plots of S(C) and S'(C) are shown in Fig. 
5 for several values of the parameter G/.'C. Note that for G/wC < 0.1, 
the error in S(C) and S'(C) will be very small. 

(2) L 0 

It is convenient to write eqs [3b] and [4b] in the form 

1-aC-aó2C S(C) _ - aC + y)2 + (aóC + xC)2 
[7J 

S'(C) = 
(1 - aC + y)2 - (aóC + xC)2 

18] 
1(1 - aC + y)2 + (aóC+ XC)2.I2' 

I' 

.n N 
1.00 

.98 

.96 

.94 

.92 

.90 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

C (pF) 

70 80 90 100 

Fig. 5-Relative sensitivity factor S(C) and relative incremental sensitivity factor S'(C) versus 
C, with R = 100 ohms and G/wC as a parameter. 

where the definitions and approximate maximum values of aC, XC, y, 
and ó in the range 0 < C < 100 pF are: 

aC = w2LC < 0.02, [9a] 

XC = wRC < 0.06, [9bJ 

y = RG < 0.015, and [9c] 

ó = G/wC < 1/2. [9d] 
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Eqs. [7] and [8] may be simplified by carrying out the indicated op- 
erations and retaining only linear terms in aC and y and quadratic terms 
involving xC: 

S(C) _ 1 + aC(1 - 52) -2 - x2C2 [10] 

S'(C) 11- 1 + 2aC - 2y - 3X2C2. [11] 

For nonzero a, both S(C) and S'(C) are increasing functions of C at 
low values of C, go through maxima, and become decreasing functions 
at higher values of C. If G were small enough to be ignored, the terms 
involving ó and y could be dropped and Eqs. [10] and [11] would reduce 
to Eqs. [7a] and [7b] of Ref. [1] where the symbol (3 is used instead of x2. 

It was shown there that an appropriate amount of excess inductance L 
can be used to increase the measurable range of C without exceeding a 
set of preassigned error limits on either S(C) or S'(C). The same tech- 
nique would be applicable here if G were small enough so that S and y 
could either be ignored or limited by smaller maximum values. 

(c) Conductance Measurements 

Examination of Eq. 12b] reveals that even when G = 0, there is an ap- 
parent conductance GA due to the series resistance R and the capacitance 
C. The "contribution" of C to GA is 

GAC - 
(1 - w2LC + RG)2 + (wLG + wRC)2 

We may define the "measured conductance" GM as 

GM = GA - GAC 

w2RC2 

G(1 + RG) 
GM (1 - w2LC + RG)2 + (wLG + wRC)2 

112] 

We may use Eqs. [9a] through [9d] to obtain the approximate form 

GM - G(1 -y + 2aC - 2)(2C2) [13] 

and GAC - w2RC2(1 - 2-y + 2aC - 2X2C2), 

where the expression in parentheses differs from 1.00 by not more than 
about 4% in the range 0 < C < 100 pF. Thus, to a reasonable approxi- 
mation for the present application 

G=GA-G"lc [14] 

and GAC - w2RC2. [15] 
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3. Experimental Results 

The BIU described in Sec. 2 was tested to ensure that it would properly 
perform the desired bias -protection (transient -suppression) function 
and that the accuracy of measurements made with it would not be ex- 
cessively degraded. These tests and their results will now be de- 
scribed. 

3.1 Transient Suppression 

The experimental arrangement for testing the transient -suppression 
capability of the BIU is essentially the same as that shown in figure 6 of 
Ref. [1]. A test capacitor periodically short-circuiting under high bias 
(25 kV) is simulated by a motor -driven spark gap. The resulting transient 
voltage at the C/G-meter BIU output terminals is picked up with a probe 
and displayed on a fast oscilloscope. The voltage from each terminal to 
ground was checked individually for each polarity of applied bias and 
was found to have a peak value less than ±110 V without the C/G-meter 
connected. When the C/G-meter was connected (as shown in Fig. 2b) 
the peak value of the transient voltage observed at each terminal de- 
creased by more than an order of magnitude. Thus, the C/G-meter is 

probably overprotected in the sense that R10 and R11 in Fig. 1 are 
somewhat larger than necessary to achieve the required transient sup- 
pression. 
In Sec. 2.2 the effect of the BIU on the accuracy of C -meter measurement 
was considered from a theoretical point of view. The actual effect was 
determined experimentally by measuring S(Cs) and S'(Cs), where Cs 
is a standard capacitance for which a precision decade capacitor was 
used. This 3 -terminal capacitance standard has an accuracy of 0.25% for 
each of its component capacitors. The output of the C -meter was read 
on the 10 -in scale of an X -Y recorder having an accuracy of 0.2% of full 
scale. Prior to the measurements of S(Cs) and S'(Cs), the C -meter was 
calibrated on the appropriate scales by connecting the standard capacitor 
directly to the C -meter (i.e., with the BIU out of the circuit), and fol- 
lowing the manufacturer's calibration instructions. 

After the completion of the C -meter calibration procedure, the stan- 
dard capacitor was connected to the C -meter through the BIU and 
through the high -voltage leads connecting the sample holder and test 
chamber9 to the BIU. With Cs = 50 pF, L4 and L5 were adjusted to make 
CA exactly 50 pF. This is equivalent to setting L slightly larger than zero 
(L 0.5µH). 
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3.2 Effect of the BIU on the Accuracy of Capacitance Measurements 

The value of CA was then determined as a function of Cs, and S(Cs) 
was computed for each data point. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Also 
shown in this figure for comparison are plots of Eq. [5] for G = 0 when 
there is no stray capacitance present and when the stray capacitance Co 
is 50 pF. This will be discussed further in Sec. 5. 

=1.00 

N 
GAJ 

0.95 

20 40 60 90 100 

C lpF 1 

Fig. 6-Plots of CA versus Cs and S(Cs) versus Cs. 

It was not possible to obtain S'(Cs) directly. Therefore, the following 
approximation was used: S'(Cs) - (measured increase in the value of 
CA due to an increase of bCs)/bCs. For the measurements discussed here, 
bCs = 1 pF. The actual measurement procedure was as follows: (1) a 
value of Cs was set on the standard capacitor; (2) the capacitance and 
conductance readings were reduced to zero using the CAPACITANCE 
ZERO and CONDUCTANCE ZERO controls; (3) the sensitivity of the 
recorder was increased by a factor such that an additional 1 pF should 
cause full-scale deflection on the recorder; (4) capacitance and conduc- 
tance readings were again adjusted to zero; (5) the standard capacitor 
was increased by 1 pF; and (6) the value of S'(Cs) was read directly from 
the recorder with full-scale deflection corresponding to S' = 1.00. If the 
deflection exceeded full scale by more than 1% (the available recorder 
over -range) the sensitivity was reduced by a factor of 1/2, in which case, 
half -scale deflection corresponded to S' = 1.00. 

A plot of the experimentally determined S'(Cs) is shown in Fig. 7. For 
comparison, the figure also shows the theoretical expression, Eq. [6], for 
S(Cs) based on the simplified equivalent circuit with L = 0 and G = 0. 
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The solid line is for the case when the stray capacitance Co is zero; the 
dashed line is for the case when Co = 50 pF. Clearly neither of these plots 
is a good fit to the experimentally determined values of S'. This will be 
discussed further in Sec. 5. 

I.00 
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.96 
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.92 

.90 

S'(Cs) 
I-W2R2C 2 

[14..1282C/1 

° ---__- 
° -- 

0 o o 
0 

S'(Cs) I ,2R2 (Cs+CO)2 

[I+.12R2(Ct+Co)2]2 o 
o 

0 

I I I I I I I I 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

C, (pF) 

Fig. 7-Relative incremental sensitivity S'(Cs) versus C. 

10 80 90 100 

3.3 Effect of the BIU on the Accuracy of Conductance Measurements 

According to Eq. [15], the apparent conductance due solely to the series 
resistance R and the capacitance is 

GAc _ w2RC2. 

However, C is the sum of the standard capacitance Cs and the stray 
capacitance Co. Among the contributions to Co are stray capacitances 
among leads and components in the BIU, capacitance between the 
sample base in the test chamber and the probe which contacts the 
sample, capacitance between the high- and low -side leads in the test 
chamber, and the "zero capacitance" (3 pF) of the standard capacitor 
when it is connected. 

Thus, when the standard capacitor is connected but Cs = 0, there is 
already a contribution to the conductance 

GACO = w2RCO2, [16] 
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which would normally be suppressed by adjusting the CONDUCTANCE 
ZERO controls to produce a zero conductance reading (GA = 0). Adding 
increments of Cs should then produce a variation of GA according to Eq. 
[17] 

GAc(Cs) = w2R(Co + Cs)2 - w2RCO2. [17] 

A good fit of Eq. [17] to the experimentally determined variation of GAC 
(Cs) was obtained for the value Co = 50 pF. This is shown in Fig. 8. The 

30 

25 

20 

e i - IS 

10 

o EXPERIMENTAL POINTS 

o,2R(C0c02-,211c02 
(R10011, C0.50pF) 

0 10 20 30 40 

C, IPF) 

Fig. 8-Apparent conductance GAC versus Cs. 

50 

two data points at Cs = 50 pF correspond to two different ways of ex- 
perimentally selecting Cs = 50 pF using the precision decade capacitor, 
viz, 50 pF (lower point) and 30 + 20 pF (upper point). 

Selected precision (1% accuracy) film resistors were used as conduc- 
tance "standards" to check the accuracy of the approximation inherent 
in Eq. [14]. This was done by using the following procedure: (1) with the 
standard capacitor connected and Cs = 0, CA and GA were set to zero; 
(2) a value of Cs was set on the standard capacitor; (3) GA was set to zero; 
(4) a conductance "standard" Gs was connected across Cs and the re- 
sultant conductance GA - GAc was determined. The results were vir- 
tually independent of Cs. The largest variation was between the results 
obtained for Cs = 0 and Cs = 50 pF; these results are shown in Fig. 9. 
The results for Cs = 10, 20, 30, and 40 pF were intermediate between 
those for Cs = 0 and 50 pF. Thus, the validity of Eq. [14] is confirmed 
with less than 2% added error in the range 0 < Cs < 50 pF. 
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Fig. 9-Conductance GA - GAc versus standard conductance G. for Cs = 0 and 50 pF. 
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Fig. 10-Variation of capacitance and conductance with bias for an MIS sample fabricated 
from n -Si on sapphire. 
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4. Application 

An example of a typical application of the C/G-meter BIU is shown in 
Fig. 10. Here, the results are plotted of MIS C(V) and G(V) measure- 
ments versus bias voltage for a capacitor fabricated from n -Si on a sap- 
phire wafer of thickness X305 µm. These data are typical of the results 
obtained thus far with the equipment. The bias range used for this 
sample, -15 kV to +15 kV, is clearly sufficient to cover the desired 
measurement range. The ±25 kV capability of the BIU should be more 
than adequate to cover the bias range required for samples fabricated 
from Si on sapphire of the maximum thickness currently anticipated 
(-400 Am). 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

Although the performance of the BIU is adequate for implementing the 
desired measurements, there are certain departures from ideality and 
it is appropriate to discuss them here. 

Eqs. [5] and [6] did not exhibit a good fit to the experimentally de- 
termined S(Cs) and S'(Cs), respectively, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Even 
when the stray capacitance of X50 pF, as determined in Sec. 3.3 (Fig. 8) 
was accounted for, the theoretical plots and the experimental data were 
not in good agreement. Use of Eqs. [3b] and [4b] instead of Eqs. [5] and 
[6] to take the excess inductance into account would improve the 
agreement only slightly, at best. However, the simplified equivalent 
circuit (Fig. 4) used for the theoretical analysis assumes only lumped 
constant elements. The distributed capacitances and inductances of the 
actual circuit may contribute significantly to the observed disagreement. 
Despite this lack of agreement, there is a sufficient range of measurement 
capability that may be described in terms of an added error due to the 
use of the BIU. For less than ±1% added error in the measured capaci- 
tance CA, the measurable range of the sample capacitance is found to 
be from 0 to at least 100 pF. For less than ±1% added error in the mea- 
sured value of a small change in the sample capacitance, the measurable 
range of the sample capacitance is found to be from 0 to about 38 pF. 

In conclusion: (1) a technique has been described that allows the safe 
operation of a commercially available C/G-meter for characterization 
of silicon -on -sapphire by capacitance and conductance measurements 
at applied -bias voltage levels up to ±25 kV; (2) the technique requires 
a bias -isolation unit, whose circuit and theory have been presented to- 
gether with some practical results. 
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Aluminum-SOS Schottky Diodes 

S. T. Hsu 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-Aluminum-SOS Schottky diodes having excellent characteristics are described. 
The series resistance is relatively large, however. The barrier height of the Al SOS 

contact is experimentally found to be 0.77 ± 0.02 eV. No degredation in diode 
characteristics was found when the Al -SOS Schottky diodes were bias -temper- 
ature tested at 100°C with VF = 0.15 V or lip = 10 V for more than 500 
hours. 

1. Introduction 

During the past ten years Al-nSi Schottky diodes have been studied very 
extensively. This majority -current -carrier diode has been used in inte- 
grated circuits and microwave signal processing. High performance 
Al-SOS Schottky diodes have potential applications to digital and mi- 
crowave integrated circuits as well as solar energy conversions. We have 
fabricated and tested Al-SOS Schottky diodes, and the results obtained 
are presented here. 

The thickness of the SOS films used to fabricate Al-SOS Schottky 
diodes is 0.6 µm. The concentration of phosphorus in these silicon films 
is between low 1015 to low 1016 cm -3. When the doping concentration 
of the silicon film is too high, the diode has large excess current; when 
the doping concentration of the film is too low, the diffusion potential 
of the junction is too small. Thus, a good diode characteristic is difficult 
to obtain. In addition, the series resistance is large when the doping 
concentration of the silicon film is small. 

The fabrication process is as follows. The silicon islands are defined 
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and are thermally oxidized. An opening and n+ diffusion are made to 
provide a good ohmic contact to the n -type silicon film. Oxide at the 
active diode area is then removed followed by Al metallization. The Al 
is defined and alloyed at temperatures between 400 to 500°C for 15 to 
30 minutes. The process involves only four photomask steps. 

2. Current -Voltage Characteristics of Al -SOS Schottky Diodes 

The current -voltage characteristics of an ideal Schottky diode is de- 
scribed by Richardson's equation,' 

CL7 l 
I 

I = SAT2 exp \ kT / 
l {exp T / - 1I [1] [ 

where S is the area of the diode, A is the Richardson constant, OB is the 
barrier height and Va is the voltage applied to the metal electrode with 
respect to the n+ source contact of the diode. The other notations are 
standard ones. When Va is positive the diode is forward biased. When 
Va is negative the diode is reverse biased. Because of the harrier height 
lowering effect by the space changes, the actual forward current of a 
metal -semiconductor diode at intermediate forward bias voltage is given 
by 

IF = SAT2 exp I -9 O 

nkT F]' [21 

with n slightly larger than 1. 

The current -voltage characteristics of a typical Al -SOS Schottky 
diode is shown in Fig. 1(a). The diode is made on an SOS film 0.6 µm 
thick doped with 1016 cm -3 of phosphorus. An excellent rectifier char- 
acteristic is shown. The reverse leakage current cannot be seen at the 
10µA/div current scale. The I -V curves are retraced at an expanded scale 
and are shown in Fig. 1(b). Curve(a) in Fig. 1(b) is the forward current 
of the diode as a function of forward bias voltage. The scales are shown 
at the right-hand side of the picture. Curve(b) in Fig. 1(b) is the reverse 
I -V characteristic of the diode. The current and the voltage scales are 
10 nA and 2V per division, respectively. The reverse bias current of the 
diode at 20 V reverse bias voltage is approximately equal to 30 nA. 

The diode current is plotted in a semi -logarithmic paper in Fig. 2. It 
is obvious that when VF -< 0.2V the forward current of the diode is ap- 
proximately given by Eq. [1]. At larger forward bias voltages the series 
resistance effect becomes important. The series resistance in this par- 
ticular case is approximately equal to 2,000 ohms. The mask set used in 

this experiment is a standard MOS field-effect transistor mask set. The 

1 
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Al contact is made at the drain contact opening where the n+ diffusion 
is made at the source electrode. If the active diode area is closely sur- 
rounded by an n+ diffusion region, the series resistance can be greatly 
reduced. 

O 

t 

V=0 

O 

! 4 

i i- 
v 

(A) 

(B) 

Fig. 1-The current -voltage characteristics of a typical Al -SOS Schottky diode. 

3. Barrier Height 

The barrier height of a metal-semiconductor Schottky diode can be 
obtained from the forward current measurement. This is clearly shown 
by Eq. [1]. If we extrapolate the linear region of log IF versus VF plot to 
VF = 0, the resulting current Io is given by 

Io = SAT2 exp(-gcbB/kT). [31 

Since only tB is unknown, the barrier height can be easily calculated. 
The barrier height of an Al-SOS Schottky diode obtained by this method 
is equal to 0.78 eV. The barrier height can also be obtained by the mea - 
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surement of the forward bias current as a function of temperature at a 
fixed bias voltage, as given by Eq. [2]. We rewrite Eq. [2] as: 

log 
T2 

= logSA - nkT (Oa - VF). [3a] 

The activation energy, (fie - VF, can be obtained from the slope of 
logIF/T2 versus 1/T curve. Fig. 3 presents the experimental result of this 

(A) 

i0-4 04 

10-5 

107 

10-e 

,0 
e 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
V (V) 

0 5 10 F 15 20 25 
VR(V) 

Fig. 2-LoglF versus VF plot of a typical Al -SOS Schottky diode. 

experiment taken from the diode with 4R = 0.78 eV as was measured 
from the IF versus VF curve. The forward bias voltage is 0.1 V. The 
points are measured and the line is drawn to have an activation energy 
of 0.68 eV, which yields a barrier height of 0.78 eV. It is evident that the 
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barrier height from these two measurements agree within the mea- 
surement error. The barrier height of three batches of Al-SOS Schottky 
diodes made on silicon films with different doping concentrations has 
been measured. The barrier height of Al-SOS Schottky diodes is con- 
sistently in the range of 0.77 ± 0.02 eV. This barrier height is about 10% 
larger than that of Al-nSi bulk Schottky diodes as was measured by Yu 
et al.2 This can be attributed to the diffusion of Al into silicon film during 

10-12 

IF 

T2 

(A°K-2) 

10-14 

2 2.5 3 

1000 (°K-1) 
T 

Fig. 3-Log!F versus 1/ T plot of an Al-SOS Schottky diode. 

35 

the annealing process. Since Al is a p -type dopant, if a very thin layer 
of Al is diffused into the silicon films, the contact is actually an Al -p+ -n 
structure. A very thin layer of p+ region increases the actual barrier 
height of the metal-semiconductor contact.3.4 The silicon film grown 
on sapphire substrate has a large lattice strain. This lattice strain en- 
hances the diffusion coefficient of impurities in the film. 
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4. Bias/Temperature (BT) Tests 

We have BT tested Al-SOS Schottky diodes to investigate their stability. 
The 1-V characteristics were measured as the diodes were made and after 
each successive BT test. The BT test was conducted at 100°C with VF 

= 0.15V or VR = 10V. The results are presented in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The 
curves shown in Fig. 4 were taken from a diode as made and after 115, 
230, and 660 hours of operation at 100°C with VR = -10V. The line 

106 
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10 9 

8 

8 

8 

e 

8 

-IDEAL SLOPE 

6 

41 

V =-10V 
! T=100°C 

8 
INITIAL 

P 
o 115 MRS 
x 230 MRS 

y 660 HRS 

0.1 02 03 
v,(v) 

Fig. 4-The forward current -voltage characteristics of an Al -SOS Schottky diode before 
and after BT tests with Va = -10V. 

shows the slope of the 1-V characteristics of an ideal Schottky diode with 
n = 1, although the current level is seen to be slightly reduced after BT 
testing. The decrease in diode current is not significant, since the deg- 
radation of the diode characteristic is negligible. Fig. 5 presents the 
forward diode characteristic for initial operation of a diode with a large 
amount of excess forward current. The diode is biased with VF = 0.15V 
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and operated at a temperature of 100°C. It is clearly shown in Fig. 5 that 
after the diode has operated for 230 hours at 100°C the excess current 
is not important. Then factor of the diode forward current is approxi- 
mately equal to one. A further increase in high -temperature operating 
time does not change the diode current. Presumable, the diode did not 
receive adequate annealing during the fabrication processing. The BT 
test provides an additional heat treatment. After the Al-Silicon contact 
is properly annealed, the diode current cannot be affected by the high - 

(A) 

0.2 
vF i v ) 

Fig. 5-Forward I -V characteristics of a Schottky diode showing the excess current reduced 
by BT tests. 

0.3 04 

temperature operation. This is further demonstrated in Fig. 6. The diode 
whose I -V characteristics are shown in this figure exhibits very small 
forward excess current. The forward current of the diode after operation 
at 100°C with VF = 0.15V for 542 hours is the same as that of the diode 
before it was BT tested. The reverse leakage current of the diode after 
BT testing is smaller than that before BT testing. In general, it is found 
that a BT test at 100°C with both forward and reverse biases for 500 
hours may change the reverse leakage current of a diode operated at VR 

= 20V by ±40%. At this time we have no satisfactory explanation of why 
the leakage current changes in both polarities after BT testing. However, 
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since the forward current is not effected by BT tests, it is clear that the 
change ín reverse current ís due to the effect of Si-SiO2 or silicon -sap- 
phire interfaces. 

Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that Schottky diodes can be easily made by de- 
positing Al onto n -type silicon -on -sapphire films. Al -SOS Schottky 

ioe 

10 
e 

VF 

0 5 10 15 
VR(V) 

20 25 

Fig. 6-I -V characteristics of a Schottky diode before and after BT tests with VF = 0.15 
V. 

diodes follow the forward current of Richardson's equation very well. 
However, because the thickness of the Si film is only 0.6µm, the series 
resistance is large. The series resistance effect can be minimized by 
proper layout design and by increasing the thickness of the film. The 
reverse characteristics of the Al-SOS Schottky diodes can be better than 
that of Al-nSi diodes. This is particularly so when the silicon is very thin. 
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Since the space -charge at the Al-silicon contact region is small, the 
barrier lowering by the Schottky effect of the space -charge is small. A 
larger breakdown voltage can be achieved by simply extending the Al 
of the Schottky contact to the n+ source region over a thick oxide. At 
large reverse biases the silicon film between the active diode region and 
the n+ diffusion region is completely depleted. This depletion region 
can dissipate a large voltage. Therefore, a large reverse bias voltage can 
be applied to the diode before the Schottky barrier breakdown. Since 
the fabrication procedures are very simple, the Al-SOS Schottky diodes 
can be used to fabricate large scales read only memories. 
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Design Curves for Double-Heterojunction Laser 
Diodes* 

J. K. Butlert and H. Kressel 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-This paper reviews theoretical double-heterojunction laser design curves relating 

the structure with the transverse mode order able to propagate, the degree of 

radiation confinement to the active region, the maximum field intensity within the 

device, and the radiated beam shape. The curves presented are general and ap- 

plicable to any double-heterojunction structure where the spacing of the hetero- 
junctions and the refractive index in the relevant regions are known. 

1. Introduction 

This paper reviews design curves relating the heterojunction spacing 
and index of refraction step with the transverse mode number and ra- 
diation pattern of double-heterojunction laser diodes. These curves are 
based on the treatment of the heterojunction laser as a three -layer di- 
electric waveguide.' Although the first successful heterojunction laser 
diodes were (AlGa)As/GaAs structures, advances in materials technology 
have made it possible to construct successful devices using other com- 
binations of semiconductors. The present curves are general and 
therefore applicable to various material systems. 

The key mode -guiding issues of particular interest in laser -diode de- 
sign are the degree of radiation confinement to the active region, the 

Research partially supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research 
Center, Hampton, Va. 
t J. K. Butler is now at Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas. 
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maximum number of transverse modes that can propagate, and the 
corresponding far -field patterns. In addition, the maximum electric field 
intensity at the facets is of interest because this may affect the cata- 
strophic -damage limit of the device.2 

The highest order transverse mode that can propagate in the device 
depends on the thickness of the waveguide region (determined by the 
heterojunction spacing) and on the index steps at its boundaries. In- 
formation concerning the dominant transverse mode can be deduced 
from either near- or far -field measurements, but experimental consid- 
erations make the far -field the more reliable source. The order of the 
dominant mode of the cavity can be deduced from the number of lobes 
in the beam profile. The fundamental mode (m = 1) gives rise to a single 
major lobe, while the mode number for m > 1 is given by 

m = 2 + (number of low intensity lobes between the two major 
lobes). 

Other useful data deduced from the radiation pattern are the angular 
separation between the two large lobes and their angular width. The 
angular separation between the lobes is easily measured and is related 
here to device parameters. 

The index steps at AlGal_XAs/GaAs heterojunctions have been ex- 
perimentally determined from measurements of the refractive index as 
a function of Al content of (A1Ga)As3 and from heterojunction laser ra- 
diation pattern data.4 Fig. 1 shows the data obtained. 

2. Field Description 

The electromagnetic mode character discussed here is obtained from 
a solution of a three layer slab waveguide, Fig. 2. The recombination 
region 2 (d wide), identical to the optical waveguide, is between two 
layers having a refractive index smaller than that of region 2. Electro- 
magnetic modes are considered to propagate in the z direction as 
exp [i (wt - fiz )], where /3 is the modal propagation constant. Field vari- 
ation along y is neglected. 

Transverse electric (TE) fields polarized along y predominate in 
contemporary lasers; consequently, the only nonvanishing quantities 
are Ey, Hx, and H. Equations governing the modes are1 

2 d Ey+(k2-02)Ey=0 
dx2 111 
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Hx = - Ey 121 

1wµ 

H 
1 óE 

131 
r 

i wµ dx 

where k 2 = w2µe is layer dependent, w is the angular frequency, is the 
permeability, and a is the permitivity. 

The solution to Eq. [1] in the various regions is 

Ey, = At exp[ht(d/2 - x)]; x > 

0.6 

a 
o 
o 
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°' 0.5 
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.et 
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10 

Fig. 1-Refractive index step (at 9000 A) at an AIGai_,As/GaAs heterojunction as a function 

of x. Curve A is from Ref. [41 and curve B is from Ref. [31. 

EY2 = A2 cos(h2x) + B2 sin(h2x); lx < 
2 

[4b] 

(d EY3 = A3 exp h3 
\2 

+ xl ; x < --d [4c] 

where the transverse wave numbers satisfy in regions 1, 2, and 3 
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a2-k¡=h¡ 
k2-S2=h2 

a2-kg=h3. 
Matching the appropriate field components at x = ±d/2 gives 

tan(h2d) - h2(h1 + h3) 

h2-hih3 

n3 

ACTIVE 
REGION 

INDEX n 

0 

Fig. 2-Three layer dielectric model for the double-heterojunction laser. 

[5a] 

[5b] 

[5c] 

[6] 

The field characteristics of the trapped TE modes can be determined 
for any set of dielectric steps if the waveguide geometry is normalized. 
In particular, the quantities h1, h2, h3 and d are normalized, 

hi 
Hi = , i = 1,2,3 [7a] 

ko(K2 - K1)1/2 

D = dko(K2 - Kt)1/2 [7b] 

where ko = 2a/Xo with Ao the lasing wavelength in vacuum and Ki is the 
relative dielectric constant of the ith layer. 

The secular Eq. [6] then becomes 
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tan H2D - H2(H1 + H3) 
[8] 

H2 - H1H3 

The asymmetry factor n is 

K2-K3 
> [9] 

K2 - K1 

The relations hetween the normalized parameters are 

B = H1 [10a] 

H2 + B2 = 1 [10b] 

H3-B2= n-1, [10c] 

where the propagation constant is normalized 

2 - Q2-k2 
[ ] B 10d 

kÓ0(2 - K1) 

3. Modal Cut -Off Conditions 

When the value of H1 is zero, the field extension along the positive x axis 
is infinite. This condition defines cut-off for the various trapped modes. 
To determine the value of D defining cut-off, H2 and H3 in Eq. [7] are 
substituted into Eq. 181 giving 

tanD = -/n - 1 . [ 11] 

For symmetrical structures, n = 1 hence tanD = 0. The fundamental 
mode has no cut-off D value while for mode 2, D = a. In general, the 
cut-off D value for the mth transverse mode is 

D(m) = (m - 1)r [12] 

For a given value of D, the number M of transverse modes is 

M=In11+-DI [13] 
ir 

where In is the integer truncation of the term in brackets. 
For asymmetrical waveguides, the relation [11 1 is shown in Fig. 3. For 

a given n value, we find from Fig. 3 the value D' giving the smallest 
waveguide width at which the fundamental waveguide mode can prop- 
agate. The cut-off width for the second mode is D" = D' + ir; in general, 
for the mth mode D(m) = D' + (m - 1)r. The maximum number of 
propagating modes in a waveguide of normalized width D is 
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M=In11+ D 
} 

1141 

As an example, take d=5µm,)b=0.9 µm, n1=3.5,n2=3.6,n3=3.4. 
The asymmetry factor q = 1.96, and the normalized width D = 29.4 and 
D' = 0.7782. The number of possible modes M = 10. On the other hand, 
suppose we wish to design a structure that supports only the funda- 
mental waveguide mode. Then, D < D' + a, and hence 

3 

2 

Tr TT D" 31T 
2 2 

NORMALIZED GUIDE WIDTH D 

Fig. 3 Cutoff conditions for the first and second waveguide modes as a function of D(see 
Eq. [7b]). A waveguide geometry defined by a point to the right of each curve 
Implies that the mode can propagate In the guide. 

d<tan-1V',-1+7r' [15] 
2a(K2 - K1)1%2 

If we use the index values of the previous example, then d < 0.67 µm. 
Fig. 3 shows specific cut-off conditions for the asymmetric double- 

heterojunction laser. We see from Fig. 3 that for n > 4 the normalized 
cut-off width D' is relatively insensitive to n variations. 

In Fig. 4 we plot three curves defining cut-off for the first four slab- 
waveguide modes in a symmetric DH structure. These curves, obtained 
from [121, apply to a lossless waveguide width normalized to the free - 
space wavelength. A waveguide defined by a point lying to the right of 
each curve implies that that particular mode can propagate in the cavity. 
However, Fig. 4 only provides an approximate guide to the modes ac- 
tually seen in a laser diode, because our analysis neglects the small 
contribution of the imaginary part of the refractive index to the dielectric 
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step associated with a heterojunction. When gain/losses are introduced 
into the various layers, the dielectric constant has an imaginary part, 

(a2 n `2 
K1 =-' n - i 

k 
t 

0 

n 2 K2^-'n2+i/g 2 
1\/io 

2 ¡a3n312 
K3^- n3-i ` li0 1 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

d/x0 

Fig. 4-Modal cutoff conditions for symmetric double-heterolunction lasers. The fundamental 

mode can propagate for all value of _In and d/Xo, but for waveguides defined by 

points lying to the right of each curve, high order mode propagation is possi- 

ble. 

where a1,a3 are the absorption coefficients of the outside regions at the 
lasing wavelength while g is the gain of the active layer. Consequently, 
the dielectric step K2 - Kt will 

hhave 

an imaginary component, 

K2-K1=n2-2 +i 
Ln2gkonlal]. 

[171 

Since the imaginary parts of Kt and K2 have different signs, because one 
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region has loss and the other gain, the imaginary parts are additive in 
absolute values. 

However, the absorption coefficient at the lasing emission wavelength 
is relatively small in regions 1 and 3 (<20 cm -1) and the gain values in 
region 2 are moderate (typically under 100 cm -1). Therefore, the di- 
electric difference associated with the third term of Eq. 117] is typically 
negligible in heterojunction lasers. 

70 

60 

50 

40 

Fig. 5-Major lobe separation in the far -field for device operating in the second mode as 

a function of the index step ..5n and d/X0 (symmetric structure). 

Finally, the high -order modes are characterized by the separations 
between the two major lobes. In Figs. 5 and 6, we relate the lobe sepa- 
ration to the cavity width with the index step as a parameter. For ex- 
ample, for .Sn = 0.18, d =1 pm and Ao = 0.9µm, mode 2 would produce 
a radiation pattern with a 51° separation between major lobes. However, 
for the third -order mode, the beam separation between the two major 
lobes would be approximately 77°. 

4. Fundamental Transverse Modes 

It is evident from the above that simply increasing the width of the 
waveguiding region to reduce the beamwidth is not practical. Arbitrarily 
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increasing the width of two waveguiding region results in the propagation 
of high -order transverse modes and, consequently, "rabbit -ear" far -field 
patterns. Conversely, decreasing the heterojunction spacing (while 
keeping the radiation confinement constant) can decrease the threshold 
current density, but at the expense of a broad beam. 
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Fig. 6-Major lobe separation in the far -field for device operating in the third mode as a 
function of the index step .Xn and d/Xo (symmetric structure). 

A practical compromise between low threshold current and moderate 
beam width is found by using a double-heterojunction laser configuration 
in which the recombination region (either n -type or p -type) is very 
narrow and the refractive index steps are moderate, producing optical 
tails spreading into the adjoining higher bandgap regions.5.6 This thin 
DH structure yields a very practical device for efficient room -tempera- 
ture cw operation.5 

In the following, we present a series of theoretical plots which show 
the relationship between the internal device configuration and the near - 
and far -field distribution. Fig. 7 shows the optical intensity distribution 
for various heterojunction spacings d with ..5n = 0.1 (n = 3.6 in the 
waveguide region). Since the total optical power carried is the same in 
each curve, the increase in the peak intensity reflects the increase of field 
confinement as d is increased. Conversely, as d is decreased, an in - 
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creasing fraction of the power propagates outside the region between 
the heterojunctions. This near -field intensity distribution is reflected 
in the breadth of the transverse profile of the beam as shown in Fig. 7. 

The beam width narrows as d is decreased because the radiation 
spreading beyond the heterojunction boundaries increases the source 
size. In Fig. 8 we show the field intensity plots for various Jn values when 
d = 0.2µm. The peak field for the structure with ,fin = 0.22 is larger than 

0.4 
d (µm) 

Fig. 9 field intensity as a function of d for several values of ,fin. Here X0 = 0.9 
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that for the structure with On = 0.1 since the total mode energy for each 
structure is identical. Fig. 9 summarizes the change in relative peak field 
intensity within the recombination region as a function of d and On. 

The dependence of the radiation pattern on ¿n and d values of 
practical interest for DH lasers are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 shows 
the dependence of O , the half -power beamwidth perpendicular to the 
junction plane, on the waveguide region width (adjusted for the lasing 
wavelength) for On ranging from 0.06 and 0.62 (which encompasses the 
complete range in the (AlGa)As alloy system). 

The effect of changing the symmetric double-heterojunction laser 
parameters on the optical confinement factor I', representing the fraction 
of the radiation within the recombination region, is shown in Fig. 11. In 
Fig. 12 we show the confinement factor as a function of the normalized 
cavity width D for various asymmetry values. 
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Fig. 11-Wave confinement factor r as a function of the effective guide width for (a) .fin 
= 0.04 to 0.22 and (b) án = 0.10 to 0.62. 
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While the curves of Figs. 10 and 11 provide the required information 
for symmetric device design, it is sometimes useful to have an analytical 
expression. An expression derived by Dumke7 for 01 can be used for 
small d values (<0.1 pm), 

Ad/Ao 
Ol 

- A 
(radians) 1181 

1+{1.21{dA012 

where A = 4.05(n2 - n ¡) with n2 and n1 the index values within and 
outside the recombination region, respectively, at the wavelength A0. 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

o 

=10 

nl 

I 

2 

D 

3 4 

Fig. 12-The wave confinement factor 1' as a function of the normalized guide width D (seé 
Eq. [7b1) for a symmetric DH laser (rf = 1) and asymmetry values n = 2 and 
10. 

Eq. 1181 is plotted in Fig. 10 where it is compared to the exact computer 
solutions. It is evident that the 01 values obtained from Eq. [ 18] are far 
too large when d is substantially greater than 0.1µm, particularly with 
large _n values. 

An analytical expression also relates the heamwidth to the confine- 
ment factor in the range where Eq. [18] is valid, 

1' _ 01 d/0.205 A0 119] 
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where 01 is in radians. Note that I' cc d2 for small d. 

5. Peak Field at the Facet 

The peak field strength Eo in the laser cavity can be estimated from the 
curves in Fig. 9 in terms of the total radiation power. The fundamental 
waveguide mode field in a two dimensional slab waveguide is 

E(x,z) = Eo1G(x)exp(-iflz) [20] 

where the fields are normalized, as in Fig. 9, 

ko f m 

1'2(x) dx = 1. [21] 

In these symmetric double-heterojunction lasers, the peak field occurs 

at the center of the active region (at x = 0), hence 

Emax = EoY'max [22] 

The maximum field at the laser facet can be written in terms of the 
radiation power per unit length along the facet. The internally incident 
power P; at the facet is 

P; _ 
Po [23] 1-R' 

where Po is the radiated power and I? is the facet reflectivity. The field 

strength E0 is, therefore, 

Eo 104 konoPo V/cm, [24] 
(1 - R)n2 

where Po is in watts/µm (power per unit length), ko is in µm-1, and no = 
120 ir ohms. 

Assume, for example, that the total power uniformly radiated from 
a 50µm stripe -contact (AlGa)As laser operating continuously is 5 mW; 

then Po = 10-4 watts/µm. With to = 0.9µm, Eo- 3.06 kV/cm. From Fig. 
9 we find for án = 0.22 and d = 0.2 µm, Y 2mex = 0.5. Consequently, the 
maximum field at the laser facet Emax = (3.06)(0.707) = 2.16 kV/cm. 

Insufficient experimental data exist relating the peak field to cata- 
strophic degradation (which varies with pulse length). However, based 
on present experience, this peak field value is well within the safe op- 
erating limit for cw operation. 
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One -Way Doppler Extractor* 

Edward J. Nossen and Eugene R. Starner 

RCA Government Systems Division, Camden, N.J. 08102 

Abstract-This paper presents a feasibility analysis, trade-offs, and implementation for a 
one-way Doppler extractor system. A Doppler error analysis is discussed that 
shows that quantization error is a primary source of Doppler measurement error. 
Several competing extraction techniques are compared and a new "Vernier" 
techniquet is presented that obtains high Doppler resolution with low -speed logic. 
Parameter trade-offs and sensitivities for this vernier technique are discussed, 
leading to a hardware design configuration. 

Also presented is a performance evaluation of the resulting breadboard model 
that verifies the theoretical performance predictions. The breadboard model 
contains the circuitry to interface with an S -band transponder, to extract the 
Doppler and time interval counts, to compute navigational parameters by means 
of a microprocessor, and to display the results. Performance tests have verified 
that the breadboard is capable of extracting Doppler, on an S -band signal, to an 
accuracy of better than 0.02 hertz for a one -second averaging period. This cor- 
responds to a range rate error of no more than 3 millimeters per second. 

1. Introduction 

One way Doppler navigation is a technique whereby an orbiting vehicle's 
position is inferred at the vehicle from a knowledge of the line -of -sight 
range -rate history to a known reference point. The range -rate history 

The work described in this paper was performed under NASA contract NAS 9-13517. 
t U.S. Patent #3,924,183 assigned to James C. Fletcher, Administrator of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration with respect to an invention by the authors. 
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is determined by accurately measuring the Doppler shift received from 
a stable transmitter located at the reference point. Fig. 1 shows the 
geometrical relationships for a space -vehicle receiver and a ground -based 
transmitter. The advantage of one-way Doppler navigation is the ability 
of the space vehicle to determine positional and navigational data au- 
tonomously and eliminate the need for special application navigational 
aids. 

One-way Doppler navigation requires very accurate measurements 
of the vehicle's range rate, with typical values of 3 cm/sec being required 
over a one -second integration interval. To obtain a range -rate accuracy 
of 3 cm/sec (0.1 ft/sec) using S -band frequencies, requires that the 
Doppler frequency be measured to within 0.2 Hz. This in turn requires 
the use of stable oscillators and accurate receivers as shown in the block 
diagram of Fig. 2. 

The S -band frequency must be controlled to within 0.2 Hz over the 
period of the Doppler measurement. Also, other error sources such as 
those caused by Gaussian noise, digital processes, and propagation path 
variations should be controlled, where practical, to obtain the 0.2 -Hz 
accuracy. The results of the error analysis show that the quantization 
error resulting from digitizing the Doppler information can be the most 
significant source of error when conventional frequency -counting 
techniques are employed. To reduce the quantization error, the Doppler 
extractor should have some means of determining fractional cycle counts 
in order that the total error budget be within the required 3 cm/sec (0.1 
ft/sec) accuracy. 

A new technique has been developed whereby fractional cycle counts 

I 

STABLE TRANSMITTER 

Fig. 1-One-way Doppler geometry. 
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Fig. 2-Block diagram of a one-way Doppler navigation system. 
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are obtained within short integration periods. This technique employs 
a vernier approach in that the Doppler frequency is compared with a 

stable reference oscillator frequency by means of a zero -crossing coin- 
cidence detector. The technique offers low weight, low power con- 
sumption, and simple construction without sacrificing accuracy or re- 
liability. The analysis and breadboard test results show that it can supply 
range -rate resolution of at least 3 cm/sec under all reasonable conditions 
of velocity (0-8230 m/sec), acceleration (0-610 m/sect), loop signal- 
to-noise ratio (>10 dB) and for all integration periods of 0.5 second or 
more. 

The breadboard one-way Doppler extractor is shown in Fig. 3. The 
functional features of this breadboard are given in Table 1. The bread- 
board was interfaced with an Apollo USB transponder, operating at a 

receive frequency of 2101.8 MHz, and with a Univac 1218 computer. The 
S -band transponder and the associated test instrumentation are also 
shown in Fig. 3. The breadboard met or exceeded all the work perfor- 
mance requirements shown in Table 2. It was delivered with a 200 - 

nanosecond time aperture setting, which resulted in the performance 
listed in the last column of the table. As shown, even better accuracy 
performance can be achieved with a 15 -nanosecond time aperture. 
However, this is at the expense of the delay time between a measurement 
command and command execution. In applications where the exact time 
of the measurement's execution is unimportant, this improved accuracy 
would be readily available. 

A preliminary design configuration for flight hardware has been es- 

tablished that satisfies the Rockwell International Space Shuttle re- 
quirements. The equipment necessary for Doppler extraction from 
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Table 1-Breadboard Functional Summary 

Parameter Remarks 

Non-destructive readout 

Destructive readout 

Fixed integration periods of 
0.5, 1, 2, 10, 60 and 600 
seconds. 

Anytime readout 

Self Test 

Displays 

Raw bias plus doppler or 
clock counts. 

Doppler frequency in 
Hertz. 

Range rate in meters/ 
second. 

Slant range difference in 
meters 

Manual or computer selection. Counts continuously for 
up to 600 seconds with overflow indication. 

Manual or computer selection. Resets counters to zero at 
start of each new measurement interval. 

Manual or computer selection of the period with 
automatic display of results. 

Manual or computer control of the measurement interval 
from x0 to 600 seconds. 

Injects a known frequency near front end of extractor and 
checks the computed doppler for accuracy. Test is 
passed if error . 0.3 Hz. 

Any one of these results is displayed by push button 
switches. 

Time delay between stop Switch selectable between either display. 
command and actual 
stop execution. 

Integration time variation 
in microseconds. 

multiple -carrier -frequency receivers was estimated to be 5.6 X 6.9 X 10.6 
inches, weighs 10.2 lbs, and consumes no more than 8 watts of prime 
power. 

¡ o 

mug W. 

Lihr 

` 
` 

Fig. 3-One-way Doppler extractor breadboard (center) and test instrumentation. 
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Table 2-Breadboard Performance Summary 

Parameter 

Breadboard Performance 
Work 15-ns 200-ns 

Requirement aperture aperture 

Noise error at the integration period. 
0.5 sec. 
2 sec. 

10 sec. 
60 sec. 

600 sec. 
Maximum time 
Interval variation 

0.6 Hz 0.03 Hz 0.24 Hz 
0.25 Hz 0.009 Hz 0.05 Hz 
0.23 Hz 0.003 Hz 0.01 Hz 
0.20 Hz 0.0025 Hz 0.002 Hz 
0.20 Hz 0.0025 Hz 0.002 Hz 

100 µs 60 ms 4µs 

2. Error Analysis 

The error budget for a Doppler measuring device consists of three types 
of errors; deterministic error, bias error, and random error. The sources 

of these errors and their derivations are described in detail in Refs. [1] 

and j2]. The deterministic errors are due to predictable effects, such as 

refraction and multipath. These values can be predicted from estimates 
of satellite locations, and only residual random errors result. It is assumed 
that these residual errors are independent between each Doppler mea- 
surement, and their contribution to the total error budget is discussed 
along with the other random error sources. 

The bias error does not change significantly during a satellite pass (or 

longer) and is due to long-term frequency drift of the stable oscillators 
and uncertainty in the measured value of the speed of light. Since these 
errors change only slowly with time, if at all, they cannot be removed by 

filtering (e.g., long averaging times) the individual Doppler measure- 
ments. It may be possible to reduce the bias error ín predicted range, 
however, by averaging the predicted location over many satellite pass- 
es. 

The random errors change between each Doppler measurement 
(fractions of a second) and are caused by short-term oscillator insta- 
bilities, quantization error, phase -lock -loop tracking errors, noise in- 

duced errors in the Doppler counter, and residuals from the deterministic 
errors. These errors can be reduced by some form of filtering (e.g., long 

averaging times) of each Doppler measurement. 
The various errors encountered in the one-way Doppler measurements 

are summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 5. The quantization error accounts 
for over 9096 of the random error. Thus, techniques that reduce the 
quantization error would be of significant advantage in controlling the 
overall error budget for the Doppler extractor. 
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Table 3-Deterministic Errors 

Error Source Error Magnitude/Remarks 

Ionospheric Refraction 

Tropospheric Scatter 

Multipath 
Vehicle 
Acceleration 

Residual error random 
1 a = 3.7 cm/sec (0.12 ft./sec) 

Residual error random 
1 a = 6.1 cm/sec (0.2 ft./sec) 

Requires knowledge of ground station environment. 
Depends on degree of data processing 
No error in computed _1 range. 

Table 4-Bias Errors 

Error Source Error Magnitude 

Measured Velocity of Light 

Long -Term Oscillator Stability 

Table 5-Random Errors 

1a=3.33X10-7R 
= 0.28 cm/sec (.009 ft/sec) 

1a=CSLS 
= 30 cm/sec (1 ft/sec), $LS _< 10-9 

Error Source Error Magnitude 

Short -Term Oscillator Stability 1 a = C SS 
= 3 cm/sec (0.1 ft/sec.), (Ss = 10-9o) 

Quantization Error 1 a - CF 

%T/ 

Jitter in Phase Lock 

Noise on VCO Output 

= 12.2 cm/sec (0.41 ft/sec.), 
c = 1, T 

C 
0.5 sec. 

1a- 2r/,T VIS /N)ipop 
= 1.5 cm/sec (0.05 ft/sec.), 

(S/N)hoop 10 dB 

1a-2.6¡,TNaS7N)VCO 

= 0.012 cm/sec (0.0004 ft/sec.) 
: (S/N)vco = 60 dB 

3. Techniques for Reduction of Quantization Error 

Several techniques have been investigated for reducing the measurement 
errors from the Doppler extractor. Of the three primary random error 
sources, quantization error is the most significant, and many techniques 
have been devised to reduce this error source as discussed in this section. 
The other error sources (jitter and frequency stability) can only be re- 
duced by brute -force techniques, i.e., improved S/N ratio, increased 
averaging time, or improved oscillator stability. These techniques are 
costly for significant error reduction and require a trade-off of desired 
accuracy versus cost to achieve that accuracy. The quantization error, 
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however, can be reduced by proper hardware changes, and the resultant 
large improvement can be attained with only small changes in cost. 

Averaging Time 

For reduced quantization error in range rate it is desirable to have long 

averaging times. However, if the orbiting vehicle is experiencing a 

changing range rate (acceleration), long averaging times will result in 

a range -rate error due to the assumption of constant acceleration. This 
error can be reduced to zero by computing change in range. As the fol- 

lowing analysis shows, regardless of the length of the averaging time or 
the velocity history of the vehicle, the change in slant range is exactly 
proportional to the change in cycle count: 

But 

and 

t 
JRa = f R dt = actual change in slant range. 

o 

c 

áNd = f fd dt = change in cycle count, 
o 

fd = C, ft. 

where ft is the transmitter frequency. Therefore 

Nd=C ftRdt=CARD 

JRa = f ONd (independent oft). 
t 

Thus, if changes in slant range are computed, no errors are introduced 
by using very long averaging times, regardless of the motion of the or- 

biting vehicle during the averaging period. The change in slant range 
from the ground transmitter is identically proportional to the change 
in Doppler count. 

Long averaging times will affect the total cycle count if the oscillator 
drift is significant over the averaging period. For short time intervals, 
the short-term stability becomes worse as the interval becomes shorter. 
For many typical oscillators, the stability becomes constant, independent 
of the averaging time, when the averaging time is in the range of 1 to 100 

sec. Fig. 4 shows the results of the most significant errors as a function 
of averaging time. Above 2.2 seconds averaging time, S, becomes the 
dominant error in AR, if whole cycles are counted. 
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<N 

10-10 

0.01 

TYPICAL 
OSCILLATOR DRIFT 

VERSUS t \ / 
I 

0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

AVERAGING TIME tat 

Resultant .. Range Error Versus Averaging Time 

aR (Drift) 
(cm) 

aR (Quant.) 
(cm) 

aR (Jitter) 
(cm) 

a RMS 
(cm) 

0.1 0.95 6.1' 0.76- 6.22 
0.5 2.10 6.1 0.76 6.50 
1.0 3.00 6.1 0.76 6.84 
2.0 6.00 6.1 0.76 8.59 
5.0 15.00 6.1 0.76 16.21 

10.0 30.00 6.1 0.76 30.62 

0.1 0.95 0.61- 0.76 1.36 
0.5 2.10 0.61 0.76 2.32 
1.0 3.00 0.61 0.76 3.15 
2.0 6.00 0.61 0.76 6.08 
5.0 15.00 0.61 0.76 15.03 

10.0 30.00 0.61 0.76 30.02 

Whole Cycle Count (e = 1) 

Fractional Cycle Count (e = 0.1) "' S/N = 10 dB 

Fig. 4 -Effect of averaging time on delta range errors. 

Below 2.2 seconds, quantization becomes the dominant error. If cycles 
are counted to a resolution of 0.1 cycle, the quantization error is only 
significant for averaging periods less than 0.1 second. 

Period Measurement 

W. H. Guier et al describe a technique3 to reduce quantization error by 
the method of measuring the period between N cycles of the Doppler 
frequency (or Doppler + bias). The technique is represented in Fig. 5. 
The period of N cycles of bias plus Doppler is measured by counting the 
clock cycles, with a resultant quantization on the clock -cycle count. 

The resultant range -rate error is developed in the figure and indicates 
that the error is reduced by the ratio of the bias to clock frequencies. 
Thus, for a nominal 1 MHz bias and a 5 MHz clock the range -rate error 
can be reduced to 2.4 cm/sec (0.08 ft/sec) in a 0.5 -second averaging 
time. 

This technique is attractive from the standpoint of simplicity, but the 
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02 4- 

time interval over which the Doppler count is made becomes a variable. 
This is due to the fact that N is generally a fixed number and the time 
required for the Doppler counter to reach N depends on the Doppler 
frequency. If the bias frequency is 1 MHz and the maximum Doppler 
frequency is ±60 kHz, then, for a 1 -second nominal averaging time (No 
= 106 nominal), the actual averaging time would range from 940 to 1060 
ms. 

It is possible to reduce the averaging time variation to no more than 
one period of the bias frequency by making N a variable number. For 
example, if Doppler frequency is desired at regular intervals (t), the clock 
counter could output a stop command when the N4, count reaches a 
pre -determined value (based on t). Both counters would continue to run 
until the next bias-plus-doppler zero crossing. At this zero crossing both 
counters would be stopped. The bias -plus -Doppler count would be an 
exact integer, since its counter would count from exactly one zero crossing 
to another zero crossing. The clock count, however, would be in error by 
±1 count. The time interval variation would be no more than ±1 cycle 
of the bias frequency. 
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If the bias frequency were 1 MHz, the time interval would vary no 
more than ±1 µs. However, a 10 -MHz clock and counter would be re- 
quired to achieve a one sigma Doppler resolution of 0.08 Hz. A lower bias 
frequency could be used; however, it must be high enough to carry the 
full range of the Doppler signal. A 100 -kHz bias frequency could attain 
a Doppler resolution of 0.13 Hz minimum (at FE + FD = 160 kHz) with 
a 1 -MHz clock, but the time interval variation could then be as high as 
±25 µs [1/(FB - FD) = 1/40 kHz]. 

Frequency Multiplication 

Another technique to reduce the quantization error is to multiply the 
Doppler frequency by some factor (K). For the same time interval, there 
are K times as many counts, but the quantization error remains at ± one 
count. In converting to Doppler frequency, range rate, or change in range, 
the count must be divided by K. Thus, the net quantization error in range 
rate (for example) is reduced by a factor of K. This technique is repre- 
sented in Fig. 6. 

In the multiplication process the errors due to jitter and long and 
short-term frequency instabilities are increased by the factor K. How- 

Fh FQ 
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Fig. 6-Error reduction by frequency multiplication. 
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ever, in computing range -rate or change in range the resultant count is 

divided by K. The errors also are divided by K so that the net result of 
the multiplication process is that the errors in range rate due to jitter 
and frequency instabilities are not affected, but the quantization error 
is reduced by a factor of K. The multiplication process decreases the 
signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of K2. Thus, to obtain high resolution 
(high K), the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) into the multiplier stage must 
be high. For example, if K = 100, the S/N ratio into the multiplier should 
be greater than 50 dB if the S/N into the frequency counters is to be at 
least 10 dB. 

The multiplication can be accomplished in alternate stages of multi- 
plication and mixing to prevent the generation of high frequencies. Thus, 
two decade multipliers and two mixers with 9 -MHz reference frequencies 
could be used to obtain a multiplication of 100 without generating 
frequencies in excess of 10 MHz (assuming a 1 -MHz bias frequency). 

Fractional -Cycle Techniques 

The fractional -cycle technique employs a high -frequency clock to divide 
the Doppler cycle into many small fractions. The process is represented 
in Fig. 7. The fractional -cycle count is used to estimate the Doppler 
quantization error to within the quantization error of the clock. The 
resultant improvement is equal to the ratio of the bias frequency to the 
clock frequency. The errors resulting from jitter and frequency instability 
are unaffected by this process. 

This technique also causes an averaging time interval (t) variation of 
± one bias frequency cycle. To simultaneously achieve high resolution 
and small time -interval variations, the bias frequency must be large and 
the clock frequency must be even larger. Thus, a high-speed clock 
counter must be employed to achieve Doppler resolution improvements 
of more than about 10. If the bias frequency were chosen to he 1 MHz, 
the clock frequency would need to be about 14 MHz to achieve a one - 
sigma Doppler resolution of 0.08 hz. The time -interval variation would 
be no more than about 1µs. 

Vernier Technique by Coincidence Detection 

The vernier technique is represented in Figs. 8 and 9. This technique 
employs comparison of zero -crossing coincidences between the bias plus 
Doppler and clock frequencies to arrive at the Doppler frequency. By 
counting both frequencies between coincidences, each counter is started 
and stopped on zero crossings. Thus, the ±1 -cycle count error is elimi- 
nated if the coincidence is defined with infinite precision. In practice, 
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a coincidence would be declared whenever the two zero crossings are 
within some time interval that is small compared to the period of either 
frequency. The resultant error in Doppler cycle count is distributed 
uniformly over the range ± P (where P is the time difference within 
which the two zero crossings are declared to be coincident). The resultant 
standard deviation of the Doppler -frequency error is: 

1 2P - F° 2P(FB + F°). [1] tV T(B+°) t 
Since 1/tf is the nominal quantization error, the resultant error is 
reduced by a factor 2P(F(B+D)) 
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Fig. 7-Fractional cycle techniques to reduce quantization error. 
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The vernier technique has the advantage that high resolutions can 

be obtained without the need for high-speed counters, since all counted 
frequencies can be near one megahertz. The time -interval variation 
occurs with the vernier technique as with some of the other techniques 
previously described. The time delay depends, in a nonlinear fashion, 
on the selection of the bias and clock frequencies and the width of the 
coincidence aperture (2P). Typical values of delay are described and 
shown in a later section. 

Analogue Technique 

The analogue technique employs an energy -storing device to stretch the 
quantization interval and hence measure it with lower frequency clocks. 
Hewlett-Packard's computing counter model HP 53604 employs this 
technique using a capacitor as the energy -storing device. Fig. 10 is a 

functional diagram of the technique. The quantization intervals (T1 and 

T2) are stretched by a factor of 1000 and the clock frequency is counted 
over the stretched time intervals. The actual period for exactly N(B+D) 
whole cycles is then 

and 

r=T +(N +N1-N2f1\ 1 
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The quantization error is reduced by a factor of 1000 relative to the 
nominal counting method. This technique requires that the bias fre- 
quency counter begin and end on zero crossings of the bias frequency 
(since the technique is measuring the period of exactly N(R+D) cycles). 
The averaging time will vary by one bias frequency cycle, resulting in 
a delay between the command and the execution of the command similar 
to other techniques. However, the delay will not exceed one cycle of FR 
+ Fo, or 1µs, for a nominal 1 -MHz bias. 

An additional delay in calculating the Doppler shift results from the 
1000 -times stretching of the clock quantization interval. With the 
1000 -times expansion, the Doppler shift cannot be calculated until up 
to 1000 clock periods have elapsed. This could be as long as 1 millisecond 
if a 1 -MHz clock is employed. It is not necessary in the one-way Doppler 
extractor to use a 1000 -fold stretching; a factor of 10 would suffice. Thus, 
the delay in making a Doppler calculation would then only be 10µs for 
a 1 -MHz clock. 

4. Vernier Doppler Extractor Analysis 

The coincidence -detection Doppler extractor was selected to reduce the 
quantization error without the need for high-speed counters. Even when 
full Doppler frequencies are available to a conventional counter, the 
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desired range -rate accuracy of 3 cm/sec (0.1 ft/sec) can only be obtained 
with integration periods of 5 seconds or longer. Thus, a quantization 
resolving extractor would be desirable for reduced error at short inte- 
gration times. The coincidence detection technique is recommended, 
since this extractor can take advantage of low cost, low power, and 
high -reliability CMOS components without sacrificing accuracy. 

In this section, we analyze the accuracy and time delays associated 
with the coincidence detection technique and show the limiting effects 
of this delay on the extractor resolution capability. Also described is the 
effect of the time delay on the total system errors when the Doppler 
extractor measurements are compared (or averaged) with other range - 
rate -measuring equipment (such as accelerometers). 

4.1 Extractor Accuracy Analysis 

The vernier Doppler extractor uses narrow detection windows to define 
the coincidence of positive zero crossings of the desired Doppler plus bias 
frequency and a known reference frequency (stable clock). The principle 
of operation is similar to that of the familiar vernier caliper measuring 
instruments, which can obtain a resolving power much greater than the 
smallest quantized measurement interval. In the vernier Doppler ex- 
tractor, the positive zero crossings of the signals serve as reference marks, 
and conventional frequency counters supply the measured cycle counts. 
If the known and unknown frequency counters are both simultaneously 
started and stopped on zero crossings, the quantization is eliminated 
and the unknown frequency can be resolved to a very high accuracy. 

Fig. 8 shows a functional block diagram of the implementation re- 
quired to achieve the coincidence detection and control of the frequency 
counters, and Fig. 9 shows the resultant signals and timing formats. In 
Fig. 8, a zero -crossing detector triggers a pulse generator to emit a very 
narrow and stable pulse at each zero crossing of the unknown and clock 
frequencies. An "AND" gate detects the coincidence of the pulses when 
they occur and emits a control pulse to start or stop counters that sep- 
arately count the unknown and clock frequencies. 

Fig. 9 shows how the circuit would operate when discrete measurement 
intervals are desired. A command to start the counters is received from 
the computer. 

The counters are actually started immediately following the next 
detected pulse coincidence. Thus, both the bias plus Doppler and clock 
counters are started immediately after a zero crossing. After a defined 
measurement period (r), both counters are commanded to read out the 
accumulated counts to the computer. The counters, however, continue 
to count until the next pulse coincidence, at which time the desired 
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counts are read into buffers. Since both counters were started and read 
at zero crossings, both counts are very accurate, and the Doppler fre- 
quency can be calculated with high precision. The Doppler frequency 
is given by 

N +n F0 - FR] R [8] 
L o 

where: N(B+D) = bias plus Doppler count 
No = clock count 
Fo = clock frequency and 
FR = bias frequency 
R = Doppler division ratio from the S - 

Band transponder. 

An inaccuracy exists in the counts due to the finite widths of the 
pulses. Thus, the "AND" gate will respond to a near coincidence if the 
two pulses overlap to any degree. With reference to the clock count and 
the pulse rise times, the integer representing the bias plus Doppler count 
could be in error by a fractional cycle count varying over the range 
±P/T(B+D) cycles, where P is the pulse width from the bias plus Doppler 
pulse generator, and the clock pulse generator and T(B+D) is the period 
of the bias plus Doppler frequency. 

This error, which occurs at both the start and stop times of the coun- 
ters, is uniformly distributed over the interval ±P(FB + FD) and each 
error is independent if r is much larger than the interval between coin- 
cidences. The combined error results in a maximum Doppler error de- 
fined by 

(Fd = f 2P(FB + FD) R, 
]9] 

and a standard deviation defined by 

2P(FB + FD) 
R, [10] 

r.VZ 

where R is the ratio of S -band Doppler to counted Doppler and r is the 
measured period. 

If the Doppler extractor were only concerned with obtaining an ac- 
curate Doppler measurement over a period of 1 second, say, with no re- 
gard to how much the 1 -second time interval could vary, then P could 
be made arbitrarily small. A one-ns pulse, for example, and a 1 -MHz bias 
frequency would result in a Doppler error of 0.002 cycle or 0.002 Hz in 
a second period, provided full doppler is available into the Doppler 
counters (R = 1). Such a pulse width is feasible with stable rise times of 
0.1 ns. 
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4.2 Time -Delay Analyses 

A coincidence of zero crossings occurs whenever the two pulses have some 
overlap into the "AND" gate. The probability of a coincidence depends 
on the pulse widths and the interpulse periods. The average period be- 
tween coincidences can he shown to be given by 

= 
T` (Po + PB)(FD + FD)Fo 111] 

This formula assumes that the clock and bias -plus -Doppler frequencies 
are not harmonically related or, if so, enough random variation in their 
frequencies is present to assure that the maximum period between 
coincidences is not excessive. 

If the bias plus Doppler frequency is an exact rational fraction of the 
clock frequency, a coincidence may never occur if the pine width is made 
too narrow. This is shown in the diagram of Figure 11. 

If the frequency ratio (FR + FD)/F0 is defined by the integers N/M 
(N/M is reduced to its lowest form and N < M), a coincidence will occur 
in MT0 seconds if the pulse width is greater than or equal to T0/2N (To 
= clock period). With P = T0/2N, the Doppler error equation be- 
comes 

2P(FB + FD) 
[12] EFD = f , 

T 

AT -I [1 

NT(B+D) 

-f1"- PB 

Po U 

M x N; M> N; M& N Exact Integers 
When 

then 

F8 + FD N 
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= . 
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Fig. 11-Effect of resonances in coincident detector. 
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but 2P = To/N and FR + FR = (N/M)F0 (by definition). Therefore 

EFD = f ('ÇQ)( 
M 

Fol = f since ToF0 = 1. [13] 

M is the resolving power of the vernier extractor. The time delay has a 
maximum value of 

tdMAx = MT0 (td is uniformly distributed from zero to MT0). 

Since the time delay is random, the actual measurement interval can 
vary from t - MTo to t + MT0. To keep the time interval variation small 
M should be small. But for high doppler accuracy M should be large. 
Thus, a compromise is required between acceptable time interval vari- 
ations and desired Doppler measurement accuracies. 

Thus, for any given bias and clock frequencies, a minimum pulse width 
exists (P >_ To/2N) which will guarantee a coincidence in a short time 
interval (from 10 to several hundred clock periods). For highest resolu- 
tion and shortest time delay, the bias frequency should be chosen as close 
to the clock frequency as the doppler variation will allow. This is anal- 
ogous to the mechanical vernier caliper, which has one scale only 10% 
larger than the other scale. When the bias frequency is chosen to be 100 
kHz below the clock frequency (the bias frequency carries ±60 kHz of 
Doppler variation), the minimum allowable pulse width decreases as the 
clock and bias frequencies are increased. To achieve the highest reso- 
lution and shortest time delays the clock and bias frequencies should 
be chosen as large as possible and the pulse widths as narrow as possible. 
Fig. 12 shows the sensitivity of the Doppler resolution to the clock ref- 
erence frequency when the bias frequency is chosen to be offset from the 
clock frequency by 100 kHz. As shown in the figure, Doppler resolution 
to 0.02 cycle can be obtained with a maximum possible delay of 25 µs, 
if the clock and bias frequencies are chosen at about 10 MHz. The pulse 
width, under these conditions would need to be one nanosecond. 

5. Breadboard Design 

The Doppler extractor breadboard implemented uses the vernier ex- 
tractor technique to resolve the quantization error. The breadboard unit 
accepts a 76.083 -MHz signal from an S -band transponder and contains 
the necessary circuitry to perform rf and digital processing to extract 
the Doppler and Doppler -related information from the input. 

The rf processor translates and multiplies the input frequency to 
obtain a suitable bias frequency containing approximately the full S - 
band signal. It also generates a self -test signal for the self -test modes. 
The digital processor performs the functions of coincidence detection, 
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Fig. 12-Minimum pulse width to guarantee coincidence for all conditions. 

digital counting, timing, data processing and display, and interface 
formatting for a UNIVAC 1218 computer. The unit also contains a mi- 
croprocessor for calculations of the displayed data and for self -test 
analysis. A view of the extractor chassis is shown in Fig. 13. The rf and 
digital processing subchassis are indicated. 

5.1 Technique Description 

A diagram of the one-way Doppler extractor interfaces is shown in Fig. 
14. The S -band transponder receives the Doppler -shifted transmitted 
frequency and outputs a 76.083 MHz reference signal containing 8/221 
parts of the original S -band Doppler. The Doppler extractor performs 
rf processing to restore approximately full Doppler on a 1 -MHz bias 
frequency and performs digital processing to extract Doppler counts, 
time interval counts, display data, and computer interface logic to a 
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UNIVAC 1218 computer. The timing circuits operate from an external 
5 -MHz frequency standard. 

Fig. 15 is a block diagram of the extractor, showing some of the internal 
functions performed by the rf and digital processors. As shown, the 
transponder signal enters the rf processor, which performs frequency 
shifting and multiplication resulting in a Doppler shift up to ±60 kHz 
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superimposed on a 1.00 -MHz bias signal. The 76.083 MHz is mixed with 
a 75 -MHz fixed injection frequency to obtain a 1.083 -MHz plus fractional 
Doppler (íd/27.625) S -band reference signal. This frequency is then 
multiplied by 24, resulting in a 26 -MHz output containing 192/221 parts 
of the original S -band Doppler shift. The 26 -MHz signal is then mixed 
with a 25 -MHz fixed injection to obtain the desired 1 MHz containing 
nearly the full S -band Doppler shift. The coincidence clock frequency 
(Fo) of 1.25 MHz is obtained by dividing the 5 -MHz clock by a factor of 
4. 

The above frequencies were chosen for the breadboard unit for the 
following reasons: 

1. The coincidence clock and bias frequencies should be approxi- 
mately equal and at about 1 MHz for best utilization of CMOS logic and 
the coincidence technique. 

2. The injection frequencies should be low integer multiples of the 
clock for ease of generation and to obtain very clean injection frequen- 
cies. 

3. The multiplying phase locked loop should have a multiplication 
factor that restores most of the original S -hand Doppler. 

Other frequencies could be used in the extractor at the expense of 
increased circuit complexity. 

The digital processor circuits of Fig. 15 contain the pulse generators 
and coincidence detector required for the vernier extractor concept. The 
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bias -plus -Doppler and coincidence clock frequencies are converted to 
narrow pulses at each zero crossing, and these pulses are fed to the co- 
incidence detector. The coincidence detector responds to a pulse coin- 
cidence by generating a timing pulse. This pulse plus internal timing logic 
causes the counters to transfer their counts to the buffers at desired in- 
tervals. At coincidence, the quantization error is reduced to a small 
timing error due to a finite pulse width. 

Two counters count zero crossings of the FB+D and F0 signals. For 
nondestructive readout (NDRO), the counters run continuously. For 
destructive readout (DRO), the counters are reset at the beginning of 
each count interval. The two counter outputs (N(B+D) and N0) are stored 
in the buffers for computer sampling as desired. The buffer circuits also 
contain interface circuitry to convert the counts into coded words for 
the UNIVAC 1218 computer. 

The self -test function tests the operation of the Doppler extractor from 
the output of the first mixer to the computer interface. A block diagram 
of the technique is shown in Fig. 16. A test frequency is obtained from 
the 75 -MHz first mixer injection oscillator by dividing this frequency 
by 70. Derivation of the test frequency from the 75 -MHz oscillator is 
preferred over up converting from the 5 -MHz standard, since the former 
technique also tests the lock condition of the 75 -MHz oscillator to the 
5 -MHz standard. The resultant frequency of 1,071,428.57 Hz is substi- 
tuted for the nominal mixer output frequency of 1,083,333.33 Hz. After 
multiplication by 24 and differencing with the 25 -MHz injection fre- 
quency, the resultant bias -plus -Doppler frequency into the coincidence 
detector is 714,285.7 Hz. Since the nominal bias frequency is 1 MHz, the 
resultant equivalent Doppler frequency at the extractor display will be 
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-285,714.3 Hz when all components are working correctly. When con- 
verted to an equivalent S -band Doppler shift (X 221/192) the self -test 
signal will represent a Doppler shift of -328,869.05 Hz. 

During the self test the microprocessor compares the actual measured 
Doppler with a stored value of -285,714.3 Hz. If the two frequencies 
agree within a few hertz, a "data -good" signal is sent to the 1218 com- 
puter and a data -good indication lights on the front panel of the ex- 
tractor. 

5.2 Microprocessor Hardware 

The microprocessor circuits perform calculations on the BCD counter 
data to provide direct display of Doppler frequency (FD), range rate (R), 
change in range (..5R), self -test error, and coincidence delay. The 
TMS-0117 was selected as the central processing element in a special- 
purpose microprocessor arrangement, since commercial microprocessors 
do not have a nine digit BCD capability. 

Fig. 17 shows the microprocessor and display approach. The TMS- 
0117 functions as a central processing unit. A random-access memory 
(RAM) provides storage of intermediate and final calculation results. 
A programmable read-only memory (PROM) holds a series of instruc- 
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tions referred to as a microsequence or microprogram. The microse- 
quence is the detailed set of data transfers and instructions required to 
compute the navigation parameters for display. The microsequence 
timing logic generates clock bursts used to operate the central processor, 
transfer data, and increment the microsequence memory. Input and 
output gating logic provides the multiplexing and serial-parallel con- 
version required to interface the TMS-0117 with the RAM, ROM, and 
extractor data registers. 

This microprocessor approach has a speed disadvantage. Computation 
time for the navigation parameters is on the order of 1.8 seconds. Holding 
a number in the output registers of the TMS-0117 calculator chip would 
permit display of the output, but would tie up this chip during the dis- 
play period. For this reason, the internal display scanning and blanking 
circuitry of the TMS-0117 was not utilized, permitting the chip to be 
used full time as a processor. 

As shown in Fig. 17, separate display timing, formatting, and zero - 
suppression circuits are provided. The display logic shares the RAM with 
the microprocessor. In operation, the display circuits select and access 
the multiplexed display data by stepping through the appropriate block 
of RAM addresses. The microprocessor accesses the RAM on an inter- 
rupt basis, "stealing" the address and data leads to read or write a data 
word. The display is blanked during this interrupt. Upon completion 
of the interrupt, the RAM address and data leads are switched back to 
the display control circuits, where display scanning is resumed. Due to 
the low duty cycle of the interrupt action, the display appears undis- 
turbed to the eye. 

The RAM addressing is organized such that the microprocessor ac- 
cesses one portion of the memory while the display logic accesses another. 
Intermediate calculations and new parameter results are stored in one 
half of the memory. Previously calculated results are stored in the other 
half. The display logic only accesses previous results, while both current 
and previous results are used by the microprocessor. 

A strobe from the interval timer initiates the microsequence. Upon 
receipt of the strobe, the microprocessor will access the BCD data from 
the extractor and calculate all navigation parameters, storing the results 
in the RAM. At the completion of the microsequence, a bit of the RAM 
address will be inverted. This inversion has the effect of interchanging 
the new and old data within the RAM, so that the just -completed cal- 
culations appear on the display, while the other half of the memory be- 
comes available for the next set of calculations. 

This approach provides a sample -and -hold type of display, and per- 
mits viewing of previous calculations while new parameters are being 
calculated. With integration periods of less than 2 seconds, the micro- 
processor will be constantly calculating, necessitating the sample -and - 
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Fig. 18-One-way Doppler extractor measurement error. 

hold display. 
The microsequence is implemented without branching. Address 

registers and logic normally provided for this function are not required 
for this microprocessor. 

6. Performance 

6.1 Doppler Extractor Accuracy 

Fig. 18 shows the test results of the sensitivity of Doppler accuracy to 
integration time and coincidence detector aperture (twice the pulse 
width). The results indicate that the extractor is capable of measuring 
the S -hand Doppler to an accuracy of 0.03 Hz or better if aperture widths 
of 15 ns are used. This error is primarily caused by the quantization error 
for short averaging intervals, as shown by comparison with the expected 
quantization error. At long averaging intervals (>5 seconds), the error 
is greater than the expected quantization error, primarily due to clock 
and reference -frequency instability. With an aperture of 180 ns, the 
accuracy degrades to about 0.3 Hz in a 0.5 -second averaging period. For 
comparison, a conventional zero -crossing counter would normally have 
a peak error of 2 Hz in a 0.5 -second averaging period. Measurements of 
Doppler accuracy with apertures less than 15 ns were not made, although 
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the breadboard was designed to operate with an aperture as low as 2 ns. 
Had this aperture been used in the measurements, the expected peak 
quantization error would be 0.008 Hz in a 0.5 -second averaging peri- 
od. 

6.2 Time Delay Statistics 

The peak time delay between command and actual start of the counters, 
or tine between coincidences, is sensitive to the aperture width and the 
ratio of the bias frequency to clock frequency (N/M). 

Fig. 19 shows the statistics of the time delay for an aperture of 200 ns. 

The delay is uniformly distributed with a maximum of four microsec- 
onds. As the aperture is decreased, the distribution of delays appears 
to follow a Rayleigh distribution with large values of delay occurring 
rarely. At an aperture of 15 ns, very large delays are common. With this 
aperture, delays above 30 milliseconds occur half of the time. 

Fig. 20 shows the sensitivity of the 95 percentile value of time delay 
to the aperture width. The results show a nearly linear relationship be- 
tween the logarithm of the time delay and the value of the aperture 
width. 

As the Doppler shift changes from the highly resonant condition of 
zero Doppler, the time delays decrease rapidly. For example, at an ap- 
erture of 15 ns, the 95 percentile time delay is about 50,000 µs at zero 
Doppler. However, at a Doppler offset of less than 500 hertz, the 95 
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percentile delay decreases to only 300 its. 
If a Doppler rate is present when the Doppler shift is near zero, the 

zero Doppler resonant condition would be short lived. For example, a 
Doppler rate of 1 kHz/second would cause a shift from +500 Hz of 
Doppler to -500 Hz in 1 second. Thus, the resonance would not last more 
than one second and time delays in excess of 300 µs would occur only 
rarely, even with aperture widths of 15 ns. 
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1967. 

3 "Analysis of the Observational Contributions to the Errors of the Navy Satellite Doppler Geodetic 
System," APUJHU, Report No. TG -653, June 1965. 
4 Hewlett Packard Application Note No. 116 and General Catalog Page 250-251. 
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Recent Papers by RCA Authors 

Listing is alphabetical by name of primary author. For copies of reprints, the reader should 
contact the publication directly. 

J. A. Amick, G. L. Schnable, and J. L. Vossen, "Deposition Techniques for Dielectric Films on Semi- 
conductor Devices," J. Vac. Sci. Technol., Vol. 14, No. 5. p. 1053, Sept./Oct. 1977. 
M. S. Bae and R. V. D'Aiello, "P+/N High -Efficiency Silicon Solar Cells," Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 31, 
No. 4, p. 285, 1977. 
A. Bloom and P. L. K. Hung, "The Effect of Dye Structure on Order Parameter in a Nematic Liquid 
Crystalline Host," Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst., Vol. 40, p. 213, 1977. 
D. E. Carlson, J. I. Pankove, C. R. Wronski, and P. J. Zanzucchl, "Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon -A 
Solar Cell Material," Thin Solid Films, Vol. 45, p. 43, 1977. 
Y. S. Chiang and E. J. Denlinger, "Low -Resistance All-Epitaxial PIN Diodes for Ultra -High -Frequency 
Applications," RCA Review, Vol. 38, No. 3, p. 390, Sept. 1977. 
R. S. Crandall and B. W. Faughnan, "Comment on the Cluster Model of Alkali -Metal Tungsten Bronzes," 
Phys. Rev. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, p. 1750, Aug. 15, 1977. 
R. S. Crandall and B. W. Faughnan, "Electronic Transport in Amorphous HW03," Phys. Rev. Lett., 
Vol. 39, No. 4, p. 232, July 25, 1977. 
R. Dawson, J. Preisig, J. Carnes, and J. Pridgen, "A CMOS/Buried-n-Channel CCD Compatible Process 
for Analog Signal Processing Applications," RCA Review, Vol. 38, No. 3, p. 406, Sept. 1977. 
M. Ettenberg, C. J. Nuese, and G. H. Olsen, "Abstract: Interfacial Recombination Velocity Determination 
in InGat_P/GaAsal," J. Vac. Sci. Technol., Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 1011, July/Aug. 1977. 
M. Ettenberg and G. H. Olsen, "The Recombination Properties of Lattice -Mismatched InGa,_P/GaAs 
Heterojunctions," J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 48, No. 10, p. 4275, Oct. 1977. 
J. I. Gittleman, B. Abeles, P. Zanzucchi, and Y. Arie, "Optical Properties and Selective Solar Absorption 
of Composite Material Films," Thin Solid Films, Vol. 45, p. 9, 1977. 
A. M. Goodman, "Suppression of Premature Dielectric Breakdown for High -Voltage Capacitance 
Measurements," RCA Review, Vol. 38, No. 3, p. 436, Sept. 1977. 
W. E. Ham, M. S. Abrahams, J. Blanc, and C. J. Buiocchi, "The Study of Microcircuits by Transmission 
Electron Microscopy," RCA Review, Vol. 38, p. 351, Sept. 1977. 
A. C. Ipri and J. C. Sarace. "Integrated Circuit Process and Design Rule Evacuation Techniques," RCA 
Review, Vol. 38, p. 323, Sept. 1977. 
W. Kern and R. S. Rosier, "Advances in Deposition Processes for Passivation Films," J. Vac. Sci. 
Technol., Vol. 14, No. 5, p. 1082, Sept./Oct. 1977. 
H. Kiess, "A Step Towards High Sensitivity Electrophotography," J. Photographic Sci., Vol. 25, No. 
3, p. 121, May/June 1977. 
H. Kressel, R. V. D'Aiello, E. R. Levin, P. H. Robinson, and S. H. McFarlane, "Epitaxial Silicon Solar Cells 
on 'Ribbon' Substrates," J. Crystal Growth, Vol. 39, No. 1, p. 23, July 1977. 
J. D. Levine, P. Mark, and S. H. McFarlane, "Si(111) 7 X 7 Surface Structure," J. Vac. Sci. Technol., 
Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 878, July/Aug. 1977. 
N. F. Maxemchuk and L. Schiff, "Third Order Intermodulation Interference -Bounds and Interference -Free 
Channel Assignment," IEEE Trans. Communications, Vol. 25, No. 9, Sept. 1977. 
S. H. McFarlane, H. Kressel, R. V. D'Aiello, and P. H. Robinson, "Dislocations in Silicon Layers Grown 
on Silicon -Ribbon Substratesal," J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 48, No. 8, p. 3616, Aug. 1977. 
J. J. Mezrich and A. Rose, "Coherent Motion and Stereopsis in Dynamic Visual Noise," Vision Research, 
Vol. 17, No. 8, p. 903, 1977. 
R. Mezrich, "High Resolution, High Sensitivity Ultrasonic C -Scan Imaging System," Acoustical Ho- 
lography, Vol. 7, p. 51, 1977. 
M. D. Miller, G. H. Olsen, and M. Ettenberg, "The Effect of Gas -Phase Stoichlometry on Deep Impurities 
in Vapor -Grown GaAs," Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 31, No. 8, p. 538, Oct. 15, 1977. 
J. I. Pankove and D. E. Carlson, "Photoluminescence of Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon," Appl. Phys. 
Lett., Vol. 31, No. 9, Oct. 1, 1977. 
J. I. Pankove, M. A. Lampert, J. J. Hanak, and J. E. Berkeyheiser, "Dependence of DC Electrolumines- 
cence and Host -Excited Photoluminescence on Tb3+ Concentration in Sputtered ZnS:Tb3+ Films," 
J. Luminescence, Vol. 15, p. 349, 1977. 
J. I. Pankove, M. A. Lampert, J. J. Hanak, and J. E. Berkeyhesier, "Photoelectroiuminescence of 
ZnS:TbF3," RCA Review, Vol. 38, p. 443, Sept. 1977. 
B. S. Perlman and V. H. Auerbach, "A Phase -Locking Technique for Estimating the Ensemble Average 
of Time -Series Data," IEEE Trans. Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, Vol. 25, No. 4, p. 295, 
Aug. 1977. 
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M. Rayl and D. C. McCarthy, "Arc Tracking in Organic Insulating Materials and the Comparative Tracking 
Index," J. Testing and Evaluation, Vol. 5, No. 5, p. 375, 1977. 
Ping Sheng, W. J. Burke, and H. A. Weakliem, "Signal Distortion Noise in Volume Phase Holograms," 
Optical and Quantum Electronics, Vol. 9, p. 427, 1977. 
H. S. Sommers, Jr. and H. F. Lockwood, "Optical Absorption Coefficient of (A10.42Gao.se)As," J. Appl. 
Phys., Vol. 48, No. 9, p. 4000, Sept. 1977. 
D. L. Staebler and C. R. Wronski, "Reversible Conductivity Changes in Discharge -Produced Amorphous 
Si," Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 31, No. 4, p. 292, 1977. 
R. G. Stewart, "High -Density CMOS ROM Arrays," J. Solid -State Circuits, Vol. 12, No. 5, p. 502, Oct. 
1977. 
E. G. Trachman, R. Williams, and Ping Sheng, "Orientation Effects in the Friction of a Hard Ellipsoid 
Sliding on Rubber," J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 48, No. 8, p. 3270, Aug. 1977. 
D. Vilkomerson, R. Mezrich, and K. F. Etzold, "An Improved System for Visualizing and Measuring Ul- 
trasonic Wavefronts," Acoustical Holography, Vol. 7, p. 87, 1977. 
J. A. Weisbecker, "COSMAC 'Elf'," Popular Electronics, Aug./Sept. 1976, March 1977, July 1977. 
R. Williams, "Properties of the Silicon-SiO2 Interface," J. Vac. Sci. Technol., Vol. 14, No. 5, p. 1106, 
Sept./Oct. 1977. 
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Patents Issued to RCA Inventors Third Quarter, 1977 

July 

A. A. Ahmed Current -Responsive Threshold Detection Circuitry 4037155 
J. A. Allen Video Disc Player Apparatus for Establishing Electrical Connection Between a Stylus Electrode 
and a Signal Processing Circuit 4038682 
A. L. Baker Defect Detection and Compensation 4038686 
E. M. Bali Vacuum Tube Gas Test Apparatus 4038616 
L. J. Basin Apparatus for Automatic Gamma Control of Television Color Signals 4038685 
A. Bloom and D. L. Ross Method for Increasing the Conductivity of Electrically Resistive Organic Materials 
4033905 
C. J. Busanovich and R. M. Moore Method of Forming and Treating Cadmium Selenide Photoconductive 
Bodies 4034127 
C. A. Celanese, J. A. Rajchman, and J. G. Endríz Vane Structure for a Flat Image Display Device 
4034255 
C. A. Clark, Jr. Radar Contour Edge Restore Circuit 4038655 
R. DePierre, G. J. Forgays, H. H. Behling, and W. C. Curtis Airborne Moving -Target Indicating Radar 
System 4034373 
W. F. Dietz Gate Drive Circuit for SCR Deflection System 4034262 
W. F. Dietz Gate Drive Circuit for Thyristor Deflection System 4034263 
W. F. Dietz Centering Circuit for a Television Deflection System 4037137 
D. P. Dorsey and W. E. Rodda Circuit for Elimination of Surface Charge Integration 4038581 
I. Drukier and E. Mykietyn Interconnection Means for an Array of Majority Carrier Microwave Devices 
4034399 
S. S. Eaton, Jr. Protection Circuit for Insulated -Gate Field -Effect Transistors (IGFETS) 4037140 
W. G. Einthoven and W. C. Simpson Semiconductor Device Resistors Having Selected Temperature 
Coefficients 4035757 
W. G. Einthoven, A. A. Todd, and A. J. Caravaggio Semiconductor Integrated Circuit Device 
4035828 
A. S. Farber and J. Hilibrand Method of Preparing Portions of a Semiconductor Wafer Surface for Further 
Processing 4035226 
A. H. Firester System for Recording Redundant Fourier -Transform Hologram 4033665 
J. I. Gittleman Semiconductor Absorber for Photothermal Converter 4037014 
R. C. Guyer Optical Adjustment Device 4037942 
J. B. Halter Apparatus for Electromechanical Recording of Short Wavelength Modulation in a Metal 
Master 4035590 
L. A. Harwood Chroma-Burst Separator and Amplifier 4038681 
L. R. Heckman, Jr. and J. B. Pickard High Power Coaxial Cavity Resonator Tunable Over a Broad Band 
of Frequencies 4034320 
A. C. Ipn and J. C. Sarace Semiconductor Device and Method of Electrically Isolating Circuit Components 
Thereon 4035829 
H. Kawamoto Four -Layer Trapatt Diode and Method for Making Same 4038106 
T. W. Kisor Package for Semiconductor Components 4037267 
H. B. Law Apparatus for Forming a Color Television Picture Tube Screen 4034382 
M. J. Lurie Coherent Wave Imaging and/or Recording Technique for Reducing the Generation of Spurious 
Coherent -Wave Image Patterns 4035055 
A. M. Morrell and D. H. Irlbeck Correcting Lens Having Two Effective Surfaces 4037936 
G. I. Morton and R. C. Heuner Reduction of Parasitic Bipolar Effect in Integrated Circuits Employing 
Insulated Gate Field Effect Transistors via the Use of Low Resistance Substrate Contacts Extending 
Through Source Region 4035826 
W. Phillips Method of Making Optical Waveguides and Product by the Process 4037005 
O. H. Schade, Jr. Capacitance Memories Operated with Intermittently -Energized Integrated Circuits 
4034239 
O. H. Schade, Jr. Complementary Field Effect Transistor Amplifier 4038607 
D. M. Schneider and L. J. Basin Video Blanking Circuit 4038687 
R. Stewart and M. S. M. Paulino Tri-State Logic Circuit 4037114 
T. Takahashi Certain Alkali Metal Rare Earth Metaphosphate Photoluminescent Glasses 4038203 
L. J. Thorpe and B. E. Nicholson Television Synchronizing Generator 4038683 
D. H. Vilkomerson Pressure Sensitive Field Effect Device 4035822 
J. A. Weiner Electroless Copper Plating Bath 4036651 
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C. F. Wheatley, Jr. Thermally Ballasted Semiconductor Device 4035827 
J. E. Wojslawowicz Vehicular Signal Light Control System 4037195 

August 

A. A. Ahmed Dynamic Biasing of Isolation Boat Including Diffused Resistors 4039857 
A. A. Ahmed Current Divider 4045694 
H. Arnold' and L. R. Salvatore Transistor Circuit 4041388 
J. P. Bingham Television Signal Processing Apparatus including a Transversal Equilizer 4041531 
C. R. Carlson Analog Optical Block Processor 4045133 
J. E. Carnes Smear Reduction in CCD Images 4040092 
C. A. Catanese and S. A. Keneman Electron Multiplier with Beam Confinement Structure 4041342 
K. K. Chang Avalanche Transistor Operating Above Breakdown 4041515 
C. A. Clark, Jr. High Voltage Protection Circuit 4041357 
S. B. Deal and D. W. Bartch Cathode -Ray Tube Having Conductive Internal Coating Exhibiting Reduced 
Gas Absorption 4041347 
A. G. Dingwall and B. D. Rosenthal Level Shift Circuit 4039862 
A. G. Dingwall Method of Making a Semiconductor Device 4045250 
A. G. Dingwall Semiconductor Integrated Circuit Device Including an Array of Insulated Gate Field Effect 
Transistors 4045811 
J. J. Pipiazza High Resolution Fluorescent Screen and Methods of Making and Using the Same 
4039838 
N. Feldstein Temperature -Stable Non -Magnetic Alloy 4042382 
R. E. Frankowski Interelectrode Open and Short Circuit Tester 4041374 
M. B. Goldman and S. J. Niemiec Protection Circuit 4039869 
J. Guarracini Disc Master Positioning Apparatus for a Recording System 4040089 
P. E. Haferl Pincushion Correction Circuit 4041354 
J. B. Halter Method and Apparatus for Electromechanical Recording of Short Wavelength Modulation 
in a Metal Master 4044379 
J. J. Hanak, R. N. Friel, and L. A. Goodman Liquid Crystal Devices Having Diode Characteristics 
4042293 
W. J. Hannan Adaptor for Inter -relating an External Audio Input Device with a Standard Television Re- 
ceiver and an Audio Recording for Use Therewith 4040088 
V. E. Hills and L. Wu Selectively Powered Flip -Flop 4042841 
R. J. Himics, N. V. Desai, and E. S. Polinlak Method of Transferring a Surface Relief Pattern from a 
Poly(Olef in Sulfone) Layer to a Metal Layer 4045318 
S. T. Hsu Complementary Field Effect Transistor Amplifier 4045747 
H. Huang Fabrication Method for a Dual Gate Field Effect Transistor 4040168 
M. I. Hussain Pulse Stream Identification Circuit 4041486 
H. P. Kleinknecht Optically Monitoring the Undercutting of a Layer Being Etched 4039370 
W. F. Kosonocky jnd E. S. Kohn Charge Transfer Skimming and Reset Circuit 4040076 
M. A. Leedom Overhead Disc Record Grounding Apparatus 4040634 
M. A. Leedom Releasable Stylus Arm Magnetic Coupling 4040635 
A. B. McDonie Electron Emitter Including Porous Antimony 4039887 
J. A. McNamee Vibrometer 4041775 
L. S. Napoli and R. E. Marx Positioning a Platform with Respect to Rays of a Light Source 4041307 
M. N. Norman Brightness Control Apparatus 4044375 
W. E. Salzer Regulated Voltage Source 4045719 
O. H. Schade, Jr. Ground Fault Interrupter Apparatus 4045822 
R. G. Stewart Transition Detector 4039858 
R. G. Stewart and J. R. Oberman Memory Array 4044341 
R. G. Stewart Power -On Reset Circuit 4045688 
V. W. Trotnick, Jr. Push -Pull Audio Amplifier System with Muting 4041408 
C. F. Wheatley, Jr. Adjustable Gain Current Amplifiers 4045746 
H. A. Wittlinger and M. S. Fisher Protective Network for an Insulated -Gate Field -Effect (IGFET) Differential 
Amplifier 4044313 
A. W. Young Memory System with Reduced Block Decoding 4040029 

September 

A. A. Ahmed Thyristor Switching Circuit 4047054 
A. A. Ahmed Monostable Switching Circuit 4047057 
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A. A. Ahmed Current -Operated Circuits and Structures 4051391 
A. Bloom and R. A. Bartolini Organic Volume Phase Holographic Recording Medium 4049459 
A. S. Clorfeine Bi-static Radar Speed Sensor 4050071 
L. A. Cochran Hue Correction Apparatus Controlled by Chrominance Saturation 4051510 
M. Ettenberg and H. F. Lockwood Electroluminescent Semiconductor Device Having a Restricted Current 
Flow 4048627 
A. M. Goodman Capacitance Meter Bias Protection Circuit 4050018 
P. E. Haferl Switched Vertical Deflection System 4048544 
K. W. Hang Glass Frit Composition for Sealing Window Glass 4049872 
L. A. Harwood Phase Control Circuit Suitable for Use in a Tint Control Stage of a Color Television System 
4051519 
L. A. Harwood Video Amplifier for Combining Liminance and Chrominance Signals 4051521 
L. F. Heckman, Jr. Radio Frequency Coupler 4051447 
T. F. Kirschnér Stylus Cleaning System for Disc Record Player 4046384 
S. P. Knight and T. E. Molinari Planar Printed Circuit Board Useful In the UHF Portion of a Television 
Tuner 4048597 
S. P. Knight UHF Tuning Circuit Utilizing a Varactor Diode 4048598 
I. Ladany Light Emitting Diode Having a Short Transient Response Time 4049994 
H. P. Lambert Simultaneous Location of Areas Having Different Conductivities 4046606 
H. B. Law Method for Forming a Color Television Picture Tube Screen 4049451 
M. A. Leedom Pickup Cartridge 4049280 
G. S. Lozier and P. B. Branin Method for Preparing Filter -Coated Phosphor Particles 4049845 
E. M. Nekut Reverse -Printing Method for Producing Cathode -Ray -Tube -Screen Structure 4049452 
J. S. Radovsky Phase-Splitter 4049977 
J. A. Rajchman Apparatus and Method for Modulating a Flat Panel Display Device 4051468 
B. D. Rosenthal Comparator Circuit 4047059 
B. D. Rosenthal and A. G. Dingwall Circuit for Starting Current Flow in Current Amplifier Circuits 
4051392 
W. Rosnowski and S. Ponczak Method of Selective Aluminum Diffusion 4050967 
G. K. Sendelweck Burst Gate Pulse Generator 4051518 
E. S. Thall Method for Assembling a Thermally -Set Getter Spring in a CRT 4045849 
C. F. Wheatley, Jr. Transistor Amplifiers 4051441 
J. P. White and P. J. Kannam High Voltage Semiconductor Device Having a Novel Edge Contour 
4047196 
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AUTHORS 

Jerome K. Butler received the B.S.E.E. degree from Louisiana 
Polytechnic University, Ruston, in 1960 and the MSEE and Ph.D. 
degrees from the University of Kansas, Lawrence, in 1962 and 
1965, respectively. From 1960 to 1965, he was a Research As- 

- sistant at the Center for Research in Engineering Sciences, Uni- 
i versity of Kansas. His work was related to electromagnetic wave 

propagation and antenna arrays. In 1965, he joined the faculty of 
the Engineering School, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, 
Texas where he is now Professor of Electrical Engineering. Dr. 

' Butler has been a member of the technical staff at RCA laborato- 
ries during the summers from 1969 to 1977. His primary research areas include electro- 
magnetic wave propagation in semiconductors, mode characterization of semiconductor 
lasers, integrated optical electronics and quantum electronics. He has held consulting ap- 
pointments with Texas Instruments, Inc., the Geotechnical Corp. of Teledyne, Inc., Earl Cullum 
Associates of Dallas, Texas, and the University of California Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
Dr. Butler is a member of Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu and the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers. 

Yuen-Sheng Chiang received his B.S. degree In Chemical Engi- 
neering from National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, China, 
in 1956 and M.Ch.E. degree from the University of Louisville, 
Louisville, Ky., in 1959. In 1964, he was awarded the Ph.D. degree 
in Physical Chemistry by Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. His 
thesis research dealt with crystal growth. He served as a consul- 
tant to the Research Division of Burroughs Laboratories from 
1962 through 1963, and was appointed as a research associate 

IF IY L1 in the Chemistry Department of Princeton University in November 
1963, upon completion of his Ph.D. studies. The research he en- 

gaged in at Princeton was in the area of electron paramagnetic resonance studies of fast 
reactions. In 1964, he joined the Fundamental Research Laboratory of Xerox Corporation 
as a Scientist and was made a Senior Scientist in 1968. He has worked in the field of surface 
physics and chemistry of solids, ultra -high vacuum technology, and electron microscopy 
and diffraction studies. Since joining the staff at RCA Laboratories in 1969, he has been in- 

volved with low temperature gas phase growth of silicon and silicon microwave devices. 
He received a joint RCA Achievement Award in 1974 for work on high efficiency, low noise 
IMPATT. Dr. Chiang is a member of IEEE, American Chemical Society, Electron Microscopy 
Society of America, Sigma Xi and the Electrochemical Society. 

Alvin Malcolm Goodman received a B.S.E. in 1952 from the 
Drexel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa. He did graduate 
work at Princeton University, receiving an M.A. in 1955 and a 

Ph.D. in 1958. From June 1956 to January 1957, he served as Re- 
search Assistant at Princeton University, and then as Assistant J ( Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Case Institute of Tech- 
nology up to June 1959. He performed research at RCA Laborato- 
ries as a summer employee in 1954, 1955, and 1958. He has 

been a Member of the Technical Staff since June 1959. During 
the year 1970-71, Dr. Goodman engaged in postdoctoral studies 

at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. Dr. Goodman has specialized in solid-state 
physics. His thesis subject was "Dember Effect and Trap Levels in Silver Chloride," and 
he has worked extensively in the areas of photoconductivity, metal -semiconductor contacts, 
metal -insulator contacts, insulator properties, and tunnel diodes. He has received two RCA 
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Laboratories Achievement Awards for work on metal -semiconductor contacts (1963) and 
MNOS (metal -nitride -oxide -silicon) memory devices (1969). Dr. Goodman is a member of 
the American Physical Society, Sigma Xi and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics En- 
gineers. 

Sheng T. Hsu received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering 
from National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan. In 1958; the 
M.S.E.E. degree from National Chiao-Tung University, Hsienchu, 
Taiwan, in 1960 and the Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering 

9, Z73- 4'' from the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, in 1966. From 
1966 to 1970, he was with Fairchild Semiconductor Research and 
Development Laboratory, Palo Alto, California, as a Member of 
the Technical Staff. From 1970 to 1972, he was an Assistant Pro - 

.J1 fessor of the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of 
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man., Canada. He is now a staff member of 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J., working on semiconductor devices and integrated circuit 
technologies. 

Henry Kressel received the B.A. degree in 1955 from Yeshiva 
University, the M.S. in 1956 and the M.B.A. in 1959 from Harvard 
University, and the Ph.D. in 1965 from the University of Pennsyl- 
vania. He has been with RCA since 1959. As a member of the 
RCA Solid State Division he contributed to the development of 
high frequency planar silicon transistors and led a group responsi- 
ble for the development of high power varactor diodes subse- 

t/Ls quently used for the Lunar Excursion Module Communication Sys- 
tem. He joined RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J., in 1966 and be- 
came Head of the Semiconductor Optical Devices Research 

Group in 1969. He pioneered in the field of (AIGa)As-GaAs heterojunction devices, in particular 
laser diodes, and has been actively engaged in the study of devices and luminescent pro- 
cesses in various III -V compound materials. He is the recipient of three RCA research 
Achievement Awards as well as a 1974 David Sarnoff Medal for Outstanding Technical 
Achievement, RCA's highest award. He is presently Director, Materials and Processing 
Research Laboratory. Dr. Kressel is a Fellow of the IEEE, a Fellow of the American Physical 
Society, and President of IEEE Quantum Electronics and Applications Group. 

Arnold R. Moore received his B.S. in Chemistry from the Poly- 
~ technic Institute of New York in 1942, with thesis work in chemi- 

cal kinetics. Subsequently, he worked on gas discharge and pho- 
toelectric surface problems with the manufacturing devisions of 
RCA in Harrison, N. J., and Lancaster, Pa. In 1945, he returned to 
graduate school at Cornell University, where he received the 
Ph.D. degree in Experimental Physics, minor in Theoretical Phys- 
ics and Mathematics, in 1949 under National Research Council 
Fellowship. His work at Cornell consisted chiefly of experimental 
research into the motion of electrons in alkali and silver halides, 

along with the growth of the required single crystals. He joined RCA Laboratories in 1949, 
working in the field of transistor physics, optical absorption in semiconductors and semi- 
conductor alloys, magnetic susceptibility, acoustoelectric effect in cadmium sulfide and 
gallium arsenide, and most recently photovoltaic solar converters. In 1970-71 he was a 

visiting professor at Brown University where he taught a graduate course in physics of 
solid-state devices and participated in research on photovoltaic cells. Since in 1971, he has 
been Head of a group at RCA Laboratories working on insulators and photo devices. He has 
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received three RCA Achievement Awards. Dr. Moore is a Fellow of the American Physical 
Society and a member of Sigma Xi. 

Edward J. Nossen received the B.S.E.E. degree in 1953 from the 
New Jersey Institute of Technology and the M.S.E.E. degree from 
Drexel University. He is presently taking Doctorate Courses at the 
University of Pennsylvania. He joined RCA in 1955 and worked on 
Ground and Airborne Radar systems and Electronic Counter- 
measures. He conceived and developed several counter- 
measures receivers including those installed on B-52 aircraft. For 
the last 18 years he has directed numerous studies and hardware 
developments in ECCM communications. These have included all 
forms of spread spectrum modulations, such as slow and fast fre- 

quency hopping, pseudo noise and chirp modulations. His contributions to the space program 
included the conception and development of the Apollo VHF Ranging system, and the Co- 
herent Synthetic Aperture (Chirp) radar used to map the moon from the 60 NM high Apollo 
17 Command Module. Mr. Nossen's recent activities have resulted in the development of 
a family of low cost frequency hopping and pseudo -noise radios and modems for tactical 
communications. 

Mr. Nossen is a senior member of the IEEE, a Licensed Professional Engineer (N.J.) and 
a member of the NSIA Study Committee for New Anti -Jam Communications systems. He 
received the David Sarnoff Outstanding Achievement Award for the Apollo VHF Ranging 
system. 

David Redfield received the B.A. from UCLA in 1948, the M.S. 
from the University of Maryland in 1953, and the Ph.D. from the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1956, all in physics. He held the 
Mobil Oil Co. Fellowship at the Univ. of PA for 1953-1954 and 

11:11.2111,13'1 1954-1955. He worked as an Electronic Scientist at the Natl. Bu- 
reau of Standards from 1949-1952, first in solid state device de- 
velopment and then in solid state physics research. From 1955 to 
1964, he was a research physicist for the Union Carbide Corp. in 
Parma, Ohio, and Tarrytown, N.Y. He was Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering at Columbia University from 1964 to 1967 

and then came to RCA. 
His work has centered on the optoelectronic and transport properties of solids, mostly 

semiconductors. He discovered the magnitudes and prevalence of natural electric fields 
in imperfect solids and their influence on a number of optoelectronic properties. That led 
to the first unified explanation for the character of the fundamental optical absorption edges 
of solids, the first comprehensive physical model for the operation of semiconductor lasers, 
and the identification of new mechanisms in electron -hole recombination in semiconductors. 
He developed a new technique for studying electronic transport in disordered semiconductors, 
and for several years has worked on properties of solar cell devices and systems. In 1974, 
he was granted an RCA Outstanding Achievement Award. 

Dr. Redfield is a Fellow of the American Physical Society, was a member of the Executive 
Committee of its Division of Solid State Physics for 1973-1975. He is a Senior Member of 
the IEEE, a member of its Energy Committee, and Chairman of the Working Group on En- 
ergy/Environment of the IEEE Committee on Social Implications of Technology. He is a 
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